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LAW SCHOOL
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San Diego Mayor Di.ck-Murphy presents Dean Daniel Rodriguez
with prpclamatio.n de6larfng April 24, 2004 as "University of San ·
Diego School of Law Day;~' (Photo by Pablo Mason).
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THE GALA WEE~ND: .
SALUTE TO USD WOMEN
PIONEERS IN THE LAW

By Kemi Williams ('84)
Career Services Coordinator
University of San Diego School of Law
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ON ·THE.BAY'
'

By Dami.en Schiff ·
Editor

'

$Qme p~ople, I love attorneys." Mentioning
that his son,_ Brian Murphy, is a third-year
QUESTIONS:
student at the law school, the Mayor quipped
Who led development of the first curriculum
University of San Diego School of Law that, having attended the gall;l, pe~haps his son
for the USD School of Law for a course on sex faculty, administrl:!.tors, staff, students, alumni, would be more lij{ely to graduate. Getting down
discrimination and the law (at the time, 1973, and friends, dolled up in black tie· and shod to business, as it were, the.Mayor read from a
no textbooks on the subject even existed)?
in dancing shoes, made merry for the fiftieth City Proclamation .declaring the 24th of April te
aiu_yversruy gala dinner, held Saturday, April 24 · be University of San Diego School of Law Day.
Who was the first woman valedictorian of any in the Manchester Ballroom of the Manchester
Dinner was then served.
The first ·
class up until that time at USD School of Law Grand Hyatt San Diego. The event began with course was a salad of mixed greens, pecans,
and the first woman (and youngest person ever} cocktails and hors d'oeuvres, including teriyaki cherry tomatoes a:nd vinaigrette dressing.
in California to serve as chief judge of a federal skewers, deep-fried shrimp, eggrolls.in mustard For the main course, guests were treated to
district court?
sauce, salmon canapes and chicken wraps. The macadamia-crusted sea bass and steak, with
food and aperitifs were accompanied ·by the tj.ce_, potato quiche, asparagus and carrots.
Who was the first woman elected to the U.S. mellow jazz sounds Qf the RB Swin~et, whose Dessert consisted oi a delectable but rich ladyHouse of Representatives to ·· represent the distinguished membership includes one of the · finger .and whipped cream confection.
San Diego ·area ~d was also the first woman law school's own - Professor (and clarinetist)
Following dinner, University President
to be appointed to the position of Se.c retary of Hugh Friedman.
Dr. Mary Lyons took the podium to express
Busin~ss, Transportation and Housing for the
Following . appetizers, attendees were congratulations . for the law school's fiftieth
State of California?
·
direeted into the main ballroom to the sounds anniversary. She noted first of all that, now
of Society Beat, a big band orchestra, which having served almost . a year a$ President,
Who was the first woman to be · appointed provided tunes throughout the evening.
·
she ·will no longer be introduced as the "new
special agent in charge of the FBI's MarylandDean Daniel Rodriguez, speaking .from President" of USD. Dr. Lyons also thanked the
Delaware office, making her one of only six the dais, introduced Sister Virginia Rodee of law school faculty for its devotion to the school,
women serving in the top spot in the FBI's fifty- the University, who gave a benediction. The and applauded the law school's corru;nitment to
·
seven field offices?
Dean then· introduced Mayor Dick Murphy. advocacy and justice through its clinics.
The
Mayor,
a
former
San
Diego
Superior
Court
Gala
Please see Salute at page 12
judge, prefaced his remarks noting that, "unlike
.. .

Please see

at page 12 -
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It has been a banner year
at the School of Law. We have
welcomed two-justices of the
Supreme Court of the lJnited
States; 's ponsored numerous
panels,
conferences
-and
symposia
featuring
distinguished speakers · ftorri
-a round the nation; and ~njoyed
remarkable and memorable
events cel~b~ating our Fiftieth
Anniversary. As th~s semester
winds down~] _of(er my thanks
.to all the . :inember8 - -of -our
:- community
~no~-ic,bfitributed
.
-

ca.me·Wilson ·
Dean o_f Student Affairs
For infomiation, please call 619-260-4600 e_xt. 4343, oremail motions@sandiego._edu ..
Disclaimer: The _c ontents of this newspaper qo not _reflect
the views or opinions of th£University of San Diego School - of Law, the University of San Diego School of Law News
Organization, qr the Editors,i>ireci:ors .or Staff of this news- ··
paper and are solely the products of the authors in their
individual capacities. Unsign,ed editorials reflect only the
view o_f t~e Edito~al Bo~d of :11is ?ewspaper,_ a Student ·
Orgaruzati~1:1 ~ons1stent wtth Umvers1ty ?fSan Diego School
of Law pohc1es.
.. ·

..,

·-

.

:.

so
significantly to this
successful year. I wish all
students good luck with their
studies and final exams, as
well as best wishes to all for a
fun and productive summer .
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[CAVEAT: THE READIJ.YG OF THIS ARTICLE .journalism students intent upon a career in
MORE THAN- ONCE MAy EXCEED YO
.
UR the media. By the time one gets to law .scI?.ool,
RECOMMENDED- DAILY 'ALLOWANCE OF . however, one has already chosen a profession
Motions welcomes all letters, guest columns, complaints PEDANTRY~OR POMPOSITY.'OR BOTH] and thus there is little incentive for faw students
and commentaries. All submissions must be signed and into write for a school newspaper. Even if such
clude daytime and evening telephone numbers. We do not
writing ha:d some resume-building potential,
monetarily compensate contributing writers. We reserve Froni the Editor, _
the exceptionally frenetic schedule of most law
the right to edit for content, length, style and the requirements of good taste.
It is With some nostalgia that I '.say farewell to . students presents a near insuperable obstacle
the hoards of Motions readers, here on campus, to regular legal writing. I believe, therefore, that
· -_. in the dty, :and throughout the ciVilized world. it is a matter of some achieyeme_n t that Motions
·~'
·. The ta$_k o.f: editiQg a school newspaper can ha~ Q~e~~ printed without inte~ption_ since
be datmting:
agonies over misspellings-, 1963, thus making it .the oJd~st publication of
µiisquotations, misattributions and miscellany; our law school. Such pedigree is awesome in
the monthly struggle for good copy (I should the true sense of that word.
say any copy); travails over technology; and a
-hundred.
other penances which only an editor Admittedly,- I was a bit disappointed that not
October 28-29, 2004
can
sympathize
with, and with which I shall not a single suggestiOn card was filled out and
Equal Justice Works. Career Fair & Conference
bore
you.
·
'
·
·
deposited in the designated box adjacent to the
·
Washington, D.C.
studerit mailboxes.· I must take this singular
fact·
as an affirmation of the state of near-·
course,
_not.
least
among
the
heavy
duties
of
Of
USD sponsors students each Fall to attend the
perfection
that the paper has attained (or of the
an
editor
is
the
selection
of
his
successor.
It
Equal Justice Works Career Fair & ConferenGe
state
of
near
total apathy oflaw students). Also,
is with pride that l announce Nicole Rothstein,
in Washington, D.C. The Career Fair &
letters
to
the
editor were few and far between:
presently
a
staff
writer
for
Motions;
as
the
editor
. Conference provides a unique opportunity
Now,
I
suppose
I could have manufactured a few
of the paper for its fortieth volume. I am sure that
to interview for internships and full-time
letters,
simply
for
the copy value, but that tack
positions, attend substantive and skill-build.ing Nicole--will continue the unparalleled -standards
did
not
strike
me
as
very sporting. Nevertheless,
conference sessions, and network with other . of excellence that have been establish~d by the
I
should
emphasize
that the success of a law
paper's previous editors, and that ·have not
public interest-minded colleagues.
·
school
newspaper
does
not depend simply upon
been too seriously diminished by the benign
its
staff
writers.
Ra
ther,
the paper must rely
incompetence of the present h elmsman.
In October 2003 USD sent fifteen students to
upon the occasional trench ant observation
this conference. A total of 157 public interest
employers-from across the country interviewed I confess that I had intended to grace this page from t he field, submitted by an administrator,
with an especially trenchant and poetic piece, faculty member or student'. These glimpses 9f
attendees for more than 1,500 part-time·and
one particularly apt for a ri' editor's swansong. daily life on campus, or explications of current
full-tim e pqsitions. Opportunities ranged
Alas! Time waits for ho man, and the call of gripes among law school denizen~. are essential
from summer clerkships, legislative work
:finals h a s drain ed away the hourglass faster to keeping the paper au courant. For if the
and community activism to policy issues and
.that I would h a:ve wished. Too ba d for . me, primary readership loses interest, .what good is
full-time attorney positions. Three.USO law
students obtairted summer employment at this perhaps lucky for you in that you n eed not ·slog the pa per? (Si sal evanuerit, in quo salietur?)- At
through another interminable perambulation of least one, can use it for fishwrap:
conference! ·
mine .
So now · I ·see that I have run out of space
USD's Public Interest Law Foundation (PILF)
will.h ave an information meeting in early - _ Not so · much as an apology, but rather as a (and indeed out of interest). I . t}ierefore close
September. Applications and more inforination justification, I feel compelled to rpake some willingly, not without a h eavy heart, but still
comment on the nature of a law school .satisfied tha t Motions shall continue to bring
will b e available at that time. ·
newspaper.
Typically college newspapers lucidity, perspicacity, and not a little grace to
are well-funded and well.:.staffed with eager the students of the Uriiversity of San Diego.

SAVE ·T HE DATE
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JUSTICE STEVENS -REMINISCES Degheri Alumni
Center Celebrates
IN NATHANSON LECTURE
By Professor Steve Smith
University of San Diego School of Law
Delivering
the
twentieth
annual
Nathanson Memdrial Lecture before a packed
auditorium at the Peace and Justice Theatre
on April 7, 2004, Justice John Paul Stevens
began by disclaiming any intention . to give
a '"scholarly dissertation" or "novel insights"
into law. Instead, he .offered personal warm
recollections of judicial colleagues. When he
was appointed to the Supreme Court in 1975,
Stevens explained, there was a 5-4 split on the
Court: five of the Justices were over 6 feet tall,
while four were much shorter. But in Stevens's
recollection, a gen~ral friendship united the
factions.
· \:_;Justice Potter Stewart had the "keenest
intellect," Stevens suggested.
Stewart also
had a deep bass voice, and during oral
·arguments he would whisper comments that
were intended to be heard only by his neighbor
on the bench, but that in ·fact reverberated
throughout the courtroom. Although Stewart
is best remembered for his statement about
obscenity- "I can't define it but I know it when
I see it"- Stevens particularly recalled feeling
"struck by lightning" by Stewart's opinion on
capital punishment in Furman v. Georgia.
Stevens remembered Chief Justice
Warren Burger as a "graceful and courteous
presiding officer" and a "modem administrator"
who· introduced innovations such as colorcoded briefs and word processing.
Burger
literally "changed the shape of the Court" by
having the bench cut into three sections so
that Justices could see each other. He also
initiated a custom of toasting each Justice at
a birthday lunch followed by a . judicial chorus
of ''Happy Birthday" (a -r~ndition that has been
greatly improved, Bteveri,s 'said, by the addition
of Justice .Thomas ; to the' Court). Stevens's
personal favorites among Burger opinions are
TVA v. Hill (the "sn{ril darte!'' case) and Reed v.
Reed (which struck down a gender classification
on "rational basis" grounds without resorting
to the "tiered" approach that Stevens finds
unhelpful).
Justice Lewis Powell was Stevens's
neighbor on the bench, and in fact the two shared
a parallel pre-appointment history that ip.cluded
intelligence work during World 1War II. Stevens
remembered· Powell for three outstanding
characteristics: he was an "exceptionally wise
man," he was a "true gentleman," and he
"fervently loved his country."
Stevens recalled personal incidents
shared with Justice William Brennan, including
dinners at Stevens's Arlington apartment, pooled
wisdom about negotiating D. C. traffic, and a
formal dinner that Brennan persuaded Stevens
to attend by loaning him a tie and . tails. He
said Brennan's favorite among his own opinions
was Goldberg v. Kelly (a "due process" welfare
benefits case), but Stevens himself espeditlly
admires Brennan's opinio~s in Baker v. Carr (a
voting rights case), New York Times v. Sullivan
(a free speech-defamation ,~ase), and Elrod v.
Bums (a case curbing political patronage).
Stevens
first
observed
Thurgood
Marshall as a lawyer arguing before the
Supreme Court when Stevens was a law clerk.
He later came to understand that beyond being
a skillful lawyer, Marshall had "in full measure"
an essential virtue: "His word was good."
Stevens highlighted three outstanding
qualities in Marshall. First, he had a joke for
every occasion- a "vast repertoire"- and he
never told the same joke twice. Second, he had
an unusual ability to see both sides in cases
involving a conflict of state power and individual
rights, derived in part from his pride in his son
John, who was a Virginia state trooper. Third,
Marshall's vast trial experience was helpful
to the Court in appreciating, for example, the
problem with racially discriminatory peremptory
challenges. Stevens illustrated Marshall's sense
of humor by recalling an incident in which
Marshall complimented Stevens's wife Mary
Ann on her tan, acquired on a beach excursion,
but added that "his would always be better."

With Ice Cream

Byron White was already famous as a
football player when Stevens met him at Pearl By Damien Schiff
Harbor, where White had performed "With tnie Editor
heroism" during the ·attack, and the mens'
The munificence of University of
paths crossed several times before Stevens San Diego Alumni continues in unabated
became White's colleague on the Court. There superabundance.
An instantiation of this
they developed "a true friendship that never phenome1:1 0n occurred Thursday, April 15, when
· diminished." White was a "team player" willing all comers were treated to delectable ice cream
to respect a decision- such as Miranda v. sundaes, replete with nuts, fudge, caramel,
Arizona- that he initially opposed. It was White whipped cream (the real kind and not the
who assigned Stevens to write the opinion in partially hydrogenated Cool Whip abomination),
Chevron v. Natural Resource Defense Council with the daily allowance of ·bananas and
(an ' administrative deference case) that has strawberries, at the Degheri Alumni Center.
been cited and discussed more than any other The sumptuous Eastertide delights were
opinion Stevens has Written.
provided as part of the Center's official Welcome
· Stevens, remembered , Justice . Harry Celebration to campus denizens, and were not
Blackmun . as a "sensitive and thoughtful intended to staunch the fresh financial wourids
human being" who was meticulous in his work, of those who had but recently anted:--up with
• often checking his own citations. Both men Uncle Sam.
.
had "Illinois roots" and shared the "perennial
The Center's building, made possible
frustration of being ardent Cubs fans." Stevens through the generosity of Bert Degheri, C'61,
recounted Blackmun's interest in music and his admirably continues the school's ubiquitous
pi;trticipatimY in a moot court considering the Sp~ish colonial baroque architectural theme.
authorship of the Shakespeare canon . . Though The structure consists of three fovels containing
Blackmun is · best remembered for authoring various office spaces and conference rooms
Roe/ v. Wade, it was not ,R oe but rather Garcia for the University Relations and Publications
v. San Antonio Transit (rejecting -a doctrine divisions.
immunizing some traditional state functions
Upon entering through the main door,
from federal regulation) that produced the immediately to one's left is the building's "living
Blaclqnun opinion Stevens most admires.
, room," a halcyonic lounge appointed with a
At one point in his lecture, Stevens .. fireplace and alumni memorabilia, including
recalled that before his appointment to the a framed photograph of a very young-looking
Court, he was skeptical upon hearing Justice and very Reverend Charles Buddy, the founder
Marshall report that relations · among the of the University and of the law school, and the
Justices were cordial, but when he became San Diego Diocese's proto-bishop. The "living
a Justice he found that Marshall had been room" will no doubt provide a welcomed oasis
accurate.
Stevens's reminiscences- depicted of quiescence during the impending mental
an institution composed of friendly, mutually cacophony of finals time.
respectful, even affectiona!e juri~ts: .,,
· Proceeding directly through the main
/ \ dob:rc- one emerges into the courtiard, in t_h e
'
ceriter of which gurgles a diminutive fountain: '
One's th<;mghts turn unavoidably and ineluctably ,
to Gran'tida and Seville, to the Alcazar, the
·- Alhambra arid the Genentlife - all the glories of
the Old World which were brought transmuted
_ . and adapted but still essentiruly preserved to
the New World and San Diego's portion thereof.
If any cavil could be levied against the building,
it would be . that the courtyard lacks sufficient
greenery: no hanging flower pot in sight, n~ a
geranium spilling over the wrought-iron railings
above; indeed, not even a bright bougainvillea
ambling up a trellis. Perhaps this defect will be
.
remedied.
On the opposite side of the courtyard is
the entrance to the main meeting room, or board
.
room, which look~ out onto a spacious patio
rimmed with an oleander-backed balustrade.
· The landscap~ng surrounding the
· Center continues the Edenic theme of campus
horticulture.
Star jasmine and lantana
monte0densis (no doubt straight from Uruguay)
tumble in a riot of color down slopes to the
bordering sidewalks, while oleander and desert
. palms accent the ridges closest to the building.
The western side is hedged with a variety of
odoriferous roses·; and the eastern side, nea:r:
the patio, is approached by an. emerald lawn.
ar~
betwee~
Unhappily, the de rigueur _begonias are absent
- ·.
from the border surrounding the building's
0 .
nameplate.
Two coniferous trees, which ~
formerly framed the old Harmon Hall, have
been retained; while the statue of the Sacred
w~ Heart, which stood above the old building's
.
main ent~ance, has' been,r- moved to facilities
management on the west end ·of campus.
- In short, the Degheri Alumni Center
represents another archit~ctural triumph for
the University, one that follows closely upon
the equally astounding successes of the Shiley
Scien~e Building and the Kroc Institute.
And a final riote ·on the sundaes: one
attendee, speaking on condition of anonymity,
declared, "I liked the sundae because it was
old-fashioned: Breyer's, great toppings. But it
was sparsely attended." So much the better for
those who were there!

SUPER SALE!
NEW ·LOW ,PRICE!
BOOKS, BOO,K S,
BOOKS_!_
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Th LRC has recently
e
lowered its prices at
OUr book sale. '
We
have a wide variety_ of
1 l
ega . themed books to
ChOOSe from. · We have
casebooks, SU_p plements,
hornbOOkS, COdes,- Study
aids and nutshells. They
priced
ten
td
th
d
11
·
Cen S an _ . ree .
ars,
depending· OD the item.
It's .a .great de·a l and
are COnStantly Changing
k
b
OUr StOC • . Just StOp ·. Y
the LRC and check it
out. The book sale truck
is located behind the
circulation . desk.
For
more _information feel
free to call us at x4542

.

(

And if this purpose be the case, that the laws
claim to bejust, they all announce themselves,
implicitly,·at least, to be open to examination by
some unchangeable standard that is not simply
what their Senate or Assembly or Court sets
down.

ON ''AIDS TO WISDOM'''
".

By James V. Schall, S. J.
Professor of Government
Georgetown University_
Special to Motions

graduate confronts. on leaving law school and
on beginning to reside, now as an adult, in the IL
If we read the career of Augustine iri
world, with all its varieties ofJives and loves and his Confessions, as we should, we see tliat he
occupations, and, yes, tragedies 'a nd joys.
spent most of his early teaching years preparing
Each
semester,
other young men for rhetoric,
"I am -afraid I do not believe very much in the with a class, we read bo most students go -into for a public and legal career.
effect of travel as an ai<t to wisdom unless i_t be some essays . of Cicero,. or come out of law schools Indeed, we see with some
accompanied by a profoundly transcendental that great · Roman law)rer
- ·
amusement that he moved
and pP,ilosopher, who has today · having meditated from Carthage to Rome
and a universal philosophy."
....- HILAIRE BELLOC, "Introduction~" in PLACES 8
done so mu~h to ~ducate the .profuntJJty of Cicero's. because the students were
(1941).
our · tradition.
In the _ teaching? . Har,dly. Most, _
- rowdy and did not pay their
p~cµlar book that I use,
bills. He wa:s much sobered
I.
The word "senate" means _a body of there is cited the famous in .:fact, · think - that· the to find that the students hafi
elders. Senex means "old man." The Latin qceronian
.passage on Senate and the Assembly; muclithesamevicesinRome.
presumption is not simply that _such men who natural ' law. If .ever, as not to .mention the Courts, In Milan, n,ow a bit older, he
compose any "seriate" are "old," but ~ather that, ,a la:wJ7er, one doubts the
. followed this legal
- "a transeendent ca-n .,exemn
_t us rom t'h e ahn<>st
1n the prncess of th,eir aging, they_ have become · majesty of
r
career himself. . I presume
also and pnmatj.ly "wi::?e.»· .It's a cnaricy thing. arid universal philosophy,"- demands Of this natural I ani, not the only one to be
We . need not l;>e surprised that the '.gaining of it will quickly be restor~d law, this .law of reason. _
grateful that Augustine did
such wisdom does not• automatically happen in reflecting on this classi~
not plead before the Imperial
with gr;owing old. All senates known to· man stl:,ltement'. - · Indeed, - I
_
·Bar raQier than what he did
have often also con,tained fools, if not traitors. ~sually l:;i.a~e a. student read . this 'passage in fact choose·,to follow in his rather turbulent
And', as the saying goes, if "thete . i~ no fool like , a1om:l. lt is better ·.~vheh_ s_~~ ajo1l:~'. ~ietz,sche, l life. We cannot help; but think, however, that
an old fool," still we can hope that we, in' our believ~, remarked .t hat the ~cie~ts, ev~n when his untJ.'arried concubine, whom he got rid of in
youth', are not totally imprisoned by. 04r initial. they read to .themselves, read aloud,Mil~, could have used a good lawye?~ But, no
foolishness. We. can .hope and know that it . .. In arl;Y ca~e, it see:ffiS t~. ri):e, that this doubt, had he chosen ' a legal career, .brilliant
is . pos.sibl~ to. leaffi from our mist~es, \yhil~ P~S.~.ag~ needs to be·spoken, eve-q to_our~elves, rrian .that lie was, he. would -have made his
- acknpwledging;, . rather -than denyjng, the,m. ):o ,be . fuJly. under.s tood - such. is, the _ pow:er mark. Hi .might, very: w~il have been)ike his
We are no(e~pected' ~o 9e wise' f?eftm~ oyr. time' of _Cicexo'~ word~. , - "True -law ,is ::Reason, 'right mentoi, Aml>rose;:a rriaii With i{ i;ltstinguished
allows )h ·:· , ,.; < , ·:. ·--:-- : , _; , >' ·~ ;,'.. " ,'. ,_ " ~- 'fili4 .ii~iu~at,\~<Jn1wan.<li~g pe,ople t9 iujti1jh.e1~ I>li~1i~ :cw~~t.~: - ~ef~i¢:;. t?Y, ,p913µ1~ :,~~?~~m. he
. . . There ~e , thtugs, . usually m._a ny othing~,. ohiigatlpns ancf pr,o hibfring an.cl <if~tefli~g:_tl}eID: was·made bisnO'p ·ot Milan _, > - . ,
:·
-.
t_h._~t :. -.~fhe_ -_,-_Y01Jn
,, 'g_,'.:do.'_:. .h,,<>t.. -. Y_~t' :~
. o. ·.~-.·<.·.·.' ' .--.·.·
AIre~.-4.Y-.
f~om
wrong/
,
C
16erp
begw;i.''
.
.
"
:
·-,
'
"'
.
'
.
..
Irl.
'
iii~-,
\~~m~eAt~':
"
c,;
'
Psfilm
77'
' ,.A -.. .
, r.-,' •
+.' ,."' ,,,. ''-'
j"' -"'-1'·'
•
.
.J.('{.
i~ '. t)le::f!r~t.;,\>,90~ .,9f_;}H~:. E'.tltiG.$, ,_..Afi~-tRPcr. 11!}~!, ·'·' ~""''i }t~ .vap~i;o/,j,.s ~11iY~~~~; ;itJ~ iPMB¥:~~h~~ ~ugystj~e, .~s,I,<:e~. -~1:1~-~ti,c_>ps·= ,~J;i§it r ~y91::ie can
suggested that "politi~al scie:t;Ly,e': ..w,~si,.n,..9iJA-} .~.'~ ~~rlJ~~{·['~trtaa!·f( . ''.·.Jt~.,,. ?9~fury:?"'.'an,cJ; e.~-~!Jy, W?:.~W.etW-l?-<tA ,h,.y:)s~n~f;h!~~eJ£.if!volved.
~p~ci,~t:.x: oOJi,e.~qung....,Th~~Y:oui'i'g.-.l~fk~C'r'tfie' &fl-~ '. ~ ,t>r?~~i~ttP!J~; ~FPIY:, _r~(ef:tiv~1,Y,;4<t,~8~<;11 _ ·::i;,i-.:?4~~i:p.,e, ,p;'..'a s . it~~er~_, }f.(,~~~r-' ~s:f~Rl:-1-ge of -·~.. ·~#p~n~P;c.~~9f~B~$~1ju:)P#!?~ 1't. ~~~- wo~l4: &tv,e .
, , mJP?i•:·~~Awse . µ._nJRfi';WPRS~ }~~. ~~c;!,1;1:- ·~~~I:iq; ~.ttte . 1fy·tp --,cr:it;_tfi1 _. If:.tryly .. indeed
~em, P!'1qenti~ in~i~l:J:t ,i~t~,; :W}?-at:.~~~-. !f~ly1 _ , •:-·:·r·&r~. .bad:1 A.fiy_:;i:ttem.:pt ~o S°\'1perced,e th1.s, justice .fJ.f! .~~e7>-;' '.judtJf! _fight . thing$, , ye · ~ons of
happ~ning in the .complic~ted: -~f~s of. men,
-~ , . , )a;:vi to . rep.e~ ~y . part~;?f ~t,_is__ s~i;ful; m·en:; For to whp.t _unju~t-mar(is _h 1.1'.o'( ~ easy
th:ing~ not a'Iway:~:·found ,ih boo,ks: .Aristotle was
_ " to " qmc.e l, . it ~ntjrely _is. ii:npqss~_ple. thing to speak justice?- 'o r·what man if about
not ._"cnticG:ing" the, youp.g for . someth!rig that: . -. . . Neither the S~nate n?r ~h~ Assembly justic~ · quest~onec;I, when he hath no(a G~~s,e~
they pad . neg).ecte.d .· tO learn . . He was 'mainly
. t Cari .,.e xempt - ~s fn>_m its -:9-emands; we would riot, ea:$ily answer what is just?" - U?just indicating that some things, often ~the most
need~ ~o- h1_
terpret_er Qr dpourider of it men .know about ju~tjce. · They a:lsq iristigate
- important: thj.ngs, · could only~ Qe 1e~ed by
but our~elves. Th~re will not be one law charges against those who, in .tum, steal from
living and s~eing how prmciQles
~mbc;>died, . at Rome, one atAtheris, or one now and • them. - This is Augµstine~$ V)rliy of reinforcing
often paradoxic!llly embodied,
the _reality of
o~~iater, but allnatlo~s ,wili be sl,ibjeGt· tl;_le unJvefsaiity of'. Cicer.o's- universal law, of
human living. _ -·
·
_·
8).1 the time: to this one cli~geless ..and ~uggesting . that ' e'('efyone easily knows its
Aristotle knew quite dearly that youth · . _ · everla,s~ing faw (De Republica,, Ill, 22),.. · _basic principles \vhep he does not. apply them
was full of stormy passion and emotjons. The We would '-be hard pressetl to .find a ~_ better - to. hirn,selr'and cloud his reason witli his owrt
friendships_of yoy.th were constantly changing · c9mmental-y ori ; Belloc's point · about . "a des_ire,s. <
because they were. H~ describesc th:e: nature of transcendent aild universal philosophy'! . as
, ,
.
the passioi'ls and their extremes very well -fear, , applied to the law andlts students. ·Few have III. .
"What t~e prince wills, tQ.at is' the law."
pleasure, anger, the desires for fame and wealth. spoken 'more majesticaJ.ly than Cicero on this Aquinas, of course, dealt with this,very -principle
Thi~knowledgeiswhyhegave"law"·thebriefest, topic . . ·- . ·_.·
.
·-· ·
1
of Roman law and rejected it as the _;b asis of
and ·be~t, de:iinitio,n 9f all the philosophers;-. law :
· Do most -stUdents go into or come out· --~ legal. system. -As sucJ:i, . it prescinds from
is "reason Without passion." -And we are not of law ' schools today having meditated, the justice in the validity _of the Jaw. The prin~iple,
t<,> forget that Aristotle had nothing against - pr:ofundity of Cicero's teaching( Hardly. Most, .. however, attracts 'qiany. It has its advacates.
- "pas~iori," except the unwillirigriess to guide it . in fact,~ that the S~nate.and the Assembly, In a memorable.- passage; Machiavelli tells us
with our reason. He knew these passions and not to mention the CoUrts, can exemptys from , that he neec;l -not' speak qi.uch oL." laws." The
emotions were constitutive parts of our huin,a n the dem~ds of this na,~al law, this law. of reason ~ for .this . odd silence iii a book, that
being.
·
reason. "Whatever the_If:rinc~ wapt~,;: the old supposedly' explains to u.s "h~w to',r ule," is that
In the beginning of. these rem~ks, I R9man Law put it in its mos_t-blunt form, "is the -"there cannot be goodlaws where ·there are not
cited a brief seq.tence Jrom one of the wonderful law." We j'l!~t substitute "people" or ~cow1;s" for_ good arms" (Prince, c. 12). What follows from
travel books of the English writer Hilaire Belloc. "law." ~ut it is the same principle. , - .. _
- this prlrlciple? "Where there are . good arµis
For my purposes here, I would like to re-phrase
·· · , We know also that the differing ciY!J there must needs be good laws." ' Surely, this
Belfoc's observation in this way: -"I am afraid laws in Rome and :Athens were -th,emselves part. . too is a ,"universal"- principle, the rule.. of the
I do ·not })elie_ye very much in the effect of a. of that univer'sal nahfral law of which .Cicero , stro_n gest? -..It was already in -. th.e first .book of ·
law school as an aid to wisdom unless it be spoke. The law needed~ to. ~e_,,,spec.ifi.ed. ~Civi! The Republic. That i~,. whatever is enforced is
accQmpanied by a , profoundly tr~scendental laws," "positive -laws" could be .configilred iii the law, whatev~r it .is. "To what unjust man
and universal phi\osophy.." This new statement different ways· as there are: J!lariy good-ways tci is it not ail. easy thing to speak justice?" .· To
suggests that the ·law and the .s vhools that do a worthy· thing. It is part of the perfection of what philosophy are its 'own ·. principles not
teach it themselves~ fall withit;l a higher order the human·condition that Athens and Rome· do universal?
. .
.
that they do not .establish. They do not explain· not look exactly ~e . . aut isn't "the·law" simply
' Ni~tzs~he's Aphorism #164, in his
themselves or their purposes without knowing whatever "is _f'eriforced,: .whether ' at Rome or Beyond·GooP. and_Evil, reads, "Jesus said to his
what is more than themselves:
_
Athens? What's this dubi_ous business a.bout Jews: 'The 'l aw was .made for seniants ~ love
To discover a 14 profoundly transcendental "one laW.. iri rul natforis, at all ti;n_es?
God as I love hl:m, as his son!_ What h ave we
and universal philosophy" is not; of course,
.. No· nation's legal system, of course, sons of God to do with morality!m The "law" was
the primary pUijpOSe of the instructj.ons ~n actUally clSim~ that it is .the purpose of its made for senrants, weaklings. How does "a son
academic . legal . institutions. Jn a serise, we . _ rules to allow and foster injustice and tyranny. bfGod'-' - that is, Nietzsche's "we,csohs of God"
presuppose anc;l confidently hope that a student Tyrants, arid _democracies for tha t matter, ma¥ -.,.. love God? By doingwh~tever he, the-"son of ·
knows something of the existence of what .is su~ped Jhat their laws are unjust, bu! they God," wants. There. is' no "m,orality" other than
-beyond law before h e arrives at law school. wiU n ever openly argue that they are: Laws, -. what we ourselyes make. The law is what we
We further. suspect- that these "higher tJ;iings" liowever configured, .are designed rather · to ,
Please see Wisdom at page 4.
will be also the most important things any prevent such things .as injustice anc;l
tyranny.
~ l.
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Wisdom, continued/ram page 4.
give to ourselves, as Rousseau said. There is
no standard but our will. We should not leave
law schools without knowing that these latter
principles are in the air, in the books. We
should not leave without having some opinion
about whether they are true or not.
How is a ftedglinglawyer to lead his life?
As a "son of God" who knows no "morality?"
Does he seek to "supercede" the law of reason?
Or perhaps . to obey, or even formulate, a law
that is unjust? Does he say. one thing when he
is "under pressure," but recognize justice when
he is not? IV.
r
But
there
are . less
profound
considerations. How is one to get along in his
daily occupation? In 1784, on a visit to Oxford,
Boswell, alreadi a member of the Scottish
bar, spoke to Samuel Johnson of whether he
(Boswell) "should try my fortune at the English
bar." Boswell was worried because he was, as
we know from his famous journals, a well-known
figure to many in London. Such acquaintances
might be valuable to a "man at large," Boswell
thought, but they may be prejudicial to the
business of being ~lawyer.
Johnson's
advice to Boswell is
something anyone new to a legal jurisdiction
and its proceedings might ponder. "Sir; you
will attend to business, as business lays hold of
you," Johnson explains to him.
When not actually employed, you may
see your friends as much as you do
now. You may dine at a Club every
day, and sup with one of the members
every ·night; and you may be as . much
at publick places as one who has seen
them all would wish to be. But you
must take care to attend constantly to
Westminster-Hall; both to mind your
business, as it is almo~t all learnt there,
(for nobody reads now;) and to shew that
_ you want to . have business. , And you
.. must notbe too ofte.n seeri at. public~ ·
; .,.-~Jac~s, .'t hat ~nl_pet,i~ors may- n:ot':~ve~
1t to say, •He 1s always at the Pl8.yhouse .,
or at Ran.elagh .( a.smling club) and ne\ier ·
to be found at his. chambers.• And; Sir, ~
there must be a .kind-of solemmty in the .
manner 0 ( a professional man. ·· · · ·
(II JAMES BosWELL, LIFE -OF JoHNsoN 563 (Oxford
1931)). Just how much one who has "seen all
the publick places" would want to be seen in them, Johnson does not tell us. ·
Evidently, there are two kinds of
"publick" places, one the "Club," where one
may dine or "sup" regularly with ·friends and
secondly the "Playhouse" and sailing dub, the
frequentation of which may cause competitors
. to~ suggest one is ·not serious, never in his
chambers. Then there is the "solemnity," the
"gravity" of the professional man, the man
who has "learnt" his business. No doubt the
golf club is today's equivalent to Johnson's
"Playhouse" and "Ranelagh," though they are
still around also. These latter are certainly
not to be completely avoided. Johnson's most
significant words, however, are contained in
that simple reminder, "Sir, there must be a kind
of solemnity in the manner of a professional
man." Such advice, no doubt, applies likewise
to the doctor, the executive, the military officer,
the priest, the professor, anyone whose efforts
touch the human and divine good.
In conclusion, let me repeat Belloc's
initial sentence - "I am afraid I do not believe very
much 1n the effect of travel as ari aid to wisdom,
unless it be accompanied by a profoundly
transcendental and un!;versal philosophy."
. What we seek, even in and tl¥"ough the, law,
though IJ.Ot only there, is indeed "wisdom," as
the Roman word implied. Good laws need good
arms; they do not "make" them. "What have we
sons of God .to do with morality?" In the end,
practically everything. "Sir, there must be a
solemnity in the manner of a professional man."
"What man if about justice questioned, when he
hath not a cause, would not easily answer what
is just?" "True law is reason" - not simply the
will of the prince, whatever, he wills, whatever
he is called.
·
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Respect Fo.r Law Rests On
Respect ·For Its Author

Unfortunately, the move by America
away from recognition of the natural law has
The U.S. Supreme Court · will soon prpmoted growing disregard or even ,denial of
announce if the phrase "under God" Will remain God's role in the affairs of society, government,
in the Pledge of Allegiance, most regularly and the rule of law. More and more has "rule
recited by scho.ol children. Since rt?dting the of law" come to mean rule by those who have
pledge can be an educational exercise, it is obtained office as judges and/or lawmakers.
important for the Supreme Court to realize what God has been more and more denied recognition
it will be declaring in its decision - that the as the Founder of all societies, and His mention
United States is either "one nation" under God, or recognition more and more has come to be
or some entity otherwise.
considered contrary to true "liberty." ·
In effect, the justices will be declaring
The truth is exactly the opposite. There
God is the source of the United States' authority is ~o true liberty withouf God, and attempting
to exist as what philosophers recognize as to base liberty on the rule of men will sooner
natural society, or to the contrary; that its or later result in a denial and withholding
authority comes in one way or another from of liberty, and therefore of justice upheld by
men. In that case, it would b.e a conventional, judicial authorities. Men as their own source
rather than a natural society, With whatever of authority will eventually overthrow liberty
authority its leaders might receive from its by one of two means: the misrepresentation
citizens, or courts, or legislators. - That kind of of license as liberty, .or the imposition of power
authority is arbitrary at best.
.
in the name of achieving "liberty." The first is
The latter situation is an invitation to moral anarchy; the latter is moral positivism
rule as a result .of power granted by personal or · and pragmatism.
party popularity, or seized (as by coup or revolt
, There is no way to impose belief in God
or political manipulation:
remember Hitler on anybody by force. But that fact should
came to power by the latter means) or by some not mislead those in judicial authority into
claim of superior ability or even divine favor (as coruusing atheism with an exercise of "liberty"
with theocratic societies such as the Islamic or that must be allowed in the name of proper
even Japan's imperial or Tibet's reincarnational pluralism or freedom of opinion. The real reason
dynasties).
it must be allowed is that it is unpreventable.
lri all of these, the common good as There is no way to prevent atheism . . Thus it
well as individual rights are subject to h~ would be both 'Wrong and impractical to try to
decision. . It is only a nation recognizing it force anyone to take a pledge that acknowledges
exists by grant of authoritjr through 'the natural the existence of God~ or recognizes Him as the
law· that adniits t() a limitatipn of. authority, source of all temporal authority. Thus the
;ra~er · than -.law . and ~~ authori!-f . as ~hwn~ ; -desirabqity of vol~n~ ~c!t~tion of tt?.e pledge
~an~~ments. -Up,untilnow, the l1N.ted,States' . ~th its ackn_
o wledgement ·of divine. autho_rity,
~entan~e - O~" th~ C~ncep.t :~t)~s p~se is .'_ 8,n~_; Qf 'p~\tj.sio~s .fOJ' .~~f D()t based .:on~ sUch
to reco~ and protect 1t$ ~tizens'" nghts - as 1 acknowledgements,
·
.,, · #•
coming fr~m ."Nature :·and Nilture's ~~Goer ha$ . , >r· · But itis·even·more wrong to rewrite the
made_C?~ l!~tio_!l the envy of the world. ~bas ' . pl~dge !?! toj~:oath~'gr p~lamation$ that do
been a modet for . the ·greatest li~ey ~possible , not reco~ divine authority over.the affairs of .
for ~ts citizens ponsonanfwi~ Jus~~e and good man, as will be the case if the .Supreme Court
orc\er. Respect for ·taw rested in respect for its · calls unconstitutional the pledge containing
Author. .
.
.
·
.
God's name. Here it would become in effect a
..
However, a. 'gradl:ial . shift o~ :Juridical- del'ijal of the nature of governmental authority,
philo~ophy that has increasingly tended either ·an installation of it as a purely human creation
to ~estrained individ~alism; and ' to
'order ' .without limits or restraint. It would separate
detached
from
~e
natural
law,
or
to
a
rule
by exercise of social authority from the created
.
the elite has moved u~_- dangerously close to a nature of _mankind.
Authority; therefore,
badly disordered society. Removal ofthe -w ords over fellow humans would become akin to the
"under p-od" from the J?ledge of loyalty by.each autho~fy an owner exercises over his pets or
generation would ,b e of great significance as to other properties.
what direction will ultiriiately triumph.
A panelist on the McLaughlin Group
What is at stake is · whether we .., will telecast recently suggested that since the
ask ·our children and gr~dchildreil to pledge phrase ~under God",was insert~d by legislators
loyalty to a rule by men without reference to in the pledge, it is no big deal if such words are
the origin and nature of the authority they removed. This ignores the point that when· the
hold, or loyalty to genuine rule as limited and pledge' first appe·ared 112 years ago in Youth's
legitimized by being ·recogriized as coming Companion; there was general acceptance of
directly from ·the · Author--of mankind and of the ethical recogni.tion that God is the Author
mankind's governmerits.
of nations through the workings of his natural
This is n_ot a matter of religion. · It is a law. After all, the Declaration of Independence
matter of ethics, that treats of justice and the so stated.
virtuous in human affairs, apart from individual
Some half century ago when Congress,
faiths. Such ethics treats transcendent social urged by the _Knights of Columbus, approved
and temporal realities, among which is societies · adding the phrase "under God," Communism,
and th~ir governments. This is what ethicist an officially atheistic movement, was the enemy
Austin Fagothey writes (Right and Reasqn)'
of all other kinds of society and government.
"Natural societies: Here God is the source of . That enemy collapsed, proving it was pursuing
authority directly and immediately, i~asmucff an invalid and unworkable theory about
as He establisl_ied the n'atllral law which . mankind ·and societies. Now the true ethical
requires that mW} organized themselves, and imperative as to the nature and purposes of
through which He confers authority on the society and nationhood is even more insidiously
natural societY so founded. God gives the challenged by secular liberalism, which seeks to
authority directly to the society itself and not drive underground all explanations for society
. (as in conventional societies) to the founders that are not totally materialistic.
to confer on the society at their discretion"
Americari jurisprudence was moved a
(emphasis in text) .
.
long way toward this nihilistic vision by the
It is only recognition of this truth that . late Justice Oliver Wendell, Holmes Jr. Holmes
renders the assumption and subsequent abuse ' defined rights as "hypostases of a prophecy."
of power by dictators or any absolute rulers He meant that courts aimed at forecasting what
(former Iraq despot Saddam Hussein is an progress - particularly scientific achievement
example) to be invalid. Despotism in any system - would present to human achievability. Law
of government is a denial that the authority of existed; in other wo:rds, to endorse and inipose
rule has any limitations, or is subje,cted by
{eference to the proper grant of authority from a Please see Morriss at page 6 ·
higher Authority.
By Frank Morriss
Special to Motions
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· _··.· ·Mean.i ng .of Conscience

By Damien Schiff .
·
. · - ·
the Nazi sB..lute in public. Bonhoeffer answered
E<;!i.t or ·
.
"
"We shall have to run some serious risks, but
Warren
· Distinguished . ·Professor not for that salute/' implying that martyrdom
· Steve Smith, at the cordial behest of the law and prudence are not unrelateq ..
school's Thomas More Society, ·gave a
(2)
More was a .~ moral absolutist.
This
this past Tuesday; April 20, on the -person of ejcplanation !)f More;s conduct seems most
Thomas More and· the insights his life .gives to naturB.l in light. of More's own faith, and is
the meaning of conscience. Professor Smith - aA ·interpretation adopted by Bolt. and Belloc.explained to an audience, of adll!-inistrators, Supportjng that interpretation, Professor Smith
pr~fessors and students .that his 4:tqull)r wa~ _ highlighted several excer]Jts from A ManFor All
, precipitat.e d by a conference he.attended at the Seasons that hinted at the underlying reasons
St. Thomas Law School in Minnesota, ori the for the non-Christian Bolt's attraction to More.
Writings of Judge John Noonan. Ju!=lge Noonan · Bolt offerel'.I. a:n existentialist interpretation of
has written extensiv'elJ on r~ligious fre~dom, More that views the sixteenth-century martyr as
as has Professor·Smith; ac,c ordingly, Professor a "hero of selfhood." In Bolt's depiction, More's
Smith decided to explore in his_ conference executiori'is .not so much a triumph of faith as
paper the role of conscience in t_lfo life of More it is a -triumph of self-affirmation throu,gh an
to shed light upon· modern debates ·regarding unbenaing fidelity to conscience. ·.
· conscience and civil-government. ..
In a similar ht,it more explicitly Christian
..· . · Professor Smith_began- his le.c ture witq vein, Bel19c argued . that what made More
a brief biography of More: _ his rise to power niem<?rable~ and "saint-worthy"-was his "heroic
~d attainment of the Lor? C4ansellorship "o f faith" and not his principled adherence- to the
England; his estrangement cf.rom· Henry VIII . primacy of'_conscience, although that position
over the question of th€, validity of the -latter's undoubtedly affected More's faith. Professor
marriage to Catherine of Aragon; More's refusal _ Smith noted that Belloc's take on More was
to take the Oath of Supremacy ·denominating reminiscent · of the · Christian eXistentialist
the king as head _of the Chutc_li of Erigland·; Kierkegaard's ~- "l~ap of . faith" · approach to
and More's martyrdom by decapitation in 1535. religion.
.
·
Although many non-Catholics have since lauded- Rejecting both Bolt and Belloc's views,
l\fore's exampl~ JProfessbr Smith refer;~n~ed Professor Smith arglled that moral absolutism
Robert Bolt and his farp.ous ply.y A Man For All is not an entirely' satisfactory explanation of
Seasons, ;:i.h~ qu(>ted Pr.. Johnson as saying More's conduct. · A- ~oniplete tationa1e must
that More was the person of greatest virtue ever instead. be found in the ·personal quality of
pro~uced by th~ British Isles), ·many of More's religious belief that More held. A disavowal of
c ~ nt em Pora r. i es . · ·
,,
that belief through a
~e;e. . non'p~ussed · . .
·~'M"1rt9_rs ti.re e~.:.eciall.y
. ,· ~ -, . ·recitation of the oath
pledgeis· the~outl~ne ·of:;i.study_ planaboutthe hy ._~us__refm;~ to , • - . . "
~.- "'· _ r _.
' • -"; ~:.· would have been a
meat!in:g of society [Jnd its p~zyo~~s;there co:uld _ t~e .t~e oath. . . , ~iffte~=-~~ for ~o~e~ _ht~tory_ans .tp· persofial , betrayal.
_be a meve to recaptµre the humihtyofa s?ciety
,\_ , Profe~so,r .· unde_rstand because ntoi::lemity .
Professor ·
Smith
honest enough to understand the meanmg of S~mth._ ,res;tnc~ec:l
, ··
< ·.
. . • • . .
'
· .· , ·
·
''~xpl,ained J;, More;s
liberty, Liberty without God is an invitation his . mvestigabon. prefer_& to ~platn martyrdom
position, "wfrfi
the
to :'e_nslavement~· Thus withi~ a few. motj~ni:f 0f . ' to . tpree. ~uestien1?' .•through political, e~onomic a1)...d , ' ..f oJl!?wjng _qypoth~tic,al:
havi~g -0uste~ _God, Fran~e fou~~ - !t~elf ul!-?er ~?-~cernmg More:s · .anthropological rather than
suppose _a,
mad
~he dictators~.ip of!fa~oleon: ~ussia, mu~~en1?g )Jf~. J .. (_1).,.:'Y'li:Y:• gi~, . - • .- . , - ::-: -. ·. .. . ,, . ' .
.. - ..
.
· 'dictator
· ~re~liired
its czar and _silencmg its,:relrgion, found itself.in . lv!.9re_refyl'l,e to .tak<: . reltgu:,~s , terms.
. .- . .
./everyone ~to affirm
social. enslavement to a dictatorial Communist the o~th? f2J why
.
. _
·publicly' on pain . of
Party that was officially atheistic.
- -.
did ~ h~ . pers,eCl.1.te ~ . .- . . death the truth of the
- , : Those ar~-alllessons of both history and Prote.~tants while he was in government? (3) ste~dy-state ._-: as opposed to the big bang ..,.social pbilosophy;_Unfortun~tely, the discipline · Why .did he refu~e to pve h~s re~sons . for. not theory of the universe's creation. Even though
• ofthoughtrecognizedbynatur~lawphilosophy t~ng. the, oath?_ (~n thi~ rc:!g,a rd .Professor one might reasonably hold the latter.Jmd not
has been cast aside with_·the triumph of a Squth noted that a canonized contemporary the former, Professor Smith . noted th~t most
personalist philosophy used to claim autonomy of More,-St.. John Fis,her,· al~o , refuse~ to take if not 'all of us would tak~· the oath even if we
from all authority ·o ther ·than self. Some !'!Ort . the oath.but gave freely and ?penly his .r easons... privately held J?e big ~ang theory. Science is
of metaphysics recogrtizing the objectiVitY of for refu.s~ng)_.. Prof.essor SJ:P.-ith concent~ated his __ import~t. butfew _thlnk a /disputed proposition
truth will be needed before th~ .implications of- )~~-?n q~~S.!~o~- (1) ._ .. ·
··· .· · · ·
,
?f physics is worth ·o ne's life.
ousting God from the Pledge ofAlle'giahce s;an , · · ·' , Citu:~-~histon~ Brad Gr,egdry, Profe.s sor · . ..::.." 13-~tutning to Gregory's crit~que . of
be understood. Btit it may not be too Jate to Srruth argu,ed that m~s .. are- . esP.e<;i~ly modern historians, Professor Smith 'argued that ·
make a philosophic correction to· the direction . d,~(fict1lt for O:.bdern P.istori~s !9 lin.derstand modernity's difficulty in understanding Morets
America is taking, gu,i ded .by irreligiou,s and left- b,ecause mo~~rnitypr~fer~ to·exp!ai.ri:mru:;t:Yrdom. actions is similar to . More's contemporaries'
.leaning academicians and jurists: '· ·
t!'iroµgh .pohtieal, econom!c aIJ.d~thropological inability to understand his actions. For .these
The Sµpre~e Court . niay take a father th~ religious terms. Prof~ssor Smith latt~r, . Henry's o~th was akin . to the mad
noncommittal way out regarding the pledge. · ~oub~ed the relevaJ:lce ,of Gre¢ofy's obs~riratf?n dictator's steady- state · 8.ffi_~ation:
perhaps
It may declare the plaintiff without standing, m ·the c~se. of~ More, however, because even wrong but no big _d eal; For More, however, it
since the daughter in whose behalf he daiins to More's con,te:mpo_raries were baffle<! ·by hi~ was a big deal. Why'ifwas a big deal was the
be acting is not in his cu.s tody, and both mother \ adhesion t~i cons_cience in refusing to recite th~ crux of PrOfessbr Smith's inquiry.
and that daughter have no problem with her oath. Refer~n~ing Catholic historian Hilrure ·
. FolloWin~. his lecture Professor Smith
saying "on~ nation und~r Gt>d." That would_ Belloc, Professor . ~~i~h·. informeq his· audience answere9, · g1fe~tions . from · hi~ ., a~dierice. ,
allow the High Court to either reverse the lower th:~t many of Mores fnencfo '. and countrymen .· Pr:ofessor Rosati asked whether m his pa per
court's ruling ag~nst the phrase· or uphold 'i t, · tJ:i!?;ugh~,. his •.Pos~t\on: to.· be 'absurd. . Eve~ Professor ·Smith was searching primarily for
beingin both cases Pilate washing his. hand~ of M?re'~ :p~vou! . ail:~ c highly_ ~ducatedc dal..!ght~r; -:a _ ~sycho!ogjcal or vindi~at'ive ·explanation Of
resp_o nsibjlity.
·
Meg chided .f14ore for: endangering his __family in, Mofe's :actfons. In response Professor Smith _
. . . :. . . , , .
c~nfessed that he aimed pri:i;narily at the former
· That. would leave the phrase "under refusing to _take the oath.
God" without protection and .to be . ruled on
Why, then, did More persist in_.f9ll<;>wing -but probably tried to do hl>tli.
,
_,
definitively 1at a later time: -Since th~ direction his C~I}scie~ce? ~rofe&s<;>_r _Smith ~f!er.ed.i-,·~? , .
Another audience_:- ~~t.nber recited a
of the culture is deeper , and deeper toward e~plru_ned two pos~11;>le~$W~f.S:.~ : -·' '' . · __ few passages from _the~ Gosp~ls that supported
absolute secularization, th~ recognition of (1) ,More wished tob'e cqn.~rtyr~ ?!'hi~:answeris . More's_ decision: · t~ .' hold fo his conscience
God as Author of nations would be in·extreme temptingly simple ·l iut nevert11eless incomplete. regardles_s of: 'thy :cons-equences. . Professor
danger.
.
_ More_in fact d~~ almost_..ev:.erything' he c~uld to Smitli' agreed .t )iaf.Mor~s actions were entirely
This is no tempest in a teapot; no _mere a':"oid tn.artyr~om, in·p,a rt bec~use 9f a nattiraj. · con~istent-~th·his~.t:_aith.
squabbling over two words. The~casegoes to the . (and_urt~erstanda,,1Jle) .reV):llsion .9 f,decaj;>}tation,
Profe~s9r Alexander wondered why'More
h eart of truth - either a h eart of darkness made .harigirrg, drawing .:~d~:.:guaitefing, and _like and . like-inind.ed . people refuse to,. take oaths
so by the intellectual co~ptfon of America or 'torments .to whieh~thcise guilty' of tfeason were even .when,'t he audience knows that th~ oatha heart erilightened by the recognition that the sub~ec~~d_. ' ~o- wgy ~!1.0t-)u~t. say the oath and tru<er'does not believe what he sa:ys, but-is under
time will_come when the fool shall no longer avoid . e~ecutiop?:' Bec~use . More's sinc::erel,y: ·;~orp._pu~,siQ'n. Professor S!llith a.ckfiowledged the
be_called prince; neither ·shali the deceitful
held., fruth, :'preclud~d . J:nll1; ' from reciting ,.t he · phenome;non but declined to give a definitive _
called great(Isaiah 32:5).
·
· · oath to .ayoi~ e2fe~~~on, ~Dr8:Wirig a contrast !.p ap.s~e{; :..' - _. · . · ··_ ·:. ' ·
.,
More, Profes_&or ~mith mentioned the. Getman _ , , . Dean O'Rourke noted that for Catholic
(Originally published in The Wanderer, April 8, profest!W( o\etricp. ~Bo;ihoeffer, who wa~ ki}lec:( . apd .P rotestant the$>iogia.ll~ of More's . time,
by the .,NaziS...forhis involvement in a; .plot to . words and formula s · had profound m eaning,
2004, v.137 n.15. Reprinted with p emi.is sion.)
assassinate· _Hitler.
Bonhoeffer was . asi{ed, ,
,. ·
. ..
)
before his capture, why he contin~ed 't~' ~ve _ Plea$e se.e Thom~s More at page 7
materialis_tic progress 'and veto all resistance
to it, as with Holmes•· Buck v. Bell opinion
upholding forcedsterilization or' the misfit.
·
In this sort · of earth-bound visfon,
there is no true common good of society itself,
by which mankind is fulfilled in . its . desire
for authentic happiness. There is · simply a
rule of, th~ intellectually elite, the prophets
of organizational and technological human
capability.
Utopia comes out of the laboratories and
the developmental factories of progressivi_s m.
It is the vision of H.G. Wells (who had major
influence on . the opinions of Franklin D.
Roosevelt) and Jeremy Bentham, prophet of
utilitari~ism. In those philosophies, there is
no need of recognizing a rule of God. Indeed,
the very idea is a roadblock to the fulfillment of
. human capacity. The Supreme Court, -should
it dismiss God from the Pledge of Allegiance,
may not know it is fulfilling these anti-theistic
notions, bl,lt that surely will be the result. The
j ustices will have come a long -way toward
declaring the American republic, as autonomous
and self-sufficient - a .model_ for mankind
triumphant over all allegiances except to itself
and those clever enough to make themselves its
leaders. The high justices would therefore do
well to read the history.of'another revolutionary
nation -'- France _.:_ which unlike America of
the same period thought·Jiberty required -the
dismissaj of God, and fou.n d it ' had bmJght
Terror rather than Freedom. ·
. ·
Of course., merely having pupils pledge
·allegiance to one nation under· God . will not
guaran~ee thi~gs '. ~ill g<;> ?ght. . But iL such _a
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A Visiting St.udent's
P~rspective

By Jaime Cowan
Special to Motions
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USD LAW PROFESSOR
CARL AUERBACH :HO-N ORED.
FOR DI.S ·T INGVISHED-SERVICE
TO THE.·LAW SCHOOL
.
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I am a , visiting student - from the
University of Denver College of Law (DU). My
experience at USD has afforded me the great
opportunity to compare these two institutions
because, e:ven though both schools are private,
By Theresa Hrenchir
·
Daniel Rodriguez not only for his. contributions,
they are vastly different.
·
-Director of Special Projects
support, and 'friendship to USD Law School,
To begin wijh, the first thing that lnbticed University of San Diego School of Law
but also for his lifelong contributions to the
as a major difference is that DU is completely
paperless, whereas USD communicates almost On · Friday, March · 26 friends, relatives, -kgal academy. In addition, the audience was
treated·to a video tribute featuring remarks and
everything ,with mailings. A paperless school colleagues, current and former students, and
recollections
from David Gins burg, former law
has the advantage of communicating- more . numerous others gathered in the Peace and ·
clerk to U.S. Supreme Court Justice , William
. ·effectively with students who use email than a Justice Theatre . of the Kroc Institute to honor _
Douglas; Robert . Stein, Executive Director
school that does everything by paper. I check USD Oistinguished visiting La:w Professor Carl
of the American Bar Association; W. Willard
email all d_a y long, as opposed to checking my A. Auerbach for his twenty years of teaching a,t
student mailbox only occasionally. I realize that . the University of Sari Diego School of Law and_ Wirtz, f~rmer . USD law faculty member ~d
I may be the exception when it comes ·to email, / for his more than fifty years of dedication to the · Secretary of Labor in the Kennedy and Johnson
administrations; and Jack Minan, current
but being able to register for classes, change legal profession in general. , _
my .address and accept my financial aid awards
. Carl - Auerbach taught for me>.re than member of the USD law faculty. The program
with the click of a button seems more efficient. thirty . years at the Universities of Wisconsin was videotaped, will be cataloged and will
become part of the law . school's permarient
In addition to being paperless, DU also and Minnesota (where he also served as Dean of
library collection.
has a brand new building that houses both the · the University of Minnesota Law School) before
,
, At the - end qf the program, Dean
library and classrooms. Additionally, every coming to USD ip 1985.
classroom and sfudy room comes equipped with
An eminent scholar in the fields of · Rodriguez presented ' Professor Auerbach with
an official USD Law School jacket and cap,
laptop and internet connections at each seat. administrative law and · constitutional. ~aw,
as
well ~s a handsome Windsor-style chair
Also, the building has.two moot court rooms. Professor Auerbach was the 1994. rec1p1ent
the
official Carl A. Au~rbach chair - bearing
In spite of the new building, however, I found 6f the prestigious American Bar Foundation
the
seal
of the Universit:y of San Diego and an
that USD seems to be a more intellectual school Award for outstanding research in law and
e:i:igraved
plaque reading: "The Carl A. A.uerbach
than DU. This is not to say piat DU students government. He is a member of both the
Chair, Presented to ·o ur Colleague and Friend,
are lacking intellectually, but from my point of American Law . Institute and the American
by the urliversity of San Di~go School of Law,
view, USD students are not afraid to share their Academy of Arts and Sciences.
~ch26, 2004."
views and engage in discussion with professors
Professor Auerbach was lauded by Dean.
and other students.
'
My last comparison is the grading scale:_- ~ ·
I am used to letter grades as opposed to a point
system. Although the point system is lost on _
me, I am confused as to why the scale tops out
at ninety-~ee. It seerris that in coniparjson to
the other schools that u_s e points, USD_'s system , .
may hinder its stUdents becaus_e a ninety-three
to the outside does.. not inake as good · of an ·
impression asaone hundred, even.though they
· both equate to the same thing. , - ' ·
I am extremely happy with myexperience .
at USD, not just because it is located in
~ost
beautiful city, on' the most,:beau~ campus I
have ever seen, but also because I was affo:i;ded
the greatest opporturiity to be .. among soine of
the brightest and most intellectua:1 people I ~
have ever met. That being said, I would trade in
snow
for warmth .and the beach any day.
·
'

the

Thomas :More, .c ontinued
frompage 6

i.

even though many of the sectarian debates
of the sixtee:qth century amount in modern
eyes to hair-splitting. But that truth should
not pr('.clude a ·sympathetic understan~ing of
More's actions.
Another audience member
chimed in, arguing that More had to do what he
did, for otherwise he would have been denying
the efficacy of wor~s and thus the power of
sacraments as outward sigps. of inward grace.
One student noted that More can be
viewed as a witness to truth and the rule of ·
law, and is thus an inspiration to lawyers: The
student compared More to Ralph Nader. To
many people, Ralph Nader's role as political
gadfly seems counterproductive; his ·critics
conclude that, given the obvious inefficacy of
his advocacy, he must be fuit for his pride. But
jus_t as Nader .pursues _his positions because
sincerely held, in the ~same way did More ad.h ere
to his_position ag~nst taking -Henry's oa!h·. Iri
neither case would it be fair to take the man's
adherence tO conscience as a sign of pride.
Lastly, Dean Rodriguez asked whether
More believed that his example would prove to ~
be iilfluential. Professor Smith responded that ·
·. More probably was not very optimistic about his
future effect; indeed, some of his letters reveal
a pessimistic -view of how . his life wotild be
critiqued. Fortunately, More was wrong in that
respect, and we contip.ue to admire his example
of fidelity to conscience.

-~·. ··· - ·. .
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. Building.,~ridges:
Luncheon
The 2004 Scholarship ApnreciatioD.·
surpnse~o
·

·
You might be
know that, ·offered from the donor's point of view an
. despite the stereotype that law students inspiring perspective of giving that seemed best
are exceedingly wealthy and upper class, to epitomize the spirit of Oromgoole's poem.
There is_ a poem by Will Allen Dromgoole approximately eighty percent of USO law True bridge builders do not build bridges for the
that describes a chance meeting between students received some sort of financial ·aid in sake of personal gain or credit; neither do they
That. means build bridges for accolades or honors, although
two travelers; one a very old man and one an the 2003-2004 .a cademic year,
these things may come with
inquisitive lad, on a weary road. The
it.
They build because it is in
young lad inquires why the old man
their
nature to do so.
is wasting his last moments building
As
a
scholarship
a bridge back across a chasm he will
recipient,
I
am
keenly
aware
not live to re-cross. -To him, the old
of
the
power
of
giving
and
I am
man simply replies, ·"There followeth
immensely
thankful
for
.
those
after me today a youth, whose feet
who have reached out to try
must pass this way.... Good friend,
to make a positive impact on
I am building the bridge for him."
the world - sometimes without
"The
Bridge.
Builder"
even realizing who will cross
illustrates
the · imp·a ct
one
the bridge they leave behind.
generation's actions can have on
If you are a bridge
the next. In both big and small ways
academi~
yea~.
builder,
congratulations and
we are every day building bridges of
thank
you.
· The world is a
encouragement,· hope, integrity and
much
better
place because of
g9od will. In the long term, by giving
that four out of every five law students were
·the
difference
you
:make
in
the
lives .of others.
of our time and energy, we can build bridges able to attend USO that year thrums in large
If
you
are
not,
ask
yourself
why. Is the
that will benefit those who follow us.
.
part to federal programs, · institutional loans,
w9rld
a
better
place
because
you
were here?
It was only appropnate that Oromgoole's and various kinds of scholarships. . .
.
What
would
you
like
to
create
to
survive
you, to
poem should highlight USO's Scholarship
The luncheoh itself was · a · wonderful
serve
as
a
bridge
for
those
who
<:ome
after
you?
Appreciation Luncheon, an event held ·in April opportUrufy for student recipients to ·join with
Will
the
bridge
you
·
build
inspire
or
discourage
to honor the donors who tJ.Ot only have helped the . university ·.· in thanking donors for their
others? Will it b~ a blessing or a burden?
make USO a prominent university within our generosity. But, more than that, it was
What
will be the impact that the bridges you
community and the nation bu~, without whom, · opportunity to ·reflect_upon the' very nature. of
are
building
today will have on the people and
many otherwise deserving students would not giving.
·
'
things
that
matter
most to 'you?
have been able to attend USO.
In his .sp~ech~ 'Michael F_e rrara ('72)

By Nicole Rothstein
·Staff Writer

You might be surprised to know
that, despite the stereotype that law
students· are excee_d ingly wealthy
and upper class, ·approximately
eighty percent of USD law $tudents
received some sort_of financial aid
in the 200_3 -2004

an
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,Pro.13otio J.fegal ·.Advocates Mediation Pr~gr0m;tW:i1JiQe,~.exqep~in~. applicatiens the ·
•' first week _of fall classes'! 'fhes"e' appli'cla lions will :b e 'due~
:fri~ciy, :Augf!.s_
t 2_7fh, 2004 at 12pm

Requirements:·
'" -. _,. ~ ,_/ _
'
· Application: €over Lett.e r ~d . Re~ume
- Attend the Mediation Progtaffi~·rraining: The training is four days Jong. It will
be.in:early September a~<;l ·w:ill PJ~ on two conse~utive Fridays and Saturdays .
... .Attend m¢dia;tions once .every other week at. a Small Claims Court for the .
. whole--scQoolyear. ._ -. . _
. . , .
.
- .... .
·
- Attend two me~ting~ with. the ~an Die,go,':Me"diatio~ Center.
Reasons to Apply: . _ . · . . . , · • ··.
· ~- .·
.
- Get ha~ds~on experience with .Sfuat[ Clafm.s Court litigants, ~nd mediators
withth.e _San_Diego Mediation Center (~·DMG},: .
··
·
:Learn an· up~_arid-coming fqrm . of Alter:nati\re.·p ispute Resolutjo_n ··
Good for Resumes~~- : ·.
: · . _·.· .· ·< · >' .-· . ·
· - -·· ·
BE€.OME A CE1~TIFIED MEDIAT©·R ,'fHROUGH TH~ SDMC!!
F0r. More Information -Contact: Matt Friedrichs, _Mediation Cd'ordinator
. '
' eITl,aiI: : km~riedrichs@earthliqlt.net .
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VOICES. Foar·~eH1LDREN

Beco~e a pOWe~ul VC>ipe for.• ·.chiittt.vrilunteer to ~erve as ~ Po~rt
f..ppo1n ted .Spec1a! ·~dvo~,t~ ·(CASA),~ T.h:·!!r~ .are :,~v~r 7 ,s,90. . ch1ldren

.1n .To.ster _car.~ _w. a.!tlng {9r..Jielp. '~. '. 1;r:a. 1n1ng_ ; prov1d. ed. · Yo.tun.teers resea.rch -the_: case, .gath~e-r:_ ,·1nf.ormat1qn, atten~ court ·hear.1 ngs, and
lend ~upport t9 ~he,.c~!l~i:~E~li~at~o,n,al Su~:1:og~tes also needed. :rhe
next 1:q.format1on-sef$s1ons /Will J>~ . -1"tal 12 ~,an.d : ,-!une , 2•' .Cal~ . yo1ces .
for Children at (858) 569~2019 or v1s1t www.vo1ces4c.~1ldren.com. ·
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Elk Grove ·Unif. Sch_
. lJist. v. ·Newdow
··_:· .• 4·;

Ne"[dow's daughter is. a ChtjsUan who regularly. ;Ill: of.the U.S. Constitution..· In his complaint,
attell,ds church,.beiievesin God~ does not object Newdow alleged. standing on four grounds: (1)
toandisnotµ11;comfortablewitheitherpersonally a ,s a parent; (2),as a ·taxpayer; . (3) as a potential
When the Supreme Court of the United States 1\eciting or hearing others recite the Pledge{ She -·teacher; .and (4) as "next friend" to his ~ child.
hears this term Elk Grove Unified School District. does not object to or feel unco~fortable. aboµt Th,e l'•Hgth Circuit originally held that'Newdow
v. Newdow, the Pledge of Allegiance case, it Will the .reference . to "one natidn under God". · Her had.standing. Newdow I, 292 F.3d 597 (9th Cir.
not only confront at least one on-point opinion rb,other; . Sandra Banning, n¢ver: married J<> > 2902} Oµce Sandra Banning tried to intervene,
sub~cribed by each of the sitting justices, but Newdow, ~as been awarded by the Ca1if6r;iia ·_ the _opiriio,n ,'f'as mo(fiified 't o . re~~ct standing
also over fifty amicus briefs filed in the _case. courts sole responsibility as to- the,__deci.s ions . ·. based .011 his rights as ~ - parent to challenge
All of the opinions expressed by the Justices in relatiIJ.g to. the health, education . ~d welfare school di's trict policy, that impacted on his right
earlier decisions would tend to make one feel of the child. While the original order of the "to~irect the religious educatio11 ofhi~ daughter.
the petitiqners who seek reversal of a Ninth California court was modified to give them joint NewdowJI, 328 F.3d466,-485 (9th Cir, 2003) .
Circuit ban of the recitation of the pledge in - custody,· the mother has custody on all school Even the diss·enting judge ~Jrom.the first panel
public schools would probably prevail. The . days and still enjoys the sole right to determine joined in thjs finding of st~ding. Newdow I
Respondent~- are counting on
·
reCites__ · Cali[orill~ ~as~ ·1aw that
By David Moynihan ·
Special to Motions

.a
change
least
four
of theof.}1,eart
justices,bytoat.a ffirm

that the Pledge, with the words
_"under God" as inserted by

I .·p
. . ·l e·d g
·. -.e..··a_·zz.eg··i •a'. n-... e·'

ascribesarigflttoparentstodirect
the religious upbringing of -their
c:hildren,·

.

to:!':::·re:~.t~::~
one's children
be circumscribed
~~e~ta:=~~;~~~l~l~st~~!11:i~~:;:
Moreover, as 'I.Vas stated in the Brief

.

,

-

·c·.

to the flag ·of'. t he:
un.i ted·. .-s.tcite.s .o~.·
:.~ti;~.::u~':':';· ~:;,~~~ America, a.Mkt;o .'t he
- -·

~e~::bli~hm~~~4c1!:~':~
the u. s. 'c onstitution. They
~~~~~c~~e~:~zh
~~~e, ~:~~~=d
himself, and a tie vote
result in an. affirmance.

· · ··,

will

~

A

ruling on the substantive issue

·

.

, . . :~ · · •,,

·

,
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·

, ,,

·

.; / ·.·
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Cl:!il

·

' for the United States as Respondent

thecasepresents.·
..:•..· ' · : RejJUblie ,.i:JFQn'~riihiafi
'J
Pllbli~ :-sd1ool~-~in
J~' ·: : ·
· : . '.... -·

·th e . ·
. .·
. "' , .
Uniteci. States have for over 112'
· ·
.
S'
_years. d'aily recited ·. the Pledge
of Allegiance to ·the flag. Since "
~ · -~· __ .~ . ""- . ..
1954 ~ fifty years :ago ~ that / - (_ -_ '·.. , ". iS -~·ct =~ -s< /

c

.-" ·

•·

.

. - ."'

:· ··

'-a-n ':H;;:istte
: ,t :. ,-"·o _
_~·~;_i ,..../
~ :~
, <.
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•·,
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• ···..•"'·

·

. ·'

suy~~=g!:~':':ii~i=itvested

Newdow with rights that even a

-

t~~30~='r0~ei~0:.,~~!'h ·.
stude.~ts·

'about , ev1>lution, war;
racial integration, gender· equajity, .
a:ndothermattets_Withwhichsome

.

~ ·

-

.
· .. ·patG~Jl~>maydlsagr~eon tell~ous,
~· e-.' --, -po1itital/ or moral« !lfotinds~ _And
r~~~~~ ri<x:~~s1~~:i~!~::'s~r:d . ntiti~O:ril-< :.~UltCl:iT<-6Qd· ._
·« .• ,~~~i~~~:J~:r~~~~n;z.e~~~~!~
their amici' almost universally
' ~ .
. , . ' ,·. . .
'
' ;', " . ' . . ,
' "are those . of an -·o utsider :" What
argue t hat the Ninth Circuitt- ·· --;.:, e ·. 'e.' . ..,,
- '·~ ·z··. , ~- ... _; ..: e:, :~ • ·
the constittition p~otects, in'. tliose
::u1~~=io~ev~~~c;.~cau,: tnu;tUISI, ,.•·
't.91/tnt:
:::::~~~~ !:n !:::'~
.< ·. ,

"!;""

e:j"

<'- -

jJ"--- ' •.

zt·b·'. e, ,a ;n, -u ::
.J
fi,0,_r.' .'a·z,.·z. . ,;,

"unbroken Trad1t1on of public
acknowledgments of the role of ..
religion in our N~tion:s history '
and because 1t disregards
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t]:ieir children and to place them
in a privat~ school that is more
cortsdnant with their beliefs.",

- ·· . . ·, ,' . · .
~_,. ~' Ne~qowc~p.~t
p,'=.eti
··.i·:..·ti?·n.· e~s .· al-s.. o· ·.· sugg~s._t ' _th'at
show that1t lS like]y
!

'"

,

·: ;

the constitutional distinction
r';
r
'.
!
•... : :
between patriotism ·andcprayer
in public school." (Srief for . .
·
.. •
that ·:tµs injtiry "will be redressed
the United Sta tes Senate a s .
-·
..
,.
bY a ' Javor.able ~coUrt- ruling in a
Amicus Curiae Supporting
· ··
tartgible way:
is . required for
Petitioners.) ' I<espondeiits· and
standiQg~\in~er ;Lqj~,v. Defenders
their amici argue with virtual unanimitythat the the educational--~d religious training of the of Wildlife, 504. U;S. 55-5',(1 99~.), J -Iowever , the
. words "under God" impermissibly inject religion daughter.
"
aniicus brief for the Atrlerlean C'fv il Liberties
info ¢.e pledge. As stated in the Respondent's
'
Uriion argues that even if M{ Benp~t removes
Reply Brief, "[f]or over fifty years [th e American
In March 2000 Newdow ' filed suit h er dau ghter to: a private' school, N~dowwoQ.ld
Flag] has repi::esen:t'ed a particular religious agamst Petitioners ' and others . in the United have the tangible victory Of 'ti~nning the p ledge ,
view. Thus, rather than being 'one Na tion ·States District Court for the Eastern District of being recited under color of law.
indivisible' America is now divided on the basis 'CalifOrnia,- ~~eeking ·declaratory "·a!,id injunctiVe
of :religion by its very own 'symbol.: Tha t this relief. , When Newdow first contacted the Elk
At least one· brief, that of f!?,e National
division is most. prominent in.the plJblic schools Grove Sup~rintendent of- Schools, he discovered Jewish Commission on ~aw and J;>ublic AffairS
is simply impermissible." (Respondent's Bpef that the s chool did not require - anyone · to ("COI,,~A") - as Amicu~ Curiae in Support of
on the Merits.)
p~ticipate' in the·' pledge. Petitione~s filed a Petitioners, urges the court to h ear the case on
motion to dismiss for failure 'to -sta te ·a · Glaim, the basis of the con stitutional challenge to the
An amendment to. 3 6 U.S.C. § 1972, . pursu~t to Rule. 12 (b) (6) of t h e Feder~ Rules pledge; regar~less oft he outcome of the standing
en acted on June 14, 19 54 (Flag day!!) a dded the of Civil Procedure. The District Court a dopted :.. 'issue:_ Th,e Brief for the ACLU, on the other
words "under God" to the Pledge of Allegiance . the recommendation of the cUhited St-ates . hand suggests -~f remand to the Ninth Circuit
California Education Code section '·52720 . ·Magistrate Judge and . dismissed t he case.
certificat ion to-thy Calif~rriia Suprem~ Court
requires that a ppropriate patriotic exercises be Respondent appealed to''the Ninth Cif'cuit Court · as to ·whether the decree. awarding exclusive
conducted in every public elementary school 9f Appeals. The three-judge ' panel th a t . heard ' final say in rria ttets' of the child;s educatlori arid
each day during the sch9ol year. Recita tiQn - the case reversed 2 to 1, remanding to_the jury . religion impermissibly deprived Newdow of his
_ of the Pledge of Allegiance . satisfies the for fu.rther. findings consistent with !ts holdinK .constitutional rights .
_
requirem ents of the Cali[omia st~tute. (Id.) tha_t ~he words "under God" rendered the pledge
In any event, the cas e seems to dep~nd
Elk Grove Elem entary, the principal Petitioner, unconstitutional. on what the Court · finds with regard to the
. .
.
standing issuy. It may-never reach the merits
was in ·compliance' with the . statute. The
Respohqent, · Mich ael Newdow; -is an a theist
· The three.-judge panel denied Sandra of t h e inclusion of the ·phra se "under_God" in
and n on -cu stodial "paren t of a minor child Banning's motion to interV-en e and affirrrred its' t h e Pledge of Allegiance. ,
.
.
who a ttends Elk Grove , Elem entary. Newdow earl1er.d edsion tha t ·Newdow ha d standing.
· (Mr, .Moynihan is a graduate ofthe College
objects to his min or child h earin g and observing
ofthe Holy Cross and the New England School of
willing students recite the Pledge each rn~ming
Petitioners atgu~-- that Newd~w facks.. L_aw. H e receiu_e<J.. an ~L:M in intemafional law
because it includes the phrase_ "under God."
standing because h e h a s .not S1Jffered a distinct . from USD in E)98, and an LL. M: in taxation, also
/
and palpa ble injU'r y -as required tinder Article from USD, i n 2002 .),

as.
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National Me1norial Day
Concert
Commemorates 60th Anniversary of D-Day
PBS~

.

'

Allied landing at .N orn;andy.
Charles Durning, one ofAmerica's
premier character actors and a U.S.
. Army veteran of Normandy, will
bring to life the moving stories of the
~ men who participated in the valiant
campaign. The program, broadcast
live from the West Lawn of the U.S.
Capitol airs on Sunday, May 30,
2004 from 8:00 to 9:30 p.m. ET
(check local listings).

In the months that followed, he was
wounded several times in action but was released
from hospital in time to fight in the Battle of
the Bulge, where he was taken prisoner. After
esc.aping, his tour of duty came to an end when
he was wounded again, beginning four years of
hospitalization for his injuries. He credits acting
with helping to heal the scars of war.
His remarkable career includes more
than 150 films ranging from The Sting to Tootsie
and 0 Brother, Where Art Thou? His equally
impressive stage credits include Broadway
turns in The Gin Game, Inherit the Wind and his
Emmy-nominated role in Queen of the Stardust
Ballroom.

As a 21-year-old infantryman,
Durning was among the first wave
of men to land on Omaha Beach.
·During that campaign and later in
the war, he was .wounded three times
In additiOn to Durning, this year's
and awarded three Purple Hearts and 'concert will feature Amber Tamblyn, Alison
a Silver Star. His impressive SO-year ·Krauss· and Union Station featuring Jerry
acting career has been crowned by a Douglas, Jason Ritter, Brad Paisley, Joe
Tony Award and, nominations for two Mantegna, Brian Stokes Mitchell and Joshua
Oscars and four Emmy awards.
Bell with The National Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Erich Kunzel. The, nation's
In 1990, when Durning was premier holiday event will once again be hosted
making his Tony-winning star turn by renowned actor and World War II veteran
in the Broadway revival of Tennessee dssie Davis. Renowned actor and World War
· Williams' Cat on: Hot Tin Roof, he II veteran Charles Durning will honor America's
opened up in a People magazine seryicemen and women in PBS' multi-award
feature. "There'.s only so much you can witness," winning holiday special, live from the U.S.
he said of his t_ime overseas. Indeed, his war Capitol on Sunday, May 30, 2004 at 8:00 p.m.
decorations were hard-earned. He was the only
man from his company to survive the landing
. on Omaha Beach.

a

(NAPS)-For twelve and one-half weeks, two
million men fought in the fields. of Normandy.
This year, PBS' critically acclaimed National
Memorial Day Concert will commemorate the
60th anniversary of D-Day, the World w_ar II

ASK MADAM GRAMMAR
.

Dear Madam Grammar,

I have noticed in older writing the habit
of placing a dieresis above the second of two
consecutive identical vowels, to emphasize
that each v9wel is pronounced separately. For
example, "cooperation" written as "cooperation."
The practice does not appear to have been kept
up. Should it be revived? .
-Markedly Diacritical

Dear Markedly Diacritical;
Indeed, the use of the dieresis has not
been maintamed in English. This may be
due to laziness; pr it may be due to increased
literacy and uniformity in pronunciation. After
all, when was the last time you heard someone
pronounce "cooperation" as "cu-peration"? And
certainly the dieresis cannot be justified by
reference to some .principle of phonetic spelling
in English, as many English words written ·out
do not accurately indicate their pronunciation,
for example thought, height and boatswain.
Consequently, I. must answer your question in
the negative.
Dear Madam Grammar,
Especially in conversation, but also
occasionally in writing, many persons use
"gotten" for the past participle of "to get." What
is worse, "gotten" is used indiscriminately,
whether as a substitute for "received," "caught,"
"obtained" or any other meaning of "to get."
This practice strikes me as colloquial and
perhaps even erroneous. What do you say?
Pensive about Participles
Dear Pensive about Participles,
I too have noticed the practice about
which you write. We seem to have lurc_!ied
from one extreme - the almost universal use of
"got" as the past participle of "to get" - to the
other extreme, which you have described. It is
difficult, however, to ascertain which practice
is preferable, for both words have strong
Anglo-Saxon lineage. If we were to judge the
case according to the principles of simplicity
and brevity, we would be compelled to side
with "got" against "gotten"; and perhaps if our
criteria were style and grace, "got" might well

...

nos

out ~gain. But these indices of gram~ar caritas;" non quasi
dilexerimus tieum, sed
are just that: mere measures of what c;annot · quoni~ ipse prior dilexit nos et misit Filium
be exhausted in a superficial analysis. That suum propitiationem pro peccatis nostris.
does .not mean that I shall give up the entire Carissimi, si sic Deus dilexit nos, et nos
field. I can and will execrate the use of'l'gotten" debemus alterutrum diligere."
for "been" or "received" or "become"; in each of
these cases the "synonymous" past participle is Responsum from Irascible b4t learned:
more·than sufficient for the purpose and much
, I'm afraid you've proven my point. And
less ungainly than the cavali<;r use of "gotten." besides, anybody can read the Vulgate; but
In other instances, i- suspect we would do well what about De Officiis?
to concede to popular usage; but by concede I
' mean tolerance and not imitation.
Responsum secundum from Madam Grammar:
I should like to point out your ill use of
Dear Madam Grammar,
the past p~iciple of "to prove"; in my studied
I· have read your writings with great opinion, "proved" is far superior to "proven" for
dismay and pain over these past few months. · two reasons: (1) it follows the general rule of
Perusing your grammatic81 rantings more adding "-ed_" to the verb stem to form the past
than fulfilled my obligation to make a Lenten participle; and (2) it makes only one syllable as
penance. Who appointed you high-sheriff and opposed to your two (although I acknowledge
grand Pooh-Bah of grammar? Is it . because that some pedants might be want to. pronounce
you own half . a dozen out of date and musty it "prove-ed"). I have no objection to Cicero, but
grammar books, which nobody now reads or St. John ans~ers your complaint well.
even cares a fig for? (And yes, did you note that
ugly ending preposition? · En guard!) Or is it Madam Grammar's Farewell to her adoring fans,
that a grade-school teacher once told you that untiring enemies and those persons who insist
yoti have a fine sense ofsentence structure\(but upon using split infinitives: ·
no sense in the .head)? I cannot help but think
To quote from Tosti's Chanson de l'adieu,
of-Belloc's words in regard to your etymological "P..artir c'est mourir un peu." · I have thoroughly
obfuscations:
enjoyed this opportunity to wax grammatically,
"I take you all for Fools and Pedants, to expatiate gerundially (?) and to pontificate .
in the Chief, in the Chevron, and in the. ad_ nauseum on topics of varying interest to
quarter Fess. Fools absolute, and Pedants my small but devoted readership. I should
lordless. Free Fools, unlanded Fools" and Fools like expressly to thank the editor of Motions,
incommensurable, and Pedants displayed and Mr. 'Damien Schiff, for permitting my column
rampant of the Tierce Major. Fools incalculab1e to be run iri the paper. With the expiration of
and Pedants irreparable; indeed, the arch Fool- his term,. however, I foresee difficulty in getting
pedants Jn a universe of pedantic : folly and my words of wisdom into print. Do not fret,
foolish pedantry, 0 you pedant-fools of -t he filiolz1 The editor of the Edinburgh Etymologist
world!"
has graciously agreed to run my C<?lumns on a
Irascible but learned .
per issue basis. Unfortunately, the circulation
of that august, sagacious and hoary publication
Dear Irascible but learned,
is limited to three blocks of Glasgow, one club
"Nos scimus quoniam translati in Edinburgh, and two gentlemen-caddies in St.
sumus de morte ad vitam, quoniam diligimus.:. Andrews.
·
fratres. Qui non diligit; manet in morte; omnis
My warmest best wishes to all the
qui odit fratrem suum, homicida est. Et scitis readership; and never cease fighting for the
quoniam omnis homicida non habet vitam King's English!
aeternam semet ipso manentem."
Sed quoque dicit apostolus: "In hoc est
win
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America .Celebrates
The lOOt~ Anni~ersary
Of The Hamburg_e r_.
·. _
(NAPS)-This year the hamburger and bun
celebrate their diamond anniversary debut at
the St. Louis Worlds Fair of 1904. Legend holds
that America's favorite barbecue food was born
when Mongolian and Turkish tribes (known
as Tartars) began shredding beef and placing
it under their horses' saddles to be tenderlZed
as they rode. Thankfully, Americans prefer to
place their beef under a bun, but this timeless
treat still manages to find iti;elf ·partnered
with interesting toppings. Crisp onion rings,
grilled onions and all-meat chili are just a few
of the over one million topping combinations
served across the nation's top family-friendly
restaurants such as Johnny Rockets.
"The Original Hamburger that was
introduced in 1904 can still be enjoyed the oldfashioned way," said Mike Shumsky,_ chairman
and CEO, The Johnny Rockets . Group, Inc.
"Today, we serve hamburgers in over one million
different ways to accommodate our custo·m ers,
while holding tight to the tradition set 100 years
ago!"
Johnny Rockets features the Original
Hamburger that embodies the tasty simplidty
of the first hamburger from l904. Stop by
and celebrate'· the 1 ODth anniversary .·of the
- hamburger at Jo~ny R~ckets ·during National ·
Hamburger Month in May. - Johnny Rockets
would like to share its famous recipe for the
Original lfamburger for all Americans to enjoy.
The
J ohniiy ·
Rockets
Original
Hamburger Recipe:l.j-pourid fresh ground beef,
seasoned·, hand pressed • and grilled, fresh
lettuce, tomato slice, chopped onion; sweet
relish, dill pickle, mustard, mayonn;tlse and
a fresh hamburger bun. For optimum _results,
set the grill temperature at 375 degrees, sear
the hamburger meat for 30 seconds on each
side, press three times then cook for three
minutes~ flip the hamburger over and cook for
an additional 3 minutes.
-

Legend . holds that America's favorite
barbecue food _w as born_:"t~hen Mongolian
and Turkish tribes (known as- Tartars)
began shredding beef and .placing
it under their horses' saddles to · be
tenderized as they rode.

TO ·THE CLASS OF 2004:

CONGRATULATIONS!
FROM MOTIONS

MOTIONS

Ma 2004

was not particu ar y on o t , e appearance o wntten especi y to commemorate t e occasion
impropriety" standard for determini~g breaches (reprinted in this issue). The formal part of the
of judges' ethical duties, at one level simply program having ended, many guests took the
-because it . is a-historical. opportunity to trip the light fantastic, grooving
Kozinski noted the nineteenth- to the melodies of Society Beat.
:century practice of Supreme
Each guest was given a memento of the
C~urt justices riding circuit; occasion in the form of a fiftieth anniversary
when the parties would appeal champl:!.gne flute and a fiftieth anniversaxy
from those circuit decisions, vintage bottle of wine.
,
the .justices who sat on · the
_
All in all, the evening was · an apt
lower tribunal would routinely tribute to the la~ school's humble beginnings
participate in the merits of the , and substantial achievements, as well as an
case at the Supreme Court. appropriate embarkation to the next fifty years
And- in Marbury , v. Madison, of service to God, the practice of law, and the
. Chief Justice Marshall was Repul:)lic; _
intimately involved in the facts
of Marbury's complaint, such
that today recusal would have
been necessary; but back then,
in Kozinski's words, "nobody
batted an eyelash."
Salute,
fro~
For Kozinski, a modem
judge, because of 'the ·high
caseloads . of all courts, has
a basic · duty to put · aside ANSWERS
biases and decide cases on All . were USD School of Law graduates:
·the merits, n:ot:Withstanding Respectively, Sister Sally M: Furay, Class of
some mild · appearance of 1972; Judith N. Keep, U.S. District Court Jude;e
impropriety.
Acknc;>wledging for the Southern District of California, Class
that ."most judicial work is of 1970; Lynn Schenk, Class of 1970 (who
The Dean again took Photo by Pablo Mason routine and dumb," Kozinski also led development of _the sex discrimination
the floor, this time to deliver
argued that the real challenge curriculum with Sister Furay); and Lynn A.
his formal remarks and to
to maintaining judicial ethics Hunt,
_
introduce the evening's ke~ote speaker, Judge lies in keeping judges from delegating essential Class of 1978.
Alex Kozinski of the U.S. Court of Appeals forthe aspects of judging tci their clerks and staff. It is
These women, and several other USD
Ninth Circuit. The Dean confessed that, after a a temptation for' judges to slough off the small School of Law graduates, were honored at a
year of fiftieth anniversfily s~eeches, he was cases and devote a disproportionate amount luncheon program, "Salute to USD Women
short on appropriate metaphors. Not deterred, of time to the interesting cases. This practice Pioneers in the Law," on April 23, 2004 at the
however, he selected the metaphor of building involves too much deferral to law clerks.
U.S. Grant Hotel during the law school's fiftieth
as the theme of his remarks. The key to the
Kozinski gave a . stark example of a anniversary alumni weekend celebration. The
success of the law school's fiftieth ati:Iµyersary . potential quandary in judicial ethics. Suppose program begat1 with welcoming remarks by
celebrations has been the recollecting of people a judge has two. cases before him on appeal. Dean Daniel Rodriguez and Maureen Hallahan,
and narratives that composed the . foundation ·
_·
·.
One is a criminal Class of 1981. Ms. Hallahan is President of
anschdooslkeithnroofugthhe ltahwe But rrozi··ns.'kt~ •ai·r·ed aga
_i_n.st t"'e c 0 n vi ct i ~ n the Lawyers Club of San Diego, which co~I
•'
,..
obtained because · hosted the event, and a partner at Procopio,
years.
modem. distrust Of judges -WhO . of the testimony Cory, Hargreaves & Savitch, LLP, sponsor of
The
Dean
·
· ft '
. l t -k
•
of -. a jailhou~e _ the,ev.ent... , Dean R<?dnguez also introduced the
reminded_;"'
•' his - have any ' nanpip ' s ,a_ ' ~ in._ a in f'o rm .ant: ' afternoon's alumna speakers.
·.,
listeners of tlie -~i~al case; it 'is i:i.IJsUrd· to believe that The trial . was,
The 'audience were informed, amused
importance, not JUst
•
.·
·
d b ·
legally speaking, and moved by the remarks of the Honorable
of the law school's a }Udge will be SWaye
ecause unexceptionable. Lynn Schenk, Class of 1970, and Vickie Turner,
founding by Bish?p of the one hundred shares he The
judge Classof1982,whospokeabouttheirremarkable
Buddy, but also its .
•
· · ·d
,
t•
has a nagging experiences as pioneering women law students
amalgamation
with OWRS tn defen ant S C,O rpora ton. s u s p i c .i o n ·, at USD School of 41.w. For example, Ms. Schenk
the San Diego Colleges
money were important, I however, that recalled that when she was in law scpool, some
for Men and Women to
,
d .
h• . b ,,
the
confession professors and male law students did not take
form the University of WOUldn t be Otng t IS JO •
is
false
and the women law students seriously or thought
San Diego in the early
the
defendant that they did not b'elong in law school at all or
seventies.
Recalling
innocent,
but were tiling the place of male applicants.
the law school's first years, the Dean recognized there is no obvious legal basis for reversal. In
Jessica Heldman, Class of 2004, then.
the important role played by the proto-Dean, the other case, the defendant was convicted of paid tribute to Lynn Schenk and Vickie Turner
Thomas Fanning, who himself was . present a heinous crime but his prosecution: involved a and the other early women law students for
at the law school last September but who violation of Miranda or some other "technicality." their work in paving the way · so that current
passed away this year. Dean Rodriguez warmly The'judge kllows that if he releases the man; the women law students could concentrate on their
reminisced about Dean Fanning's delightful convict will probably commit the same crime legal careers and service to the legal community
sens~ of humor: the nonagenarian dean had again. Is it ethical to foll~w the rule of law, rather than having first to m~e a place for
told those in attendance at the September affirm against the possibly innocent defendant themselves in law school. Ms. Heldman is
event, "My nickname in law school was Lucky." and reverse for the obviously guilty criminal? · the wiI}ner of the 2004 Paul A. McLennon, Sr.
Returning to the building metaphor, Such is a typical vicissitude of being a judge, Honors Moot Court ·competition, during whic~
Dean Rodriguez quoted from the social theorist whose professional life "is an ethical.minefield." _she argued in front of U.S. Supreme CourtKozinski offered other e~amples of Justice Antonin Scalia.
Italo Calvino's Eudoxia to underscore how the
law school today stands upon·the treqiendous judicial behavior that question the propriety
The
program
. concluded
with
efforts of past students and faculty.
of jurists: swapping votes · with members of presentations to Mary K Harvey, Class of 1959,
Concluding his remarks, tl~e Dean the court, deciding cases with · a hope for the first woman graduate of USD School of Law,
introduced Judge Kozinski, for whom the Dean advancement, and making extra-legal fact- and· :eetty Evans Boone, Class of 1964, the
clerked right after law school.
finding are three especially objectionable ones. second woman to graduate from USD School
Judge Kozinski's talk was entitled "The Bur Kozinski railed against the modern distrust of Law (who started at USD the year that Mary
Real Issues of Judicial Ethics." Recognizing of judges who have any financial stake in a . Harvey graduated). Unfortunately, neither of
the lateness of the -hour and the fulness of case; it -is absurd to believe that a judge will these pioneering women could attend although
the attendees' stomachs, the judge b_e gan his · be swayed because of the one hundred shares Betty Evans Boohe sent a video message to
speech with an anecdote about Dean Rodriguez .he o'wns in defendant's corporation. ."If money convey her appreciation for being honored.
during his clerkship days. It is the judge's were important, I wouldn't be doing this job."
.
· The entire audience thoroughly enjoyed
practice to have his cl~rks attend a trial at the Thus it is not so much that the "appearance the event, learning much about the early years
- district court level. The Dean thus attended / of impropriety" standard is wrong in degree; it of women in the law and leaving with a deeper
the trial of one Ramirez, accus.e d of trafficking is wrong in kind. When we speak of judicial appreciation of the "USD Women Pioneers in
in drugs. A DEA agent was called to the stand ethics, the real issues, unlike the duck-hunting the Law."
and asked to identify the accused drug dealer. squabbles, are hidden. "Every judge has an
The agent, apparently laboring under a bizarre unflagging duty to 'police himself." That may be
misapprehension, pointed at the Dean and the best way to ensure an ethical bench.
exclaimed, "That is hel · That is Rodriguez!"
Following, the judge's remarks, Sister
mistaking Rodriguez for Ramirez.
Judge ~Sally Furay, former provost of the law school,
Kozinski brought the house down with that led the attendees in toasting the supreme,
or.e.
contribution _o f the faculty in making the law ·
Having inoculated his audience wi~ a school . a -great instifution. Board of Trustees
dose of humor, Kozinski turned to the weightier
member and law school , alumnus Michael
aspects of his speech. He first declared that he
Thorsnes then gave a toast using a poem he had
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ON THE DOCKET:

Three .and Fifty·V~ars:.'Ago
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A man and woman,
_ ._
lives devoted to th~· catholic .Church,
stood on a hill three and flfty years ago. _Bishop C:tiarles Buddy and Mother Rosalie Hill -~tood t_h at day and dreamed ;
of what might someday lie on 'the ground on_which they s't ood. -· _> _· ' - ;

: -......

l

A REVIEW
.OF MAJOR-CASES BEFORE
THE U~S'. -SUPREME COURT

A siar-:studded panel_ of , l~gal - luminaries
took the occasion of the law school's fiftieth
anniversary to do some crystal-ball gazing on
Saturday, April 24 With a colloquium entitled
"On the Docket: A Review .of Major Cases Before
'- the U.S. Supreme Court."_ -The ' event, held in
an LRC -classroom to an audience of students . Af,t hough their faith was simple,
and. alumni in the midd!e of.the anni~ersary
•- they -dreamed'not of simple things.
festivities, offered a look at .some of the most
- Onfhis piece of barren'' ground, theydreamed'of a University"
important .cases of th,e__Term _:_- and one of Jast
,-(,_.~"
bearirtg-the
indelible
stamp
of
the
Cathoiic
faith:
Term's:
more important cases'. _
. .,
.
. Larry Alexander, W,arren Distinguished
Professor of Law; l~d off by following his ·own
Like Fatl,ler'--Serra two hundred year~ earfo~r,
muse away , from pending cases -and back
··. they wete bringing thefr faith
to a case decided last - Term.. In, Virginia v.
to-whathad ;J:?ecome,,(of.them, a wilderness of higher education.
- · Black, the' Supreme -Court upheld a -state
Theil- dr<i~ .that day wa.~ t}!at'the University would have a School of J::aw.
s_tatute, prohibiting cross-burning with intent
~·
./ - .
_· '
·. ·> '-:;:·~.'.~* ·.
.
.
.
.-,
to intimidate. - In that . case, the Court dealt
- ,.···
.-.....
"
with
tw~ in)3tances of cross-burning, - one in
· ">. • __ To their rjsioii they bto-Ught mote.· than faith..the
cont~xt
- of a ,white ·suprem.~cist rBlly,-llll.d
They brought a respect' for the independence oflaw from their church,the
other
involving
a · hostile cross'..burning on
- .
the seculJlI 'natti~e of i~s study, its practice.
. .
private residential property, · 'The Col.lrt struck
~~\vii a second- portion of the -statute ··w hich
''
They knew and-accepted that in our country
· declared that .cross..:bu,rriing itself constituted
prima facie evidence of the intent to intimidate.
:la:ws were drawn not by God~ hut legislators. -The case '"poi:tends, at least potentially,
Laws wet~ interpreted not by priests or bishops,
some major developments i~ First Amendment
bu! by rileil and womert of the judicial cloth. _
law,>r Pr;ofessor .Alexander suggested, First, by
- -They knew that in its definiti<;>n, _ ·
upholding a· statute . that criminalizes certain
our country separated itsdf of all religion,-·inclp.ding theirs.
threatening forms of speech, the Court implicitly
" · . -~
ca.JJed into, questipn the importance and _s cope
-. Thus, though it was their faith that drove them to that hflI, ·
of it_s earlier opinion in Brandenburg v. Ohio,
if was their respecf of law, and its independence from their faith,
-- which erected a stringent-test for courts touse when cons!dering speech aimed at inciting
. ' that keptthem there that day, -_violence.
three arid fifty ye8.!s ago.
'·. _ Second, . the· Court distinguished ]3lack
2 from -its_. earlier significati.t opinion in RAV v.
_
_
·Today tl:i~ir dreams for ·~ law>s~ho'ol . __ · "
--~ ,.- '.Cif.JY.o.f;Min:ne'fPP~is-~. Payl; w.hi<;;h struC:k down
-have been real&ed in ways_beyond conception: ., "\. . _ _
- _~ ,cros~--burn!ng stattite- D~t_he .~ounds t~~!,
- _____ , . - - - , '-· .
. .
:' . _ _
.; , ,. . ~ •- , _ . - ; . _ . ·-· ·
although the statute-rnerelyproh1b1ted "fighting
' ' l~: t~e, ~hort bhnk th~thas _pass~d~1nce that _day on t!-'ie._h11ls1de,.,'...
- words," it-selected-only cert8.in kinds .<">ffightirig
.- · '-~:L- _, (_ -:-· ,. - - - a 1modest buildi~g, designed by 'Mother., H~lL .. .. -":~; ~~ - .. , .~- -~ · •words foq>rohil:>,ition on the basis of th~ co_n tent -' "'"'-""!:"''-'"''"
stands on the spot ~here ~they stood,
_
_ ' - , :--pf ,the speech. ',,Black's_tre11~eht of th_e cro~s::,•
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., ) b~rni?g st~tµte~at h;suethere=~se~ms iri_tensfon~

with RA~ P!'ofessoi: Al~';C~det."~011c!-y.ded. _
BZacic.lJ.ltirilately ~raises qu_~~tions about · "•- " - .
'-·' - - ' ;y_ i
·
·
- · ··, ~ •.- ,. .,., . twd-·principa}. cases" - Br:atidenburg .a n9 RAV.
-_,
- - The building-now bears another name , , --~-·,,
' .~- _ :
-_Theodore-Boutrous, Jr., a partner in the
· ·- of faith;jntegrlty-and~gen~_ro'sity, . . : ---,-~~-"
· - '
-Los AtJ,geles office cif Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher,
-that of»Jo~ne and Frank WarrenJ ·- l ~- '·=-"
USD atumn1:].s -and 'major figure -in rriedia la~.
whose love for the University.fqund e*pression~ in its School of Law;
- - nexpspoke about a variety of cases deci4ed or
·
- -_ pending in this year's Term; which he -called
There is notl!ing modest about whaLhaj:>pens in Jhat ~uitding~
~just a blockbuster: Term . . . with big issues
_ Though the initial class was. hut five intrepid-studeiits,: . and big cases_,"
under the incisive h§llld of Daniel _Rodriguez, ., . ·- · - - Bo~trous focused on those cases raising
now one of the great Deans in Arp:ericari legal educatiqn,
Jor suggesting-First Amendttl.ent issues~ Pound
--the school has-thousands of the best _scholars-in·the country
for poup.d, the biggest was the Court's decision
-·
upholding major portions of the McCainseeking one of but three !J-undre<;l·seat~. - ~ Feingold campaign finance reform legislation,
FEC v. McConnell. That decision-- actually a
congeries of about 30 ppinions, whose- syllabus
The faculty, the lifeblood ofciny erideav9r of the minp,
alone
1,s 19 pages ~- u 'p he_ld bans on significant
now stands shoulder to shoulder.With any law faculty tn the country.
l.lSes ()f soft money and on so-called·"issue ads."
Yes,_any law faculty in the- _co-U,ntry.
, McConnell _ha$ ·already--given rise to -a cottage
'-industry of campaign pr9fessionals seeking to
But it is not just the strength of the scho~l'~ ,stu?~nt~-, or its faculty,
live within or get around its mandates, Boutrous ·
-suggested . If anything, the statute "has begun
that has driven the school to greatness in this eye blink of time~ ·
to give the lobbyists_even more power."
·
.. It is the heart that 'b eats in the_school; the 's tudents, its faculty,
_Boutrous also spoke--about two cases he
a heart born on that hillside three and fifty years ago. ·saw as raising First Amendment implications,
even -if they were ·not directly _argued on First
· That heart has been·nourish'ed Amendment grounds. In Cheney v. U.S. District
Court, the questions before the Court included
by the tolerant; warm-embrace. of the m:other_church,
-whether.
an odd couple of advo~acy groups
steeped in its ethicaJ tradition;
- Sierra Club and Judicial Watch-- can 9btain
as carried ·in-the dre~s of those who have,
discovery of meeting~ between ViCe President
· apd ~now; le·a d it. - ·
Cheney
and group of advisors; meetings which
- '·
the- plaintiffs-_contend irivolved "the improper
participation qf representatives from the energy
Michael T; 'l'hc;>rsnes (Law, cl~ss of '68)
industry.
_!3outr01.~ssaid
considers the_case to
Vice Ch~r, Board of Trustees
·
__ be First·Am~nd~~I)t..:relilted "because it~s .about
University of San Dieg9
public access" to .government information.
·Poet Laureate.
- Boutious . also _ singled out -National
Archives & Records Adtrtinistration v. Fauish, in
wJ:i.ich the -Court upheld a decision to Withhold
Presented on the·occasion of. the
photographs relating _to tpe death of Vi:nce
SQth Anniversary ofthe
.
Foster, a former deputy White House counsel
University of San Diego School of Law
whose suicide was the- subject of conspiracy
on April 24, 2004
theories throughout the Clinton years. The
_ ,__ , ,

.

- na_me~for a,mo~~~t ~~:~f fa~t4 aii'dj niegp!)r,: ' ' '
" ,, __ St. :Thomas ·More. - - ,. ,- · ;· _
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Honoring our own:
The 2004 Author E. Hughes ·
Career Ac·h ievement Awards

Court's docket ·'this ·Term, in various ways,
reflected "the revenge of the Clinton years,"
Boutrous quipped.
Professor Yale Kamisar next offered a
passionate discussion of two criminal cases
before the Court this year, both involving
the ·potential application of the "fruit of the
poisonous tree" . doctrine to ·violations of By Nicole Rothstein
Miranda. In ·United States v. Patane, the Court Staff Writer
faces the questiol1whether a court may admit
evidence - irithis case, a Glock pistol- that was On April 3, 2004 over 500 alumni, friends and
discovered only through a statement that was distinguished guests gathered at USD's Jenny
itself given in vfolatfori of Miranda.
Craig Pavilion for the Tenth Annual Author E.
In Missouri v. Seibert, ·the . police Hughes Career Achieveine-n t Awards, named
interrogated a defendant after deliberately for President Emeritus Author E. Hughes in
failing to give her a Miranda warning, and honor of the signiflcant contributions made to
. she incriminated herself. The police took a the University during his twentyc.four years as
break and · then resumed questioning, this presidentf1971-1995).
time giving the proper warning. After having
Hosted by the USD Alumni Association,
reminded defendant of her earlier confession, this annual event honors five USD alumni,
the police elicited from her a reaffirmation of chosen from each school/ college on campus,
.the incriminating statement.
based upon nominations and selections by
The greater stake for criminal defendants faculty and alumni of their respective colleges.
lies ·in the Patane case, Professor Kamisar They are picked based upon exceptional
suggested, for the scenario described in Patane achievement in their chosen careers and their
is "routine": according to Kamisar, sorrie polite impact in the San Diego community.
training instructors have even urged police to
This year's honorees were> Wayne
violate Miranda in the hope tfiat they will still be Darbeau, Vice ·President of Administration of
able to Win admission of the evidence resulting San Diego Unified Port-District (M.A., '85); Garry
from the illegal interrogation. If the government · Ridge, President and CEO of WD-40. Company
wins both, he concluded, "the only thing left to (M.S., '01); Conni . E.' Cintas, Director of the
Steve.n Altman (photo used ··
do is to give Miranda a decent burial.'~
.. Beginning Teacher Support and Assessment
with permission)
USD . Professor Michael Rams·a y spoke Program North Coastal Consortium (B.A., '88
about a series of cases·argued this Term with ·. & M.Ed.,'89); .Steven Altman, Executive Vice
·for the School of Law, which includes: David
a potential impact on international law issues, President of QUALCOMM Incorporated and
S. Casey, Jr. ('74, :.r.D.), The Honorable Lynn .
including the pursuit of the war on terrorism. President of QUALCOMMTech Liceh-sing (J.D.,
Schenk ('70, J.D.r, The Honorable Nancy ElyThe Court in recent weeks has heard three '86); and Cay Casey, Special Education School
Raphel ('68, J .D.), Patricia McQuater ('78, J.D.),
cases dealing with different aspects of the war Nurse for San Diego Unified School District
Michael Tlforsnes ('68, J .D.), Tlie Honorable
on terrorism, ·including whether the federal Medically Homebound and Infant Hard of
Judith Keep ('70, J.D.), The Honorable Federico
courts have jurisdiction to receive habeas / Hearing Programs (M.S.N. , '84 & Ph.D; '02).
Castro ('71, J.D.), and Sister Sally M. Furay,
corpus petitions brought on behalf of detainees
The evening began with a black tie .
R.S.C.J. ('72, J.D.).
held at Guantanamo, and whether the dinner and live entertainment, including
Executi":e Branch_may ,seize ·~~rican citizens . - performanc?s by-" the 'M~ssi~n ·srui ??iego de. ,
anel hold them as «enemy combatants.!' One Alcala Choir, the USD Dance Team, and the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - such detainee was apprehended in Afghanistan · Thornton Irish .Dance Academy; just tC> name
itself, while another was seized in the United a few. All proceeds from the dinner will benefit
States. The last case, Rumsfeld v. Padilla, in USD student schola,rships. The main program
particular raises .issues that are "really quite combined viqeo montages highlighting the
important," Profess.or Ramsay observed, given accomplishments of each of these individuals
the "very substantial power" asserted · by the with ~nterviews of family, friends and
President in that case.
colleagues. In honor of their accomplishments,
But the most important case with bronze medallions were bestowed upon the
international law implications argued this year, honorees by the deans. A dessert reception ·
Professor Ramsay suggested, is United States - followed ·where students were invited to meet
v. Alvarez-Machain and a companion cas~, and netWork with the honorees, alumni and
which involve the . attempted use of the Alien San Diego community leaders.
Tort Claims Act to sue the Unitea States for its
This year's honoree from the School of
involvement in Alvarez-Machain's kidnapping Law was Steven Altman ('86). Law was probably
in Mexico.
the furthest thing from this Tucson, Arizona .
"What we see here," Professor Ramsay native's mind when he spent the summers of
said, "fs an attempt to create civil liability in his youth dreaming of a career in professional
the courts for executive actions in violation of · basketball. · But after years of breaking into
international law;" An outcome allowing such the University of Arizona gym to play, Steven's ·
suits would be "quite novel."
hoop dreams failed to materialize ·a nd his vision
Steven D.. - Smith, also a Warren turned to law and to the University of San
Distinguished Professor of Law, concluded the Diego.
panel with a -discussion of Elk Grove Unified
Following graduation Altman became e~am~
School District v. Newdow, the notorious "Pledge a business laWy-er with Gray, Cary, Ware &
of Allegiance" case. Professor Smith argued that Freidenrich, where he specialized in intellectual
the case potentially presents two key issues in property, mergers and acquisitions, securities
pas~word
Establishment Clause law: the vitality of the and g~neral corporate mati:ers. When he joined
so-called "endorsement test," which Professor QUALCOMM in 1989, there was only one other
Smith said he finds "problematic" at best as a lawyer on staff at the time, and it was bis wife. .
matter of coristitutional doctrine; and whether
Over . the years Altman· has been
the Pledge was coercive in the context of the actively involved in structuring and n eg<?tiating
school setting.
QUALCOMM's license agreem ents, _ joint
Professor Smith suggested that the Court ventures and strategic alliances and has
might not reach the substantive issues at all:'it overseen international and dome's tic licensing
may allow the lower court opinion fo stand on 'and joint venture relationships with many of the
the basis of an equally divided vote of the Court world's largest telecommunication companies,
(Justice Scalia recused himself from the case), including Lucent, Motorola, Smi y, Mitsubishi,
or it may dismiss the case on stanqing grounds. Nokia, Hyundai and Samsung.
Today, as
If it does reach the merits, he suggested, the Executive Vice President of · QUALCOMM
Ninth Circuit's own subsequent revision ·of its Incorporated and President of QUALCOMMTech
opinion in the case makes it more likely that Licensing, Altman heads a staff of thirty-five
the Court will reach only the narrower issue of attorneys.
.
coercion in the school setting.
·
A · hearty congratulatiQns to Steven
Professor Smith nonetheless opined that Altman for his achievements in the legal field.
he hoped the Court would take the occasion to He can now proudly count himself among
"rethink seriously" its endorsement doctrine the prestigious group of past recipients of the
- under the Establishment Clause .
Author E . Hughes Career Achievement Award

Final
Beat the rush!
exams are coming soon!
You may not know this
but the _Legal, Research
Center has rriany previous .
exams on reserve ..- Online
access is available 24
hours a ·day through the
library webpage. You may
access them online at http:
l /www.san_d iego.edu/lrc/
I . You will rieed
to input your USD email
login and
in
order to gain access. The
exams are also available
·at the LRC's circulation
desk. .Get the exams at
.
your conven1enee. Just
keep in mind that du_r ing
final · exams we are busy
so come early, or get
them on.line. If you have
any questions call us· at
x4542.
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-T he parallels between tfle For:t~s saga and our · rece-nt, exp~rience with Supreme Court confirmations is· uncanny. Equally uncanny is the inexpli·c able growth of the inflation rate, reflected in the difference.between· the
1969 and-2004 costfo.r the.Bar Revie·w Course--·- Ed.
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Advise ·and Corisenf: Justice Abe Fortas

I ,•• Case f~r Alie FortGs I
. "- ..

'

IThe case Ag~linst Alie Fortas I

byOONGINDY

.When a man is elevated tothe ·beJt~h his behavior as ajurist,
while presicting in court and in private life· must be beyond
reproach. Serious questions have been rai~ed by-disting'!ished
·members of ttte S~nate as to, whether or not Abe Fortas' beh_avior has ·.met that standard. In its dutY as ·a constitutional
b_ody, the Sena~e must give its "advice and .consent" to the
p·resident onhis nominees to the .Supreme Court. The consent
of the Senate has not been given bec_ause investigation has
; ' - revealed possible ·conflict of iQterest which might jeopardi;r;e
Justice Fortas' :decis.ions. ·
·
MOOT COURT BOARD We might define "advic_e and consent'! as not only immediate.qualifications c;>fthe nominee, butalso his ability to render
If "advice and consent;; be defined as looking to the quali- H.ERE' WE ·GO AGAIN
a verdict impartially and in sys~ematic legalfashio~. This, of
fications of the nominee, i.e., those properties which are in;
course, is a broadened .,interpretation of the phrase as op' herently or legally necessary to fender a man 'eligible to perAfter a highly successful posed to that used by .c ounsel. But it is felt one quite apform this public duty, they.were hardly considered. Instead year, 1g67-68, the U.S.I>. Moot plicabletothepresentsl.tuatfon.
"
the investigation was a disgrace - - an; indignity to Fol'.tas, Court Competition is once'
The "apologist" for Abe Fortas· has called the Judiciary
the Court and the Senate itself. As one.re·ads page after page again under way. Prelim- · .Committee's investigation a harangue and merely a series
of testimony given before the Judiciary Committee, it becomes inaries are now in progress of accusations~ It is submitted,. that if the Senate is to report
quite apparent that Senators ' Thu,.rmond (R., S. Car.) and and final$ for the competi~ its approval of a ·nominee fdr such a high post, it must do so
Ervin (D., N. Car.) were definitely hot interested in the quali~ tion will be held November 2, with a cleat mind. In order to do this it must, properly infications of the nominee. ·Rather, their motives seem directed at the San Diego County vestigate the 'ability of a man to interpret the Constitution. In
at retribution for civil rights .cases, ..controversial criminal Courthouse. There are-14 two the past decade or so, the Court has come under extreme
law .dec.sio'n s and the ob§.cen,:itt·oplnioris. In the. first situa~ man teams which are eagef, · criticism, not only from members of Congress but from the
tionthey seek, as.§_e etional repr~seritatives, to l'.eturn in kind energetic, and engulfed· in legal -profession .itself. There is; no· more proper source of
the bitteimessJney have feJt a~.a result of givh1g up tradition- _ the preparation of legal criticism 'than lawyers and jµdges themselves. If they who
al social practices-with- res-pect ·to the Negro. To the other, briefs. This years competi- are -in constant contact with,i the law cannot feel satisfied
they hope,. presumably, is to take_political advantage of un- t,i on is being sp~nsored _by.the tflat the Court is acting in its most responsible capacity, it is
popular and disputed decisions: While criticism· ofthe Coµrt U.S·.D. A!_umm Association,._ certainly the . duty of Congress to find out .why. TJiat duty isis not unheard of,. it.is submitted it had little place in-the'coli~ _
INVITATIONS SENT
· owed not only to the legal profession, but to the people in.·
'
Invitations .have been Sent asmuch as they_ are· the ones most affected by it. Therefore,
firmation of Abe Fortas.
Thu_~IOOnd's inv.e,_stigatio.n took alm
. ost fo. tit . days durhig' to all of the California law members of the Senate are required to discover, investigate
and ask why the trend of the law has follow.ed the road it has. .
wnich tiihe he continually insisted. that Foha_s explain de- schools· for.
· the.binter
'h· ldschool
I
competition to e e · ater ' · The nominee ·was given more than ample opportunity to
'Cisions of the Court. On each occasion, the Associate Justice - this, year. . Additio'n al plans · answer the sel-ious questions placed before him, bu( in alrespectfu.ily declined to an.s wer. There is·g~od rea_son for this:· ;u;e- in ·. the mill -,_to ,meet most every.instance he declined
_ to answer. The Senate did
Just as a con.gressman cannot be called before--a tribu_nal to u c LA -,.
·'· t
h l
·
.
.
.
.
1or
an-ih
er-sc
oo
not
wish
.him
_
tQ
'
-violate
hi&c·
o
.
nstitutional
vows
b.y i_nterp·reting
answer for his votes on legislative matters, neithet_c an,a judge '
t•t•
th 16th f
on · e'bl
·· o ·· law, but only explain the thinking of the Court
be compelled to answer for his opinions in particular cases. compe
N.
bi ion
· Th
- hi-view of the
ovem
er.
e -p ro' em un'- ·-'·
"act that 'much recent cas·e la·w IJ.as been ·base~~ ·on very li'ttle· ·.
·
inrist's
only reply to a critic is to direct the fatter 'to the
·
' A ....
der review is' concerned with precedent;' This is 'rellllY the heart of the matter. It has dis' 'd s th·a t the Court has veered
opinion itself so that he may discoYer the. reasi:ming -whiCh welfare search ;irid_. seizure. · .t u'rbed a ·great man·y legal mi·n
brought about a final determination of the dispute. Toatt~mpt
to explain an opinion, even 'his own, would destroy the lanu.S.D: HOSTS
so far frofn stare_decisis, and increasingly bottomed its 'opin. .
. .. . _
-ions on sociologiclll flndfogs: The Judiciary ,Committee was
guage of tlie law when it was set down to decid~ an individual
-- . . '
case. Moreover, the judge would _h e putting w_or~s-into the , : After bemg adJudicated the ontyreflectingthatdisturbingstateofaffairs. ;
mouths of other members-.of,the.:.C ourt, when, in f1;1ct, they may. ~umber one mo~t co~~ team . In another respect, counsel has alleged that the nomination
not agree wiih 1that interpretation at all. So, the atmosphere m last years comyeti~ion .the ~ is muddled \vith political overtones. This is not necessarily
was set- Critics ofthe Court sat backintheirsoftchairsdirect-' · U.S.D. .Appellate: Moot Court : the fault Q~tbe members of the $enate. In Marc.h of this year,
ing qu~stions after--unsuitable question to Fortas ·1:1nd he 'B~a.rd h~s offered to h~nl~ ~he· ffesident Johnson removed~ himself from consideration as
was unable to answer.
·
Cahforpia S_tate Competition ~ a -candidate for re-election. It was only after thig time that
.
~
. .'
.,
~
.
..
.
in the spring of1969. The Na- the Chief Justice announced his retirement.. So that any
If the members of the senate had been mmdful -of their tional Team is preparing a person nomin,atedis a.nominee of a "lame duck'' President. It
constitutional duty as ·opposed to !_b~ir PQlitical, desires, they brief .for-- the - national com:' can certainly be questioned why ari outgoing President, and
would have "discovere~ Fortas had.excellent qualificatio~s. to ·petition. .The pr~b!em ~ith a-very (unpopular one at that, should determine the nature of
be advanceil to the highest post on the _Court. As a private __c which the brief is concerned. the Court for·many terms to come. This is p;roperly a job for
practitioner, he was a widely respected attorney. Among his involves a _draftee who· has . the new President. With him come the new hopes of the Amerimany accomplishmen~ w:as his appointment by th~ Supreme. ·l!-ttacli:ed his order~ for duty , cai:i people itnda.severing ofties with past errors.
Court to representan md1gent defendant from Flonda named in Viet Nam by. declaring the . More impotta~tly, recent developments have disclosed the
Clarence .Earl' Gideon. ·As a result, he was instrumental in war to be. ill~gal, immoral, ·unusually close ties of Mr.. Justice Fortas arid ·the Adminisestablishing the doctrine that evecy accused be ' afforded · and unconstitutional.- U.S.D. tration. This, we suggest, effectively destroys the independcounsei in a felony case. As a faw student, he was not only
taking the side of the ~ ence of the JudiCiary and gives rise 'to questions of judicial
Editor of the Yale Law Journal, but was graduated' at the top · dratlee for their' ·brief. Re- propriety, so far as official conduct is concerned. Mr. Justice
of his class. His Washington D.Q~ firm of Arnold, Fortas and gional competition will "be Fortas has revealed that be was of aid to' the President in
Porter i~ highly regarded throughoJit the legal c<1mmunity. " held . at Los.' .AJJ:gele!J in No- ·stating the considerations of advisors on foreign policy. He,
More_ impc)rtantly, his opinions as Associate Justice have vember. ,Members of the Na- ' as well, told us of his involvement with, the Detroit-riots of
been lauded by many as impeccably written and ' logically ·. iional Team are Cathy Chand- 1967, wheQ President Johnson soltgbt out his counsel. It is
consistent·in the best legal tradition. Nonetheless, members. ler, Mary Scott, and Roy not totally unforeseeable that a-litigant, a resident of Detroit,
of the opposition made little reference to these facts.
Garrett.
- either property owner or rioter - could in.the near future
The app~.re!:lt. rejec;tion of qualifications is .underlined by ....·SCHOLARSHIPSAWARDED se~k a 'determ,in~tion by ·~e Supreme Ccu•rt on. the issues
· .
- ·
which confront him. In which case, Abe Fortas might be pre(Contin~ on page B)
Something new this year, _ seilted a predicament as to whether he should: hear the case
11111111111•111111111111ail1111111111111111111111111111111l111111111:a:a:i:mm111111111111 · and· fully appreciated, is the or remove himself. However, in· ~epth investigation has reaW:ard of full ·tuitfonal schol- vealed, and statements' by leading -journals demonstrate, that
'arships. , Dean Joseph A~ · Justice Fortas may have ·been 1more involved-in matters of
Sinclitico Jr. has officially the ~dministration than meets the eye. The Administration
awarded ,these scholarships 5>f cC..rse denies this. Yet more than once has the Executive
to the _five members of the: branch ·been ,questioned about its hone§ty with the public.
Api,>ellate Moot Court Board.
(Continuedonpage8)
The ordeal ~f-Abe'Fortas is over. After four months ofaccusation and harangue by members of the United S~tes Senate
who opposed .the nomination,,, Pres; Johnson W@.S forced to
with-draw the name of the .Associate Justice to fill the. vacancy· created . by the ·int~ndeil retirement of Chief Justice. Ear1
warren: The..fight is noteworthy, not only because it is one of
the only time in modern . hi~tory that: the Senate-Ila's failed direcUy or indirecUy (as in. this case) to ·confirm a nominee for
the high court, ·but also because ·the constitutional command
. that .the Senate give its "advice and consent" to the Presidential nominee was almost ~ntirely ignored.
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Heavily Stocked
in San Diego ·

JAMES HERBERT, JR.
Loyola (lA)
COm~unity Property

_Legal Books
Outlines·
Horn books
,codes -Summaries

StanfO<d · •

Code Pleadi.ng
Evidence.

Torts
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_

9:30-5:_3 0 DaUy 233-7493 ,

KENNETH KARST
"U.C.L.A:
Con1titulional law

1969 COURSE

MARC ·FRANKLIN
Stanford 1
J ESSE DUKEMINiER
. U.C.L.A.

JOHN KAPLAN
Stanford
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Boalt Hall ,
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· Writing Proficiftncy
WILLIAM COHEN
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. Boalt Hall
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California Western
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ts_Woo sac , ram its rst year o pu ication, com~e~~rq.t~s_ the_inauguratioit-;o f J)lloot .Court~. _ It also

testijie$ to the tergiveJ;satiOn of Mr. ·Ed. Philbin, who
abandoned th~; newspaper's ship for the law review (no
_an~m.JA.s inten_ded) --- Ed.
' t.i\VV LU:ltfl\tff
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De-;;,

Today, every litigant understands what
is written on the. summons and can easily
follow the proceedings in bourt. But from
the 11th century onward, right up' to the
18th; for nearly 700 years all summonses
and court rec_o rds wer!) written in Latin,
the univer.sal -liiiguage of those times,
while the verbal proceedings in court were
spo.ken in a
-- curi~us mix; tiire of Nor;
· man - _Ftench
and English ..
: The cons a-,
qu~nc e was
that litigants
co u·l q,,n ot
:make head' or
tail of what
was -taki·n-g
place in. their
own lawsuits.
·so ari attorney
be c a me es BRIGADIER WILLIAM MILLER
sent i al ill.

;~~;:n::w~1:~~n;1~~=:a~~~::;1;;;:~

-year in law·school.
Al! the law expanded and became com-plicated litigants_ found it ·an advantage to
employ. not. only an attorney to iook after
the legal preliminaries but a lso an additional attorney known for his ability to narrate the-facts and to put forward -persuasive
legal arguments . ~ -it became the custom

TAXAWARD.

_ For _the first time in the history of our Law School a cash award will be giVen to
the outstanding ·student in an individual
course. Th~. award is an annual one of •
$-250 ..00 given by the law firm of Miller
aJ¥i Evatt to the outstanding·studenf in-the
-field oI taxation. The senior partners of
the firm, Ralph Miller and Timothy Ev~tt,
ar.e graduates of oilr Law School.:
The faculty will determine who is the
putstandinii s·tudent in the field of.taxation
and the bases of such determination will be
left ~ their sole -discretion, The fact that
·a stud~nt_lu!s received the high.es t -average'
in taxation doe's n:ot mean that he will auto.'.. ·
niau_cally receive the award. s~veral· fac- ·
tors will be takeri into consideration in de _termining who will receive the -$250,00. /
Besides the cash award, which will be:.
nam'e d "The Miller· & Evatt Annual.Aw· rd ~
to the Outstanding St_ude~t in _Taxation,• a
plaque. will also be_donated ·w.hich wifl be
·placed in the library near the tax section
- ~d on which will lie inscribed the names"
of the annual' wiimers
the .award. Let's
hope that this is the start of many_more _
·
·
cash awards in other subjects .

of

-·st re·s·s- & pis ease
By

DR. MILAN L-. BRANDON •

APPELLATE

MOOT COURT
-STARTED

·T

The Scho~l of Law ·presented its first
Appella_te ~99t Court Competitio:g' on April
16, 19()4.' at More Hall, the.SchoQl of ·Law
Building. Opposing teams ar~ed ~ .hypo
. thetical tort case involving a plaintiff who
sUffered injuries as a result of fea:r.'.-for the
s11fety·of another.• · The myt!iieal Supreme
Court of Antillico obtained jurisdiction of
the case which' was certified to it from the
equally mythical trial court upon a·de- ·
fendant 1$ demurrer. The·Ho'uorable Lfoyd
- E. Griffin, PresidingJustic~ofthe ·Fourth
. District Court' of Appeills of CaJifornia
acted i;is Chief Justice. Assisting Griffln
were 'rhe Honorable Robert Q. Staniforth,
Judge of the Superior coiirt, Colinty of San
' Diego, . and . G~eral -George W • •Hickman .
" Jr., A'c ting Dean, University of sa~"Dieg~ ·
School of Law,
·'
,
.
The Competition ~was won by fuet eairi.
froill the Day DiVfsion, r;presented by
SHOWN-ABOVE ARE GEORGE
George Cory, George Lerg, Ken Wood 'and
CORY AND GEORGE LERG,
WHO PRESENTEDTHE ORAL
Hal- Yaker. The opposing team from the
ARGUMENTS FOR THE WINEvening Division, was com?os.e d of Thomas
NING-TEAM AT THE RECENT
Bec~a: Gran t Cona rd, Eugene Coler,
APPELLATE MOOT COURT.
·Harry McCu~ and·James Miller" Selected
on the ba,sis of their grades in Legal Bibli- visor to the Appellate Moot court Competi- .
· ography, the ·students prepared for the ' tion. Teams were judged equally-on the
competit.ionunder the guidance of Profes~ basis' of their written appellate briefs and
_ _ ' si>rJosephA, Sinclitico. Jr., F_a culty Ad-- oral argumeI)~S. .
~- ·

The title may be old and fa~iliar, but it
,' Most often tlie b~i~f~ b!lgi.Il with a short
is very-descriptive ·and bears repetition. ·--~
..cstatement~fthecase. This should be less
We are allfrequentJ..yunder teiisi~n ap.d exThe ·object of a brief is t~ per'su~de . - tlianone pagein le~gth ~d Sh~uld state the
posed to va:dous Str!)sses . We must learn
This art~c!e will out1foe !echpiques whiqh ,general nature of the case: the position-of
howtc?)lvew}thalldevenoccasionailyenjoy
improve. the persuasive power of brlefs .• the parties in the lower court and on the ap.,·inlmportantlitiga~ionforasecondattorney , stressln order to lead a more healthful
Detailed infor_IXlatioii__ as .t o • the· form of_ -peal and it.shou1d describe the. judgment iii
tobe employedtoconductthecase in court. and successful life, Most _medical Hi_:
. For many generations these pleaders were nes s es se_e n by the physician today ar; ~t . · briefs can be found ill, Rules. ·13 ·and 15, thelowercourtand .t henatureofthe appeal.
9aliforn~a R~es of"Couit and 2 Stanbury, '
Quite oftenthis°<2an) >e dpne)l\ two .s en- '
known as "narrators" and, eventually, ieasti!J-part a reiiult of unfavoiab1e· stress ..
Califorli.!_a '!rial and Appellate Practice, tences.containing lesittlian·40 words . For
,barristers,
responses .
0
Duringthosefar- offye11rslegalpr'o cess
Metabolic .alterations µi the host may;.- .. pp. 305-315.: Hints.on how to research the example: "Tlie plaintiff s ue ci to enjoin th~
.
law
a~e
in
Z
Priictical
Lawyer
,
December
defendant
from
obstru~ting
a street or way;
-tended to be leisurely. As an·extreme 0'x.'..- take place on 'all acute basis , s uch as may
1956; p. 27. These matters, will not be which she- claims is appurtenant t~ her
·ample th~ famous sii John.Falstaff, im- occur 'in relation to ·an injury., pr actaptadis~ussed in this article . , ~-·_- lands and ·necessary-t~ gi~erl:ier access to
mortalised in Shakespeare's plays Henry tion processes ml).y take ·place-Over a long
Whiie · writing .a· brief remember that .· her house. The injunction was refused and
·IVandHenryV, left his vast estates to his period bf time, such· as niayoccur--in a
you_ are a n advoc_!!,te . Yo"u~ brief is not a_·- plain tiff" ~ppeals froni the°judgmeni. •
attorney, Paston. When the heir $ discov- chro11ic illnes1;1 . Howev~r. the individual
judicia l opinion of a law review article. Other examples of short statements can be
. ered that Paston drew up the Will and-was who is un~er chroni._c stress usually does
·present '11'.hen it was attested, it iS 1¥trdl_y no~adaptwell to an acute.insult, whe~-~as, -·it is designed' to persuade an audience -of · found in i59 ·c1.. at pp, 38, 105, ·143-144,
surprising that they contested it, The case the~healthy individual Will usually meet and · ju_ciges to decide this case. in favor of your 198. - 244. 30J and 724.
._Usually the Statement of Fact!! follows, '
'c lient. _Remembe~, a lso the makeup or
lasted as long as the Wars of the Roses, the overcome the challenge-of an. acute stress
qualiffcaflons_of this audience . They have -the s~teme~t of the case. The rules re- - disastrous civil war which dragged on for situation. A strong acute stress reaction
100· years. At long last the courts gave more often suppresses-dis.ease than: pro- - _ been suc_ce11_sfur as_ lawyers and judges. qi:tireilie appellant to inciude a summary of
They are experienced, astute and have a.::. the material facts in his opening brief. If
judgment· in favour of the attorney's de- duces it. ·
can't page 3 .
· scholarly bent. They know a lot .ofl;w. hisbriefcfoes·not state the facts the court
1;1cendants. probably .because they had
Possibly they are better acquainted.with the . may accept.the facts as ·set forth in the refought on the side of the winning Tose .
law which applies_, to your case -than. you spondent's brief._ (De Mrjian v. Lutinsky,
We must now gloss over a long sordid
. are~ butinonerespect.youarevastlybetter. .-77 Cal. App. · 2d 915. ) Whjln appellant
span of centuries when many English at- _
inform.ed 'than they. You know the facts of claims that-the evidence is ins ufficient as
.torneys had no notions of ethical conduct.
.
,the case. They · !qi.ow nothing about it~<co'lt·.. on pg. 5)
As long ago as 1455 a petition to ParliaCharles c. "Buzz" Renshaw, a senior
until
-th'il.V
have
iead
your
brief/
The
meni complained: "When the attorp.eys night student at the University of San Diego
Statement of facts-is the most important
.
. ·.
were few in number there was great peace School of Law and Vice Presidentpart of Your brief. Cases are won or lost - .
and quiet, but now the numbers are bound- . Secretary of San Diego )federal Savings
~ess., 'the' most part cunning rogues. They ' and Loan Association,. wa..s:chOsen Out- - on the facts , ·
Ed Phqbin; founde1' and editor of the
Howshouldyoubegin? There is no one Woolsack_h as resigned his position as edistir up strife and excite people to take wi- standing Young Man of the .Year on J anutrue answer. .Rule 13 says that the open- tor to deyote his full effort to making the
true lawsuits. They use forged writs and a ry 16, 1964. ing brief of pie appellant shall contain_a un'iversity~of ·_San. Diego· Law R~view as
·The honor was awarded_~t the Junior
perjured 'evidence, they bribe juries and ·
s tatement of the ' case consisting of a de- s uccessful as he . has made the Woolsack.
u~e every knavery known to man, and are ctiambe_r of Com mer'ae - Annual Awards
a_s offensive to the process of law as flies Banquet at the cat.runaranHotel. -The-bases ' scription of the nature of the action, a s um - Ed~ along with Rufus Young and Bill Blank
mary of the material fact.s lind the judgment transformed an id.ea into reaHty last Separe to a galled horse . n This candid, to for the award were Renshaw 's activities in
or
ruling of the superior court. . The appel- tember ' when after. many hours of frussay the least ,' opinion of-attorneys of th~ the community, his career at San Diego
lant can set tli.e_s e matters forth in the·order tiatiort and. hard work they published the
period was epitomised in the Words of Jack Federal commencing as a trainee in 1958
which lie prefer~ . 89me briefs be~in with first Woolsack. , Congratulations for a job
Cade, the leader of a rebellion of agri- to Vice President- Secretary in 1963, and
a state ment of the fssues . ',You should do - we tl done ! cultura l labourers whose army reached in-addition, his record , both scholastically
thls~ when you feel that •th~ is_s ue·s ; as
Ron Cohen.has been selected as. the new
40,000 and who said: "The first thing we and in studentactivities, at the Law s'cihool.
s
tated, will put your ca~e in its most fav- editor of the Woolsack beginning with this
do at Westminster, ~e •ll ki.l l 'a ll the law~ T!).ese s tudent activities include the San
orable light. - Oth~r briefs b~girt with a issue_. It is Rpri's hope ·to expaq.d the
yers . •--And Lord Brougham , a celebrated Diego La iv Revie w, the Student Loan Fund.,
- statement of thi! facts. Wools a ck in scope , and to mak!l it comSchola-rship Grants, and Phl Delta Phi
(Cont. on pg. 3 )'
pletely self- supporting by next fall.
Legal Fraternity.
·c entinued ne xt column . ..
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How much would a steak ·at Bully's cost you in 1970?_ Note the J1,attily attired
Professor Bickel. Perhaps a handkerchief in one's top pocket is the real "counter-majoritarian.difficulty." When was ·the last time a USD professor spo~ed a
handkerchief in his top pocket? (They have been seen, but rarely} --· Ed.
hp.2

~.

Wooluck

.L ast April and May some 40.
·students spent a tour. of duty
. riding with the night Shift of Uie
El Cajon Polle~ Department.:
The .rides were limited. to ·
Friday an~ Saturday nights
from about 7 p.m. to 7 a.m.
Two students were scheduled
for each night, each · student
riding through -the night with a
pre-selected officer. For each pair of riders there was a third ·
student designated as an
·alternate in case one of the
·primary riders colildn't Show
up. .
. .

March 1970

Bldeel Speaks Here
On the 'New Court'
Alexander M. Bickel, former law clerk for Supreme Court
.Justice. Felix Frankfurter,· spoke at the university Mar. 2. His
topic was_''The New Supreme Court: Prospects and ProblemF
Bickel; a Hal'Vard graduate
and · a . Chancellor . Kent
Professor of Law · at Yale .
University, said he expected
the ·Court to become . more
conservative in 'itS apprQach
and solution to problems, He ·
indicated he . expects . some ·
change in the Court's attitude
toward the rights of the accused, racial integration, : ·
· social welfare legislation.

Published six times a year by the
. UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO SCHC'Ol OF LAW
telephone 291-6480 ext. 390 ..
I

Editor-In-chief ••••••••• • ••••• ; • •••••••• David R. Kinnee;

.

-Ai10ciate Editor •••••••••• : •••••••••••••• •• William H. Hitt
Manqin1 Editor ••••••• ; •• • ••••••• ~•••• Robert E. McMillian
Assistant Editor ••••••••••• ;·; •• ·" ••••••• ••.Bruce En1lebrecht
Faculty Advisor • ••• ·••••• .•••••• Profes10r Joseph s. Brock

Following the tour . each
student submitte<i a report
Staff Writers • •••• Lil Duchnick, Mike Dofflemyre, Jim Parziale
with impressions. of the .ride,
oonduct of the officers and
WOOL-SACK. The seat of ihe Lord Ch111eellor of England in the
Such suggestions; cl'itiqu~ or.
House.of Lords, '1eina • Iara• square baa of wool, without back or
with_•._
red_
cloth.
- ._
Black's
Dictiona1'!1
criticisms as was warranted to _ _arms,
_ _covered
___
__
_ _Law
__
_ _ __. .
promote greater efficiency and
. better ·. eommunity . relatiOns.

__'f

.

He maintained ·that these
expected. changes ·are not so
much a .result of new
presidential appointments as it
is a reflection of the tempo of
the_times:
The Supreme
Court, ·
he
said, undergoes
different

eras and one probably ended
. when · Chief Justice Warren
.· ~ll repol;t$ expres$ed •e~- .
retired last spring. Landlnark
. tbusiasm .about t'1e project
decisions usually indicate the
:and, although personal at- · .
various approaches and at~ titude,s.; ana experience$ were
titµdes of the Court as they
Professor BicJtel
varied, •.all riders ;seemed . to
change with a passing era, he the concept 'of one man-one vote
feel .' that there were ·: many :
· · commented.
is misplaced and ·that·the ·i-ule
beilefits.· · _· , - · ·.·. .
cannot .survive reorganization
.· Professor , Bickel di~ussEid . along iriterracial line8.
The righteous· ~;y for law ; :
/ the Br.own v. Board ·of
·His reduction ot these cases
andor(Jerth~t rings -across ~be .· .
Educ-ation and Baker v. Carr to a, basic cprinciple~ for the
Jarid woWd seem to. indicate
decisions.
.
. ·
1970's was unique. He said
.t hat ,the area of iaw·. dub~· .t
· " In . regard . to · the BroWll "democracy dOes not mean
· "enforcement" mignt be in '
, . ~ision ofi954 he said that the majorit.arianism," · and
need:of ov'erbau,1; bilt Ws .ttatd.~'.·
•.
'"vanguard of the .opini:on ·of concluded that our basic
to ove~haul something..of:whiclt ""'
~Black people today is against _political systern does not
yo~ ~w nothing .about. Not ··
the use of bussing to ac:com- strictly' ~dhere : to that ,-prin~
that one night in a p'a troLcar is _
plisb- rac~ . integi:"ation,,A<btit," ciple. . ~ . '\ ~.
going·to. make anyone. an .ex- ·- . John'. Wishon, ·1ett, Day Malistrar .of Phi 1Jeb·Phi, i:o,._lates
he added, ''the ~urger Court · A group's identityshould be
·pert in' law enforcement, bUt *'t .·. . llai'c W8isel on his selectiOn.as PDP's Outstandina·Mimber of . .
ma~ not be able;~o tum ba~k pr~served, · he said, .· when
seemed to open some-eyes arid
· ·
~
mtnds .a s tQ ·what this esoteric.
the Year, 1folloWini initiation ceremonies fl\1ar. 7.
the clock to 1954. ·· . ·
- that group is responsible and of
. He. intimidated ·' that the a suffic~nt· size to warrant
.arid all-important enclave of .· p ·rt. n N
·~
· 1aw is air abOut> · ·· ·. ····
.u.r. ews
Baker ·decision~mac1e - m--uie ·"'Narg-nni0ir"ana pr0tect ron.- ·
·early J;ixties was perhaps not '.' The solution is pluralism. It
so prophetic as believed by is Madlsonian in tradition riot
A sehedule will .be made '· . .
available on the main bulletin
many at that thne. He said that · majoritarian."
'

.

\

-

-

w
... eisel Cllo.••• 1970

..

Outstan~l•g Me•lier

=i::~e~:i: 1::0P~:.~~~

.

: ·:
If the ·response warrants it,
Mark Weisel, was named th.e . work as chairman of the Law
rides can again be · planned . outstandi~ Phi Delta -Phi School Speakers Forum, and
Wit.h the El Cajon Police member ol 1969 at the annual as. a in"JJlber of the Board·of
PEii>artment. ··,.
·initiation and . awaids event . · Directors . of Wigmore Inn .of
For those planning on ·a held Mar. 6.
·
Phi Delta Phi.
··
as defe~se council it's a · The award is given each year
The five "Distinguish~d
good opportumty to see how ·· the
·ber ho h
d Metit" award winners were
··· your·clierit ·got arrested. Your to
mem
w
as ma e also honored. · These awards,
brief experience here might.go t.he greatest contribution. to giyen . for the many hours
a long way in reducing Ute • the school and th~ fraterruty. · expended went to members of
credibility gap between you · Weisel, a third year day last year's Board of Directors.
and your "innocent'.' client.
· stu~t is best known for ~s Recipients'were: Kent Harvey,
.Paul Ylscber, Paul Smith, Pat
HeQessey, and Marc Weisel.
The award presentation
1i n1i11tNllffllHlflll1Ml•HHlllllNlllff.;.lllHINHIOIMlllHIOllllllllllllllllNIUlllllh
followed initiation ceremonies
in Dept. 10 of the Superior
Court; The new initiates inc~ude ;_ Joe Berg! Thomas
Brya_J;a, James Dwyer, SterUng
Honea, Richard Lindsley,
James Minnich, t.en Steinbar.t b, Stephen . Sunvold,
.Robert Trapp, Tom Warwick
L~galBooks
and Dennis Wells.
·
Outlines
The iilitiation and awards
were followed . by a cocktail
Horn books
party at Woodbury Manor on
Point Loma.
Codes

car•

Pim••••••••mm11111••••••imil

·N:ow.

Heavily Stocked
in San Diego

Alumni Party
(All Seniors rnvited too) .·

April 10
-5 -8P.M.
Lanai Room
Hanalei Hotel

Mission Valley
Hors d'Oeuvres
·· Cocktails at Nominal Cost

Summaries

~· Coll

/

in your Special·.Orders~

·

lil
. ECHNICAL BOOK COMPANY
.

.
.

san diego

.:._816 BROADWAY --
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Featuring Prime Rib, Top Sirloin aod Teriyaki Steak ·
Host: ~eorge Bullington
. 5755 LA JOLLA 8LVD. · LA JOLLA

459-2768

1404 CAMINO DEL MAR · DEL MAR

755-1660

::,:

Open for Dinner 6 p.m. - l,a.m. daily .. Cocktaits - 4 p.m. - 2 a.m.

{)penfor Lunch i 1:30 a,m.-4:30 p.m. Dinner 4:30p.m:"12:30 p.m:
Cocktaits 11 :30 a,m. - 2:00 a.m. •
·
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·The usefulness, ·ofstudent- evaluatio.~s:.,is an enduring question. ,Doprofessors_r~spond to. crl.tqu.e.~?. ·Who.critiqu~s, .t he critiq'iiers?-And
should critiques be anonym.ous? -Not.e that the .debates below focu,s
·a ttention on critiques before the end of the·semester _.;._ Ed. -
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habits·that make the student "tune him
out" ot Walls againsttrying to ,understand what the pro- ,
fessor is trying to do. Perhaps the professor is tryingtij
. ''
make the student think harder or to develop a~thicker .. _. " .
skin. There' mu'&t-l;>e many considerations.inte.acllingJ1 _~::: ·-,,,p ,,
class, mostofwhich I'm sure I do n~t know.
.- ·c.
· ·
Oi:Ie of the greatest reasons for·th~·critique is that the .
student is given a chance tq say what he thinks is impor"
tant, while he can be, anonymous. What if he doesn't- ~
have the backbone to sign his name, you.say. His com:.
,ments can't be worth much.
m~thods ·or) has

1

•

•

Bu:~at-~~ ~us~

-

;·.

~:

_
the poini. Let's face-it. It is11ai:d to be ·
...
entirely honest ~nd truthful when you know that what
you ·have to· say may be 'taken· in the wrong spil:"i~. ~e~
.. _sides, you don't want to embarrass the professor-with a~
-~ '·face-to~face comment. Also,wayfo theb~ck ofyour mi~~,'c•Xo>;;;·\if')
. a little voice says, "why risk getting the professor mad
. .
at you?" So it's apparent that only by remafoij:ig faceless
will most students put down all of their thoughts. Only
that way will the real value·be gained;
- .
Next, let's assume that a, student i$ bitte.r, ~bout the
.vay a class ·is conducted, or tile way that the professor
"'rode" liim. The normal reaction would. be to shut out
-the professor. Is that something the professo'r .,w ants '""'.
to have the students build walls against him? Ofccourse ,, _
not.
One .effective way for the professor to bre~k down ·~he ,
wall is·to give the student the char;ice to say what he.J;eally thinks. Let the student get it out of his system,. That _
way, the student is more ready to listen, study and lear,n.
And, of course, the professor's job wiH now be easier
and more'effective.
A critique would let the professor look into _the
students' lJlind in a way not now possible; the most 'ef~ .. ·: fective communicating devices' will be seen. Also,·tlie ,
-vindictive student -feels better for having ''given it to -.
him".
· ··

.I.

~-,,

;_

.'

.·

.

.

"

_-.

(

.

•

. '

..

March, 1_969

. ·, ... ··

I had an ·example ¢'titisthe o,t her day. The student
leveled.with me after <!'lass and l et me know that from the
opening minute of class he never couid figure out what
·ball park I wa~fn:-Bsi,.my standards, I "blew it''. I lost a
stu<!~nt. l'needn't have)os~

<: .. . _:{
,. . - ·,
,,
.
>-"1-<"
But, you say, -how can a siudent k.ilow:enou'gh al1out.a
' course.he i$ ~urrerifly taking to give critical comments
on_the.content_? Okay;t~-11{true. No one said thatthe,.
professor would learn what to teach from the critiques.
Of course; somebody might very well see a point that
·would bevafoable;
·
· ·

~ Aprofesso~. being human; sometimes U:ses teaching

I

>

. _ By Professor D. V. K~rig

· ::>..:. After all, the classroom is a learning situation, and a
• Z P:rofessor whould.want to ·ktiow what he iS-communfoat:
'' .ing and to.whont ,he is communicating. This C$;ln_be ac~
. . complished.via a·confidential .critique, given: proip.ptly
. , , · enouglrto correct discovered problems.
·

;

-

First, l d9n't mfnc;l being critiqued h'y iny__,students;
It helpsi of ·course;·if it's . friendly,, if it's con$tructive
... a-nd, especially, if it;s. tjmely. By "timely", I mean be-fore I've completely.l~st or confused a class. .

. , Why not have the •l aw students, critique their professors?
·· · " -

-.

'

-CRITIQUING THE CR,ITIQUERS.

By Bill Hitt

..•

. . ·_

The 'Value - of Eva.l uation

•

CRITIQUING THE PROFESSORS

~::-.

..

Woolsack

o·f the .Coin:
-

'

.-. r 'wa1una4 _; at-myself and at him.for sitting there for
. : . ~:.mfn\i-fos: and . hot Ietti_n gme know.>Why the hang up?
. He;& a~fine ;studeiit who' s :·goingJo be a fine lawyer. So;
. ifhe ·wai'J~sf;:$o were others. Jt:.:w as easy to talk to him. . .
····
It "waif easy to ten him th.en ·n9!@':·;freaUy felt.
both, 1
· · - ,· ·hope~gotsomethin~~~fofit,:}/'. . ·:?': ( ·
·• ···
··
·
· ' <~ · ··
· . ., "·
:.
·:
•· Mystery. ,~ifnd this brlngs ~~to ~ypdi~tA jusfcan't understa~d - ·
'f. ho~I can go a whole acadetnf'cyear with one class. ~n~"·.
.. .. ,, ena ,\lp\vith.eve~ pne~·."Ju.ystecy sj µdent" .- a guy I real..
"
Jy .dop'i')(now•at) 1ll. Byjh~ end :<>f tile year I.should be_
·able to -cFitiq'Qe each and every·µiember of my class be' able to comment on liis scholarIY attributes, his ab~lily'. to. exp:r es.S:. hhnselfi :hls «;eyotfon ·tO the~· stii<ly oUaw,
his lawyer'pote.n tial; what k1qd of a guy he i~, etc. .
··
· , ~ "r: ·-·'· ' [ - ' •· ..
.
,
Butl can;t.
. . . ~ -»-,,.·;

we

,_ ·

~i~!;~£::~~l~~~f.~~~~ -~~f~{t~:; ~=~ti~;f~~}:::i:~~-

--,
,:,·lience ",l>arefy~. Tl,!ey~Sa~Zil.£'1 'in class .and after cla$s.
-" ·1 never ,see· them around the. libracy, -my·!'beat!!,-,TheY:,.,,-1.nev~r ask, me to, critique their e~~s: Th~~·!'~ _jus):..tult .;.
• arou.nd~ I.: have to·ijoubt thaUheyJre "with it"_, What·we _,
talk about· in this busilless is . law, the legal process,
so~ial justjce :a_~d the worlq;:. What do .!_!iey talk about?
· - 1 don't know. ljust don't see how a 'student is. going to
·, be a good lawyer unless he "drink_s deeply from the .
well." (I can't recall from whom I lifted that one): It's
a total commitment, a total inivolvement.
, ·
·- Proving Grounds
,.

· ""

~--· ··~ ....:..·

~-

'

-. ]

r

"'-

._ ' This,. the. law school;isy.our proving grounds:'T his is
~- .tlie plac~ tO try yourself. Get all the experience he-re you
ca'n. A first year student probably should 'Write it down ·
if the profess6r ~coughs,~ but· tlie secon<fand third year _
student; especially tl,ie latter-, should be rea'dy, 'willing
andJable to handiethe give an.d take·ofthe classfoom,to
"bark back", to look it up for-himself' and de.cide for him·:
·
" . · self~ _ ,.

. '.:;•\._
· Sure it t'akes work, but s~ does the suc~essful pr~ctice

- ··~

oflaw. Like i(says on tbecover.ofthe,m~tch·book: Study
; ' ·Law
at Night.
" ·
-· - '~- ·
· _
.:;<'_•,'
J

.

••

(

If rhaven't !J.ad a good discti~~io'n witb yo'uiately~~out
-the ~~w; you _niay be o'rie of my mystery students.
. -

happening on college . cam- . exists between the public-.in ·w oolsack surely can find .
puses in our.. ·nation/ Studel)L _genel'al and college and better m~e of its space than to:--pr9posals have led to!academic university students throughout support the8e statements.
',
Editor:
changes, racial · :composition the United States> The ·
·
Alex Landon W. Kent Levis' editorial in students - who advocate changes and'iin-overall c~nge - ~duca.tional
system.- _-. of
the Feb. 1969 edition of The violence as a means to their pf·direction as to the meaning . .~alifornia has already." been
Woolsack has moved me to ends. (i.e., ~mly 32 students.oµt• of: a c_ollege' or university greatly damaged by the , . The voice that urges violence
write this letter. I do' not know 16.5 thousand took .over the degree. ( .· i.e., . experimentaf statemeQtS 'of - Goverrior is as ·guilty as the hand that
how far removed Mr. Levis is admh1is'tration- building ~t courses,are now becoming pa.rt R~gan,-Max Rafferty and the strikes. the _match. The sil,enc~
from._ the campuses " ...from Valley State College; one of the accredited curricu!um; · 'press with r~gard to the role of of an apathetic - majority
San Francisco to the ea!it student out of over 20 thousand students who have·ability but dissident students on cam: -. cannot be said to be blameless.
coast,' 1 but in· my opinion lie at San Francisco State set off a lack the background lo" par" 'puses throughout the st;ate.
,..- Editor.
should take a closer look 'at bomb"; the Stoey told by Ronald, ticipate in a"college progl'!l_!Il Therefore, I feel that the
what the situation really is on ·. Reagan that a studentused a duetosubstandardeducational
thosej!ampu$es and where the razor to thi:eaten a college facilities and -staff. iri ~their.
students headS are at! -~-. · - pfesiden.t ·has' 'beeii-'denied by· rieighbtirhoo(fare 'now getting
·· My 'first obiec_tion to the : the state'ce>llege system, etc.> a chance to ·obtain a .college
.-- Published six.'times a ·xear by the
editOrial was the manner in The majodty of students are education, black 'and br<;1w11 ·
UNIVERSllY OF SAN DIEGO. SCHOOL OF LAW
which Mr. Levis tossed all merely exerci<sirig, .o r at" . studies programs have b¢co~e
- -·
dissident students into one tempting .tO' · eXercise; ·their a part of .._the -.college atJ.d
EDITOR~I.N-CHIEF
category. A gross ·generaliza- right to freedom of expression university -curricula at_many
W: l{ENT LEVIS, JR.
tion of this nature is hardly in a peaceful,. legal manner. campuses, etc.) .' TJtis is not.to .
. .- .
-- - - say 'that -more chang~s and
. 'MANAGING EDITOR ,
worthy of any scholarly
recogQition and is, in my
Secondly,
Mr.
Levis more proposals are . not
MANUEL R. MARTINEZ, JR.
· opinion, irrespoll!Jible jour-- suggests
· that the dissi(lent · ·drastically needed, but it do~s
c · • • • · -. .
•
nalism. I ask Mr; Levis, how students make propo8als 'on show that some of Mr. Levis'
'ASSISTANTEDITO~$;BIL,LHITT,D-i\VEKINNEER many diss+d~t student$ are how to further the Interests of dissident students- have gained
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER: BERT GUSTAFSEN
involved in ri,otS? If Mr. Levis a~l people. He says, "I have ground in their humariitatian : ' · STAFF WRITEIJS: BOB WOODS, LYNN SCHEN:K,
' would visit-apy undergraduate neither heard nor seen ·any cause.
-r
•
BOBMcMILLiAN,BERTGUSTAFSEN,
college or Umversity _campus concreteproposalsfor aplanof . Finally, I feel Mr.
-... J.~HALPETERSON,MA-RTIN,W~TERMAN, _·
today, he would become _a:p- action." Inthis.quote!\'Ir: I:..evis Leyis' editoriai has only add€@
MARVIN SHULTZ . , .- -- ,
.
prised of the fact that there __are _once again shows his,lack .of to the breach oJ understanding
F.ACULTY .ADVISOR: PROFESSOR JOSEPH S. BROCK ·
no more than a handful of . kno:Wle<lge as to what is really . and conimunicaifon which now . a...;..,..;._..-..~..._______""-!_.,.._
, - - ---' ·.....--- - -
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dress -code necessary_? ~ow_. should one be attired
for the library? On ·the same page··one reads-of campus
riots and ·blindftnals: is there a link? --- Ed.
I~- a

February, 1969

W00!ysk

Pace2

·standards

RIH,U§B

E-D.ITOR'IAL

·of Dress

Modified

The cry goes out across strife-torn campuses
The faculty voted on Feb'. 12
from San Francisco ·to the east coast, "We are the
to adopt a new standard of dress
leaders of the.future, we shall overcome!"·
for students in class and in the
Granted, the youth of today are the leaders of-the
halls at More Hall.
future, and they will overcome; if only .by rights of
The new ru_Ie is "clean and
intestate succession to political p!)wer•. .
neat." It ·is effective immediately.
It would seem, however; tha~ many activist stuIn making the announcement
dents, recognizing that America will o_ne day be
Feb. 13 Dean Sinclitico said the
theirs to control, think no further. ·
·
faculty acted as a result of student
Yes, they will lead this nation, but where will.
suggestions channeled through the
they lead it? If current actions are any indicatio.n
Student-Faculty Co-operation·
it would seem that they will make valiant, and bloody,
Committee.
attempts to force their concepts and ideals on
. "The faculty voted to repeal
people who are "not bright enough," or "fortullate .
;··: the former dress · rules which
,.. required .$ttldents to wear coat
enough" to share their philosophies:
Stuctents prote~t against American involvement in
.···".~'.;_ · and tie to class," the De.an said.
.
,
"In lieu thereof," he continued, ·
Soufh East Asia, claiming that the United States is
: .:/.:'•.:·~ - "the faculty voted to require.that
imposing its beliefs on a nation that doesn't want
them, and using 'force and violence to do it. Yet
these. · same students feel no guilt about riots on
ik'''•o·~ rieatly and.cleanly·. ·~
college campuses·to force' their beliefs on those who
. }i'~,~~,~~ff
The Dean said no formal dress.
disagree with them. · '
·- -.l'.e.guirements were refluired, " ... _
The dissident student objects violently to the
Even with my beard, I need a tie?
howe\ter-desirable to some persons
--~~~-~ta~~i~~m-~nt,0 yet seeks to -~~C~IJ!.e_ J!!.~! ~~.'!.
· these-may-be?• _;- ...::': an estabh~hment. Today the campus, tomorrow the
students, already _ timid in self
T.pe new .standard wi}l not
nation, the ·world may take a little longer.
confidence.
.
a..ffe_c.t current library dress
The -d!ssjdents claim that theirs. is a humanitaristandards.
. ·compounding the problerr.i. is
an_caµse to further the interests of all pe,ople. Obthe fact that a similar occurence
The De an I.au ded the
- viously they mm~t feel that they know how ~best to .
~ hap'pened last year. I can not help
Student-Fl\culty ·Co-operation
achieve this objective. But as ot yet, ·I have neither
but wonder, when in our.stqdy of
By Denni!> 1<. Diemoz · ·
Committee, calling it a valuable
heard nor se~n any concrete -proposals for a plap
.. law, since past histOry makes up
, "" S.B.A. President ,'· . tool to bring views of t he student
ofaction. · .· ,
,.
' · :., ·'
_. the biisi~ for ~ur -.preventio'n of .
Wi th increaSing frequency- bo_d•y to the.,. ~faculty ·11nd
If you wisll to lead .me, I may agree to .~e led. But
, fhuture mJStakes, -why no measures . 4_qtjng the past few months, I I! d m i n fstr a t i on ;for the
fi.rst you, must tell me not onlY. where- you are takiitg-·
ave been enacted in this law have heard statements to · the impr<?vement of all aspects of _
me,
but
how
you
propose
to
get
there.
·
.
_
·
- <
scliool.~
effect that 1- am . administration _legal education.
Vnles.s the leaders of· the . future -show· this -na- ·
:-~
An ambiguous examination "' oriented 'or' ·"side :with the" / 'It is hoped th.!lt students who
9
tiori the' sanity tit their proposals ttiey will irievitably " !' . serves no p~rpose exce~t to add -~ adminisi;;at;ion." !' seriously doubt- have views c~ncernihg_ possible
bow to the superior forces of those~ who do .not wish
to the mentill consternation of-the - . the ,validity of theie -statementS ·improvement win take advantage
to be led by. them. Campus riots would not $eem 'lo
1aw· stiident · and· ~ overload of "'s ince f . feel' I . am . truly of. th~ committee," .. the Dean
be a clear indicia of sanity. · 1
~ ..
wo~k for the- professor. A- repre5enting' the desires of the contJ nued~ He' said that · all
The _dissident student of today- may.Well· be the
_question call~ng._fo~ th~- use_ of' .~maioriiy'ofour stiieients. . - . merit~rious suggestions would be
lead~r of. the future. He will then be the ·establishge~eral le~al the~~ i,s _completely· . . ~en, if they !Ile ~6 -~ a I submitted. _
ment. What proble·ms win he face?·:.... W~L ·
valid, sp. long as·1t _1S not a custom • certain extent is that 80 . bad? 1 . . _.-On another note the Dean
' that ea!!h ,exam shall be ba:sed !n a ~ ·never realized ~e were at ~ar with v e·xpressed his' p~easure that
· .different area of ·law. ~~h~uld_ n~t _tlie administration and f~culty. 1 stude~ts ha~e accepted a_nd
an exam be graded,for its mtnns1c · ~do- not believe a Situation exists compl!ed ~·th _·recen~· p_arkmg
-..
display of reas.oning ·and ~-SO.~h that you're ~ither for or re~ulations. He said plans a~
Editor:
·BLIND FINAL.S ·
. know.led.ge, ra~her; than ,ueon _an agajnst them. MutUal co-operation _ be~~g · niade to make c~r~n
extrinsic cr~teriop ~f wh1~h ·is_wliat we seek, not a negotiation· park1_ng spaces near the bmldmg
·
·.
Professor might possibly have = ta·b-le.
,
reserved fo~ .faculty and staff
I
th
1
. n e• _ast. exammation period, exam" series is really serving an
,
there Wllll a .gross miscalculation· academic purpose·by constructing written this exam? . ·
.. ,
' In· discussing problems aml members_.----by a majority of firs.t-year law · an exam which e!icits an answer
James·T. Mmich. ·proposals with the Dean and the· that studenis become members of
students.· This miscalculation unreiated to the course's subject
ANOT
. HER, VIEW
faculty, I nave found !>oth to be '
involved the misjudging of the matter.
more than just. In· my opinion; certain selected faculty
specific area in· law on which the
I felt a hand on my-shoulder. I there is no basis in .fact for the subcommittees. I sincerely hope
· up t 0 --· ••u~e
·-"" d f rom watcliing-::--the, jury·
·· distrust, the
·
·
It may be ·sai"d that 1"t is
answer to the exam was to be
suspicion,.
and· the that such a decision iS' affirmed.by·
t
d
t
t
be
bl
t
·
d
·
·
th_e'faculty~
the
based·. ferhaps, it is inappropriate.
s_u en
a e _o JU ge walk out and saw 'an old friend disrespect that exist in the minds
and unknowledgeable fof a first correctly as to the .subject matter. . from law school. Greetings were · of certain individuals.
·Our faculty, perhaps unlike
year law student to · address his ~r.e~ch,,e;caminatioi:I. But if ''t~is brief and he came to_the p'oint. · . The StudeP,t , Faculty most faculties, is attuned to the
views to this subject matter, but 1. JUdgmg is to be~ome an offic1al ."Why didn't you make, a ca.se · i~ . Co-operation C_ommittee was de5ires of students. But, .before
think not. There is a need for part o_f Freshman exams, then not proper~" he asked.
created by the administration. It ·_ they will be wjlling to surrender
. 1ret1fil'
a&need.
renglatethd..coat
t
.
hm
e
mpeunrtpaosery
~
.
,z
_
fi~~Jnh:m~~t~i!ed
.
-r:adf
__
,utit{._\~_
_
Property?.
Liladrl..thotight.:.of...
__
W:llS ve_
sted ,'witl! ~i.de power and ..s_!'>ll'le __ of _their "po'\Ver" to the ..
.s-amnt.y
_
1
., 11
.. jt. It had seemed a simple contract suffers no subject matter students, they must be impressed
of blind exa(ns has been abused· also should _be made an ,~fficial problem to me.
"taboos". It has the· backing, and ; by .the students acceptance . of
for both the students and the part of .the Law hool ,bullet1in.
hopefully the respect, of the authority and responsibility.
· The longer we talked the more
•
professors; which raises a critical
The first semester is a chaos of he ·seemed right. Suddeniy -I was . entire faculty. It is a forum
They will not be motivated to
question about the possibility 'of r u mo rs a s t o _yr hat the
available to any student who has a· act by "force". They must be
similar occurences in the future. examinations are like ··and ' how on .my feet,, racing to the jury suggestion which might improve persuaded, (which is the name of
i:oom, pounding on the door. "
In the academic world it is best·_to proceed whencyou finally "Come. back! Come back!" 1 our la"' school. This does not the game), by the students
generally held that no matter how do take .the examhiations. shouted. . "I ·just thought of .mean, however, that it is limited showing_ that they are able to
abstruse the subject matter, · arr Furth·ermQre, the proces& of something else."
, to students with new ideas, for if handle both. the authority and
students are dissatisfied with some· responsibility , which comprise
examination should be- a test of I e·a rn i ng to . use· the · I·aw is
one's ability and knowle,dge of frustrating ·enough in itself
I.felt the hand on my shoulder existing practice, format, etc., power. This is manifested by
that-'subject matter. So the . without making a technicality in again. This . time it shook me they too can express their views responsible student conduct. For
.. question becomes one of whether proc~dure become ~ ment8I awake.
on these matters~ 'air interested this reason,. the 'conduct of those
I lay tliere, thinking ' of the students are urged and encouraged s~dents involved in the Genral
an examination given in a ''blind hindrance to first -year .Ia'w
dream and JJf the exams I had to p!lrticipate in. the discusSions Kmlak incident proved to be most
taken that day. - - ' <'.
which &'El held on the second disappointing.
cLike many; I had written . Wednesday of each month.
There exists another . major
con'tracts and had felt hopelessly_
.There is also some talk about limitation to student power on
lost when I learned it ·was a enlarl{ing the student oowei' on our campus, one ·of which most
Published six times a ~ear l;ly the
"property" question. Ajsc) -like our campus. This is not surprisfog; students are apparently Un.aware.
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO SCHOOL'9F LAW
many- others, I ~d complained of-· it is a very common theme on This limitation is the fact that we
EDITOR-IN CHIEF.
what ·1 thouiiht was.
unfair most . campuses , tOday. I, too, are a private University, operated
W. KENT LEVIS JR.
believe that a· student ''voice," by the local Catholic Diocese. Not
tactic.'
· 1n• d 1
- ared
-, ''vote" or "what have you," in only do all -stiident organizations
MANAGING EDITOR
.....
mtesytsmmee·rtainl<:Q.~thp ·.. ?1rtY- · certain decis~ons making processes ex~ at· the grace of the Dioces,
MANU~L R. MARTINEZ JR.
•..o .pro
.
.
y e cou
. ..
rtant Wh . I
. .
.
room" was ridiculous. But the IS impo . ·
en ran for this but the existing colleges on the
.
t
h
d
office,
I
expressed
the
need
for
campus
do
so
also.
If
the
student
al
'd
h
thmga sc oo1 wasre an 1- a - · h
ASSISTANT EDITORS: BILL HITT, DAVE KINNEER
·
· ·
a right to · 1 .sue an opportum~y. We now demands for power get too
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER:
BERT
GUSTAFSEN
comp
am.
h
·
'ttee
th
t
d
·
,
ave a comm•
a a equately unreasonable, 1'be school could be.
.
.
After all, wh_at .could such as handies t he voice aspect, but it closed, permanently, if the
STAFF WRITERS: BOB WOODS, LYNNE SCH~NK;
this-possibly have W do.with the does not quite cover the decision Diocesian Head, the Bishop, so
CLYDELOUK,BERTGUSTAFSE_N, .
.
J . CHAL PE:TERSON, 1\IARTIN WATERMAN,
'practice of law? What ·are we making. aspects. Toward this end, desired. We are fortunate, and
CHARLIE JONES, MARVIN SHULT'2; , .
preparing for, anyway _ Court the student faculty . Coop thankful, that we have always
roomii?
committee has made a received great cooperation from
FACULTY ADViSOR .. PROFESSOR JOSEPHS. BROCK
D. Kinneer ~ommendation to - the faculty the Bishop.
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It may be easy to forget how central the issue of the draft
was to our predecessors of the early seventies. Note also
the ''exam'' travails of our older confreres --- Ed.

...
Whaf g Wrong With tho Lofforg Draft?

,.

By Alex Landon

"'- -

Febnwy1970

Wooluck

Mr. Landon is 23 years old and a second
. year law student. A, graduate of San
Fernand6 Valley . State College; he has
been claSsified a con.Scientious objector by ··
the selective sefvice system and has been a
draft counselor for two and one-half years.

With the Lottery Draft only a couple of
months old, its legality is already being
. challenged in courts. The cases whi~ were
brought in Federal District Courts of·
Madison, Wis., and San Francisco, Calif.
charge that the lottery was not random in the
selection ofnumberil, which is contradictory to
the language of the presidential proclamation
<which calls for a random selection).
When all 9f the numbers were draWll, those
in the latter part of the y(!al'.were lower than
the numbers for the fll'St six months of the
year. Scientists agree that the odds against
the way the selection turned out are more than
100,000 to one, ·and credit ·the outcome to the
way in which the numbers were placed into
the sel~ion jar. The inequity in the outcome·
of the lottery drawing is that thole registrants
wbo8e birtbdates are bl the latter p8rt of the
year are e~ to greate, liability than
thoee born in the early part of. the year. There
is no reuon why a real random selection can
not ·and should not be uaurecl by me of a
computer or other non-physical · mixin•

...

• •:o·

c

metbodll. .
.
•
U the court finds in flvor of. t1*. petitioners
in the WiacoaaiJJ an4 California . cues the
,_.hilitY
ai.aa that,• new drawinl will be
· orclerecL Ann' drawfnC would cnate.grclundl ·
·. for protest from · r'ellitranta wbo :would.
receive lower numbers in the second seJection

than they had in the lint.
· ·Looking at the lottery system one does know
that all ~bl bol'I! prior to Jan. 1, 1951
are .. affected by the urro selection, and
therefore have been usiped numbers that
will remain the same for the rest of the time
they are associated With the Selective service
System. Thoee ~nts wbO became 19
after Dec. 31, 19811 will receive numbers in the
. 1970 drawing. We know that local boards will
draft men ~ ml their monthly quotas, after
the delinquents and volunteers, in order of
their lottery number from the available
registrants. <An "available" legistrant is one
. ~ho has exhausted his administrative appeal
rights, bas been fQUDd physically acceptable
and is ready to be inducted.)
One of ~e basfo problems with the lottery is
that the presidential proclamation and order
<as well as Local Board Memorandums 99 and
100) are too vague· in some areas. . For
example, what is the effect of the lottery on a
registrant who is l·A, between 19 and 26 and
an unavailable registrant (a registrant who
has not exhausted his appeal rights ·or had a
physical), whose number is called and is later
classified something other than I-A (available
, for military duty) or I-A-0 (in service ·Conscientious Objector)?
If a registrant is 1-.t\, between ages 19 and
26, and unavailable for service and his
number is called, and at some later date he ·
becomes an available registrant, he goes to

I

~l@nfyl

,.

~,

the front of the available regisp-ailts me and is
eligible to be drafted ah~d of all numbers
which have not been called, even if this occurs
in a subsequent year.
. ·
Thus; the lottery works retroactively on
.those registrants whose numbers have been
called and have failed in their appeals. In this
way the lottery. has not changed the old
system because these registrants whose
numbers have been called will be in the high
priority group, and therefore liable .for in' . duCtion as long as they remain draftable.
The vagueness in the regulations does not
inake it .clear what happens to a reilatrant
who bas ..been recl~ified something other
than I-A or I-A-0, after appealing a I-A .
classification, whole number bas been called,
and who at some later. date becomes an
available registrant. Some people feel .that the
repsti'ant should 10 to . the fnlnt ol the
available me. Others feel that be ahould be
.· placed in the m~ .in . the order oUda ~, .
~numbft. No ofO&l lnt....-etaucm ·bas beeli ;-·
anriounCed in this lN8 ~ therdore it ~ opf!ia .
to speculation. The laUer approach would
be more .ravorabl~ .to the felistrant.
At the time of the drawinC the aovernment
with numbers in
announced that
thedrlasafttoneed
.thirdin
. . . ~J!OOl-~_g~bly not . ·
be
1970. .. ..... prlllNK:uOD was attacked by experts in the selective service field
.wbo felt that m08t boards. will 10 Q)rougb
number 366 by the end of the year. The
National Selective Service System realized
that their initial .prediction was wrong and
have _since attempted ~ correct the new
system by setting .a desired ceiling on the
number each board would reach each month.
' The ceiling was 30 for January and 60 for
February. .
.
The pro~lem with setting limits to which
, boards can go in filling their· quota·is that

==

there are not going to be enough men at some ·
boards to stay within the .ceiling and sUll fill
the quotas. <I.e. l5 states have announced it
will be unlikely for them.to meet the Febriiary
call and sWI remain under number
Even
if the natio~'s draft boards were able to stay
within the ~eijing. at the present rate of
JJl"08l'es& number 360 would be reaclled by the
.e nd of the year. This would still' make men
with numbers .in the last one third very
vulnerable. ·
.
One of the a~unced ~provements of the .
random selection system was that it would .
affect. all registrants in the same way, and
therefore would be mC)l1l equitable. Since this
initial amouncement ·.a ~Je bas been
fouDd in the system w~ niilbt prove
beneficial·to some~-.... lbwer
draft calls.
.
-Tbe lcqlbole ii that a registraJ,lt who bas a
defenneat could pick the year where be would
·. la"- almost nocbaDce of,havine :bis number , eallect bJ livine up,bis deferment·&ncl .clrilP: ,
· .Jlinc hiimelf 1nto·'tbe pool.-Tberefcri be Could
eacape belna in the hilb priority IJ'OUP in a
)'Ur Jess favorable to him. Under< . this
loophole the system would be even m0re
ineqm,ttable to tboee registrants who could not
=·for a deferment ~ -. l.Uldef..~ olc.t_'

••·>

AB -can be seen, the lottery draft in its
present form has only confused an already
complicated and .d isorderly selective servtce
system. Because the workings of the .riew lottery .are so uneertain it is very difficult to I
give any definite advice on what the individual registrant should do at the present
Ume.
The best policy is to stay out of the pool as
long as possible until the workings of the new
system become clear or you might find
yourself holding an order for induction.
.

!/~!/~

.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ By Lynn Schenk _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
The Christmas Dance was held in the dim past before final
exams. I don't remember too much about ·u because it was so
long ago and-or because I was too drunk to remember, but it was
a success in that we finally met the miniinum bar bill.
Since you free-spending FLA's <Future LawYers of Ameri~a)
voted down further SBA money, there will be no saA-funded
Social events.
The committee is sUll planning some movies, the annual
student-faculty picnic and the graduation dance. However, it will
all~ "pay as you go."
The picnic will be held in Presidio Park sometime.in April. The
Graduation Dance <which is open to all law students) will take
place on May 28, in the very elegant Terrace Room of. the
Westgate Executive Hotel.
·
Th~·functions do take a lot of time and effort, so your support
wQuld be appreciated (in the form of your bodies, but we'll take
money too).
·
Scoop! What formerly shy Editor-in-Chief of a certain Law
Review took % of the women in the 3rd year Day Class to a
·
secluded skiing retreat?

The Exams
The best thing
about them Is
that they're over.
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Note, dear lector, which is the . oldes~ publication on
~ampus· --- Ed.
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An analys·is of th_e -first. year class
revealed that the neophyte law students
:
j
~RAMBLE,$brought tE> More Hall a wide spectrum
O ur mode r n legal pr of ession whose of prepa ration. The fi:rst .year class
,
.
m e mbe r s preside ove r or practice. in has 71 members,-211 ii:i_the Day Division
·
_
· ,. . ._ . · ·
our Courts of Justice ca n be t race d and 4 7 ,in t he Evening Div ision.
.
ba ck to th e 7th Centur y. whe n e very
. Ever y student in the first ye ar cla s·s ·
I
locality in E ngland, _comprising about has a colle ge degree, according to Mis s
Plans for the publication of t he first edit ion of the.San Diego Law Review
one hundred land~owning families, had F reida Some ra, Registrar 1 s sec retary . are in the advanced stages. The edit orial s t aff has i n d i cate d .that t he Law
its own communal court, known a s "The Th~y r_eceived their undergraduate de - Review will be approximately 150 page s in length and will be ready for distriHundred". All of the famiiy he ads were grfi)e s at 44 colleges and universities _in bution in\the latter· par t of January 1964.
the Judges of that ·c ourt, and with the eighteen state s and Mexico, The majorHeadirigthe edi!or ial staff as Editor- ·
passing o f .the years the more expe- ity of them, 40 of the 71, went to under- in-·Chief is Charles Renshaw,. s enior .rienced came t o b e r~Arded as graduate s chool s in states other than night. .s tuden't. ·'.T he other e ditors are:
authorities on local customs and court CaJlfornia. The 40 students are from GeraldoMcMahon - Law Notes, seniorprocedure. Their opinions carried· 29 different. colle·g es in s e v .e n tee il night ; :C h ·a r 1 es Wickersham - L e a d
great weigl),t and litigants sought. and state·s and Mexico. · Fifteen ceolleges in -Article s ,. senior ·- day; Robert B axley~
paid for~ the advice of these _men in the California are representecj ~Y t hirty- Recent: Case Deqisions . senior - day;
conduct of their '.} aw suits. Here, in one students . Eleven :did.t~eir under- Betty Boone - Book B.evioews. seni0rthese iiliterate farmers who gave ad- graduate wor k at San .Piegq .S,tate. Col- llight; F'r ed-T schppp - Managing Editor
vice on · customary l aw. ·and pJ:'.oced1.1r e, l.ege, fou r a re fromthe -lJni;yer sity pf San ·.senior ::- high,t~ ..p!l!l Sant o ~ As sJstant
for a fee. we· see ~be f~r.sJ faint qutline p ieg?·and two api~ ce a_r e: fr;,o.D.l: the Uni'."" _J.Y.f an a g.i n g Edit.p_r, 2nd ye_ar .- ·~ight.
of a legal,Rrof~sswn ·~ E nglan? .- . ···.. . ,Y$rsity9f Sout hern Caljfo.-ni:a, St apfo,rd, Other studei;it,s writing for the Review
· .;d;;: .'-'.<-i:.::::~:...--~,~~~;": :. , ;;"; and-:£~ We_ptern. , T!1·: ad'q~llo)1, ~.ile.· inq~-gi:fe; Itobi\1 . g .q o den ou gh,<Mal\'ge
··--:.-.;·~··· " ·
.,:>," . ; :&f::_
(}ua.t,: . from e ~~ch' ?f,,t!1~2·foI~~"':lJlg ·stem~ J~ s .'1 p h J:11rqer, J\)hn. Strq_ug,
' . ',.s cno,01,'l,rln now ·e nr_d'!l e ? m ,the 'f1rs_t···:;J!#t)tr,-.a'hni,g e:n/ ' J ohn RoehE(;; .:[8,Iµea;
· .:·- . ::. :~
. . ._
.; ._ ~ :...~ar.;_~~·us~ School :of paw:«Ufii.v\lrsitVRot~"f~Jl,1 J oJ:IDll:]'.j:qady, Gerald F'a,lbo;
- ·'-'"":-.~
_.. ~:: i ,-;:.,,,,
'··"~.of S'a!if~rnia, .UCtill.,, ·Hpfn'.>'?>ldt~ Sta!~ "Derin'iS'-Adllms-~'-·:Nlicj1.ael Bru9._e,,;E dna • _ . . . .
~:_:_:• '
·t ;
•,· Sa?ram;ento St ate, Et. 'Mar.}':1 s : Redlands, -Barbe:tti 'Ed~_ard Reading and. G.harle s
,~ · . ' .: t"-lf· •'
·•·
.,.... "'"~ <W>Sa'if 'Ifu·t s Rey, <Jal-if'o~rli~ M'&ritime ,'l.• ~y~li. "";'l'hel a-andtdate s · were .sele'ctEi.Ji B. t.~ .R,.l -~ SR a ~oe·d: -D~ .Sax_itos,. 9huck
·- · ' · ' ~aint P atr i ck's and<Santa·Clia):'a\ '- ~- - · «frdfu.the nighest-' scholastic avef ages Ren~aw,. Be,t:yBaone, _JerryoMcMah~
'·r- . .-iN~'!l~C 0 117 g e:-~: .;wi:j;,11;-.W.:I!'.' :0 ;1:" m'<:>re ·..m...th.eit. ~eape:cth:e.~classes. ' -~ . ~:· .' £ ..Stan.ding:" Bob,; B~ey, I F~ed.~T ~-Chopp,
• aiuron} cm _.the;.r fi{'s:t..•y~a.I\,b."ft,re, :are.: · · ~Tlie1J:>.as.ic fo:rmat of· the Review~will" Chuc;k Wickersham. "'in · •;. •· """'-~
-;Na~ak.· Acatiem?'" 3 ;_ U niv, e 1' ~· it y : Qi ~qU,9~,~v;:td~ti9nai-,lines. It will' be' diV:-::i.fo.der1cons ider ati'on_ih<jlude ".Aliens Re_.. A.£_:1oz9_n.a, ~; l'.mvers ~~Y, of. Q;l;__ah_t:,..;2; ~u.r;:· '.lde:g iptc;iJo¥z:%ener~-ar.eas;ARTI<?LES: entr ' _Cbllateral- Esfop:i>e!- ~Gambling· .,d ue'. 2,,.l\/I1c~1gan, ,- 2,, ~· LI_
... t.,;2,..,.:rvl\ s..~:-»~;ittl;!J2 PY ap. au_t!10.r 1ty ill the parheulal'·Gont racts, ·Felony-Mu_r deri _Adve rtis- ·
. our i, . 2< Qhio, __ 2.; aJJii, ~"1~ ',Sfat?,'} ., fi;_eld·:·,J :•.l\,w ; ~TSJS1 - ~ ext~nsiv.:;. stu- ing' b:y ·.L avy-:rersJ ' Seit.'- ·irter inllnation,
~eµty , othe r golleges o,ut~1d<e_~C~lifoz: -.;. deI_l'i:Work, d~scussmg some par ticular Ob&ce nij;y, and, Wor.kmans .,, Compensa··
n1a have one representative apiece m . aspe ct "bf the l aw;. RECENT CASE DE-·t fon.
_. - - ;_,. ·
,-.. ·
'~i~ fi~s-~ year at the S ch(Joi ·o f ;La_w. . C~SION:S,' a short: s tudent com.I l!ent -on· In the ARnCL~ Sectfon United
,
Thr~e St).ldents,_ ·Tom Fetj;er,, Paul s <i me .c<urrent deci~ipn~ of note;· and. States Senator John McClell~ii is com_. McEw~n, and qaif" &;>~thgate,_ . have aooK R,~V!EWS,writtenby an,author"' niiHed to write on the ub ·
f
· · sf. c J e ct 0
:Maste r .'s degreeS'; _all. ill the field of -ity on h ie subject matter coveredby't he S1.1p re m.e Court
huffiness'.
. ·.
·· ,, book. .,
. .. . ,. ,/
.
. .• .
- .
.
eros10i:i o . ongrese~ ·- )'he 7_1 Ihe tnbers · of the first year' · . The NOTE Section i s including such Jioun:1gPe·OWJamer. sFesdecral Dti_s trictdCJoudrt
· · an av-e rage age. ·of2970
·
N. a rcoic.
t' Rh
' n,chaHes Powe 11 • dB
a r eran
l ··-h ave
cass
_ . . . t epics.as
e a b'l't
i i -_a t io
· v ·w uge The average for the day clas s ·is 28.07, "Widow's ,Benefi.t s Unde:r the·Social Se c :- U,nivei-sit · 0 /san~· · r~e. · agner,·
the average fi r s t year evenin g student urity Acts·, Product Liability, and Gov- y'e· ar
; for_Y
. h i~go tra?b~atte ofd the
· 30 57
ld
· ·c
· ··
CAS
. ·
. 1963, ave c o n r i u e an
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appe ar in court in pe,rson. The mere
fl
- h~s su!>mitted a work on the 11 Techniidea of _a defendant's guilt or liability.
·
· .' · .
.
. . ..
· '
-ques of Writing Bar Examinations. "
being adjudged in his absence was un"Evel'ythirig's big in Chicago. 11 This paigning for·this positi~n; truly a tribute
Book Reviews have been submitted
thinkable and no trial cou~d proceed was never more true than during the to More H:all and Gene s many talents. by Professor Barrett of the University
without him. Me n of the time would as week.of 'August 9- 16,. when the AmeriTl_i7 ALSA is sp?n.sored .by th.e of ~alifornia (Boalt Hall) Califo . '
can Bar Association and the Ame rican American
_ Bar Association as part of it Atto·r ney Gene r•' Stanle , M k rmda s
.
.
h
f
."8oon imagille t e soul o a deceased
.. '
. .
.
tud t . .
It
·
b
.....
Y os , an a
1
person being_r epre s e nte d by counsel at" Law Stu~en! A.&soc1atio? s un,u ltaneou_sly .aw ,s . en program. s primary o - third is b e in g wr itten b Will'
B
the Last Judgment, altho1.1gh such ·a n.· held their annu 8,l meetillgs m that city. Jec:t1ves are:
. .
'
'·
Enright, . Esq.
·
Y
i am ·
·d
· ht tb t
~
·
'ibaili
· .. tT o promote professional respon- .
~/:s ~~~ay,no e oo ~e.,i:iugnant to some FINAL ACCREDITATION
Above all the numerous. local courts
b.
amed.ium_fort_he interwas the King's court which settled the
On August i'5, the Amerfoan Bar chan_ge of id.e as among law students
SPEAK
1
disputes of the- baronage, those great · Association House of Delegates unani- from all-part-s of, the nation. ·
,
magnates of the r ealm who .he ld the ir moJisly ,approved 'the recommendation . · c. T(> provide . solut ions for mutUal
Mr. John .Miner, Deputy Pis tr ict
v ast estates from the king in return' for of the ~ection. of Legal Education and pr oblems of m e mbe r student bar groups. Attorney· and Chief of the Medico- Legal
men and mpney to- f ight his wars. Be - Admis sions, to the Bar and granted full
ALSA attains th ese obje ctiyes not Section of the DistrictAttorney•sOffice
fore the end of the 12th Century this , ABA ~pprQv.a.! to qur school.
on_ly by is suing s pe cial reports con- of the Co'linty of LosAngeles will be the
Kings 's court- was .extending its juris ;.
Thi~ a~tum .c~e as a r es.ult .of ce rning all phase s of .the le gal profes;:- gue st speaker at a luncheon to be hostd.i ction to include · the· disputes of Dean ~ohn Heryey s f_avorable final m- sion under the individual membership ed by the StudentBarAiisociation of the
ordinary people, ~d because the new spection; c1;mdu~ted_m Noye mb er o~ prog.ram:, anda ~dent Lawye7Journal University of San Diego School of. Law •.
royal justice introduced triitl by jury ·Law Schools and ."Advisor to ~e .c<>_uncil (des+gned to provide ·practical informa- .according to s . Jon Gudmunds, s. B. A.
to r eplace the time- taking and barba- on Legal Education and Admissions.
tion to the nation's law students) but President. - Mr. Mine.r will speak on
r ous trials by Or deal, ifsoon..became
als o bycondueting regional and national MedicalQtlackery andthe Law on Tuespopula r at the e xp e n se .of the local. 'ACROSS TOWN- ANOTHER HOME'R uN' m eetings to provide an opportunity .for day ; Decenibe r 17, 1963.
com munal C_Qurts which gradual~y disexchanginginformationabout programs
Mr. Mine r , who he ads on e of the
,
·
.The Fifteenth Annual Meet ing of the and proble m !_!.
. . . .
fir.>t Medico-Legal Sectioqs eve r esappe are:d . -.
In the com plete aosenc.e of a lawyer Ame rican Law Student Ass ociation als o· , -.; Men)ber s chools. are divide d i·n _t o tablished by a District , A tt 0 r n ey • s
class t o preside over the new r oyal met in Chicago at this t im:e. This m eet- tv.:elv~ ge o gra p~_\ca l _areas called Office , was the prosecutor inthe r e c ent
cou r t -s,. the King commissioned the ing was a kaleidoscope of professional C:1rcuit~'- each ,administered oy a ~a- Los Angeles case of People v. Phillips.
ablest and bes t educated me n i ·n th e · activity. Outstanding i;ne mbers of the t1onal.'.Vice Preside~tsandthe Executive That case, now on-appeal fromaseckingdom , s ome t o sit at Westm ins t e r Bar throughout the country addre s sed Comi:iittee . The 'Presid ~ nt is also ond;.degreemurde rconviction,involved
and others to 'travel on circuit up and the. J:Aany stude nt sem inar s a.Il-d work- C h;a1 r man o~ ~e <B oard._ T~e other a chiropractor's alle ge d m edicaI quackdown the countr y, t o hear ·and decide · shops . Subject s ranged f rom " Labo r office r s compr is m gU1e Executive Com- .e r y: Melvin Belli of SanFrancisco was .
felonies and , in due course, ordina r y Law in the 20th Ce ntury" to " Lawye r s mittee are the Executive Vice President, the defense counsel. · Mr. Miner was
d isputes. At first , nearly all of these in the Peace Co rps" .
•·
S~cond~ Vice Preside nt , Secretary and feature d' in an.a rticl e in the Nove mber
Commissioners w e r e members of r e l i'!'.he ~ighlight of the meet ing, how :. Treasurer. ,
. ·
.
l, 1963, issue of Life Magazine which
gious order s because laymen we r e tin- ever, w:as the political upset s t aged _by . The p;cc~ptance ai:id s uccessofALSA de alt with m edic al quackery.
. _
able t o r~ad and write . Roman L a w Gene Bambie i n being ~ n a n i:mou s l y as a,dyi:i_a~1c _force m o~r chosen pr o Mr. Mi.ii.er, who got his LL. B . at
a nd Cannon Law we r e t a u g h t in the · ~lecte d 1to the ALSA Presi?,e~cy. (W~ol- fe ssi:on is i.11dicated by its phenomenal the School of Law at ·U. c. L.A. , was
monaste ries, s o this legal learning as - sack, ·Sept. 10, 1963) This ts the firs t -growth .. When founded in 1949, original admitted t6. the California Bar in 1956.
sisted the Comm issioners t o ad minis te r ·time in the hist ory of AL SA . t hat the me.lll'b e r ship :consi st ed of 46 A BA He has done graduate l evel work in the
(Cont. onpg. 6) "
West Coast_ was successful in cam(Cont. onpg.3)
(Co_n t. on .pg. 6)
·.,
- -~···-------_...,;_-____;;,___:;_ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Here i$ a good glim/Jse of then-Attorney GeneraZ:Ramsey
· Clark-in his early years. Even in . 1966~ law students
were fond of Mexico --- Ed.
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americans in mexico.

Arrest And Trial·
11
A La' Mexicano

U.S.D. H'onoreCI with
'
Speech By Atty. Gen. Clark
'

11

By Jim Street .:._

December 1966

.
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-·
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-

·;·

Acting U .S. Att'y~ Gen. Ramsey Clark spoke
to a combined lunc,h e.o n me·eting of. the San·
Diego Coun..ty Bar, U.S.D. Student ·: Bar and
Faculty on Saturday, October 29.
·
Speaking to a gathering of a:bout
judges,
attorneys, teachers, and law 1students, the
Attorney General bega~ by pr~ising ·.t he ConThe American Bar Associ·
ation's La'wyer Placement In-, tinui~g Legal Education · endeavors >~hroughformation service'\has ' an' out the states_. He aimed his re:tna:rkS: at the
nounced that it will provide 1965 California Evidence Code Semim~r which
supplementary placement as- was being conducted bY the San Diego Coun.sistance to law students who
are individual members of ty Bar·at our schoolthat day. .
the American Law student
Clark then turned his· attention to the _subAssoCiation. An article ap- ject of "Crime and Law E,nfo.r c_ement'' He bepearing in ·the recently dis- gan by de-em phasizi ng th'e role of the federal
tributed Octobei: issue of
Sttident Lawyer Jou rnal em- government in the area oflocal cri!!le prev~nphasized that the service pro- tion. " This role has not been and should not
vided by the pilot project is b e c e ntral," he s aid : "A freem an must b e pro nof intended to interfere
·
with or supplant the student's· . ~ected . ·. . ·by police known and · responsible
search for a permanent job to him in his ·community-; and be respected by
locatiQn through his own'"faw ; h i m as a c i tizen."
/
.
c. school's:piacement program, but rather is intended to supCaliforn.ia Enforcement people for having failed "to ·
plement these efforts.
Praised
devote sufficient money; peo, A 'number of law firms._ and / Mr. Clark then poigted out ple, effort, and interest ta
corporate .employers have ex- that California is .currently serve the ends of justice." .
pressed interest in reviewing leading the way in upgrading ' · "Law enforcement has only
·the resumes of law, students the effectiveness of . the ad- begun to apply the tools of
who expect tO graduate in''tb:e ministration of criminal jus- science and ha~v~nced mahnnext eighteen .to t'''1f~'ety~four tice.
-:
agement tee mques . ,to · t e
· months. (The pilot project will
He stated that of 19 ieaders _ task ·· of;. crimi nal - jl;lstice.,"
• riot provide assistance to stu- chose n by the President for . he .said. "Oui: te~hnological '
dents seeking summer e:rn' the natiQnal Crime cq·mm:is- , g~!11us· and scientific ·revol~
ployment.)·Special placement sion, three were from Cali-· .tion can be servants of this
publications and · materials fornia.
systepi,''.,
will be .provided to students
Another eJ1;ample of Cali- , He illustrated tll~ size of
·Who register. The registra- fornia's leadership·was in the this task by citing the area
·"tion fee is $1Q.OO.
·· ·
area of:police science courses. ofcorrections,.where 2,000,000
· Individual members'....d esir-- At · present only one-half of peopl e move in aild out of it
./ CROSSl'NG U.5.-Mexican border, San ·Ysidro, 'calif.; changing juris- ing further i nformation t 'iie states have··'e duca- each week.
'
·. dictions.
·" '
should write to the American tional institutions offering , · "80% of those convicted of
Bar Assoc iation, Lawyer such courses. Californi a felonies were for merly eon·Placement 1Informatioil Serv- a!one, ,has nearly 30 ~chools victed of al least a mis-,
ice, Am'e rica.n Bar Center,
By Scott Keep
ing only-a moment our tourist i155.East 60th street, Chica.go,
Art article in the last edi- has a vision that Fi:.ancisco . _11_11_·n_o_i's_6_0_6_3_7_.:-_ _ ~
_ __.___
tion of The. Woolsack hirited "Poncho" Villa's ghost is
, .
. . ,.
that legal issues . can be, the chief of Tijuana police. '
found anywhere, specific~lly The conclusion s uggested is
.
.
.
that some televis-ion pl'o: irresistible. Pulling into the
grams written for the di scrim- lot with a ,sigh at having ·ro~nd 00 'l
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When an American citizen crosses the international
bo'r der into Mexico, he leaves-more behind thari his inhibitions; he leaves the protec~ion of-the United States
Constitution. At this ,instant he comes under the jurisdiction of Mexican laws and' the Mexican Constitution,
which while not totally dissimilar to the Constitution of
the United States, has s.o me basic differenc~s. It is a
-ba'sicfcret'Of-international life that as a visitor in a for, 'eign country ·on_e enjoys no· highe r rights than the citizens of that country: Unfortunately many Americans,
especially those in a border town such as Tijuana, think
that they are still u.s.~ citizens, in the sense that they are
entitled to all the pre-trial rights that they would have
,a t home. For many American visitors to these border
towns it is their first trip abroad. The fact that the good
old U.S.A. is only.a few minutes away diludes them into
·thinking that this is on~y a quasi-foreign c ountry, a place
where Americans ~can do n o wr ong. Above all, if t h ey do
get into a scrap e they think they can always run to the
American Consu late and have their "rights" as Ame rican citizens invoked. It is only then, to their shqck and
surprise; that t~ey learn their true status, . co;nt. onpg.'7
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. In this 1972 issue o/The Woolsack, the _law school is
introduced to its new dean, Do·n ald Weckstein, and receives a visit from that irrepressible political.gadlfy,
Ralph Nader --- Ed.

WECKSTEIN NAMED NEW DEAN
The new dean is well student-faculty ratio, which he
After a year-long ·search
which involved the screening published, having authored · termed "much too large,
of nearly a hundred potential dozens of scholarly articles espedally in the first-year
candidates, the USD Board of appearing in a number of class."
He said that three new
Trusteei; has selected a · new leading publications, including
some of the nation's top law professors have already been
Dean for the School of Law.
hired for next year, and there
The new dean, who will begin reviews.
Mr. Weckstein, who is is a possibility that another will
his duties sometime this
summer, is 40-year-old Donald ·married and · the father of be hired soon.
The new dean is a member of
T. Weckstein, currently a three, has been a law professor
professor atthe University of at the University of Te~nessee the Texas and Connecticut }3ar
and at Louisiana State. He Associations and the American
Connecticut School of Law.
Mr. Weckstein, a native of holds the rank of Major in the___ Bar Association. He has also ··
New Jersey, received a Army Reserve, and serves as been active in the American
Bachelor of Business Ad- an instructor in the Army JAG Assoeiation of Law . Schools
·
serving as chairman of the
ministration degree from the Corps Scho_ol.
Mr. Weckstein told the National Conference on
University of Wisconsin, and
his law ,degree from the Woolsack that high on his list of Education in the PrQfessional
Universitv of Texas. He also priorities will be the im- Responsibilities of the.Lawyer
provement of the law school's (1968) .
holds an LL.M. from Yale. .

Udovich Elected

New SBA President

Honor Court
Elections Held
The Honor Court election,
held in conjunction with the ·
Student Bar - Association
balloting, was· completed
Fridliy, March 17.
" The Honor Code provides
·that students shall vote for
three candidates, With the top
six vote"getters filling the six
Honor Court positionfl. A
seventh office·, Honor Court
Counsel, is also included on a
separate ballot.
The three candidates
receiving 'the highest number
of votes are awarded the
position of Student · Justice.
Paul Robinson, the only
member of the 1971-72 Court to
run again, captured the highest
number -of votes. He was
followed by George Paluso,
with Roger Litman taking the
third .position.
All three of these newly
elected Student Justices are
members ·of the second year
day class.
Gene Meyers, a_nother
second year day student, took
the office of Preliminary
Examiner. To do this it was
necessary to receive the fourth
highest number of votes.
Meyers will work in con~.
junction with the Faculty
Preliminary Examiner, a
position currently heid by
Professor John Roch·e .
Charles Kl um has · been
(conti nued on page 2)
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The end of the beginning --- Ed.
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U.S.D.

Founder Dies

lives of many students of law
and memJ:>ers of the legal profession through th'.e instrumentality
of the Law School which he esWhereas, it has pleased Divine tablished with determination
Providence to call from our midst and nurtured wtth interest and
the.Most Reverend Charles Fran- care; and ·
cis Buddy, the first Bishop of Whereas, his acoomplishments
San Dtego, the Founder and first in so founding and nurturing
President of the University of this Law School · have merited
San Diego, author, educator, de- that he should be held in gratevoted Priest and zealous Mission- ful remembrance by those who
ary; and
have gone forth from the portals
Whereas, we, the faculty of the of this Law School. to take their
School of Law of the University place in the professio:rtai Ii.fe of
of San Diego, in a special meet- the community, State and Naing held on this eighth day of tion;
March in the Year of Our Lord
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RE1966, to express our sadness at SOLVED:
the passing of the Founder an,d That this .Faculty of the School
Benefactor of . the School of Law of Law express its profound sorarid to. express our respect and row at the loss of its beloved
gratitude for his profound inter- Founder, President and co-workest and contribution to the wel- er;
fare and advancement· of the
That this Faculty express its
School of Law, its faculty and deep appreciation for the tnspirastudents; and
tion of otir late Founder and for
Whereas, his efforts and acti- the opportunity of working with
tjty have exerted and will con- him for the advancement of the
tinue to exert a .beneficent in- cause of legal education;
fluence and inspiration on the, That this Faculty express on
Proclamation unanimously adopted
by the U.S.D. Law School faculty.
upon the passing of Bishop Charles
F. Buddy.

'
behalf -0f all who have benefitted
through this School of Law by
the plan·ning, work and constant
.iillterest and encouragement of
their Benefactor their appreciation; and on behalf of those
who will benefit in the years to
come a sense -0f' dedication to
the cam;e ·of education and legal
learning to which he himself
was so ·dedicated, and upon
which he has left his mark forever;
That as Bishop Charles Francis Buddy takes his leave from
us this Faculty rededicate itself
With renewed inspiration from
the example of his life to build
a greater School of Law upon the
foundations which he so wisely
laid that, it may fulfill to the
fullest the great dreams and
plans of its great Founder in
the years to come; and
That this resolution be spread
upon the Minutes and Records
of the School of Law and that
the beloved sister of our late
Founder and the President of
the Universify of San Diego be
notified of this action so tak~n. ·
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to ·Host ALSA

The first three days of April -----------------------~--
will see USD Law School acting
as host for the annual Ninth
Circuit ·conference of the Ameri can Law Students Association.
Composed of all member law
schools in California and Arizona, the Ninth Circuit annual-·
ly is respon,sible for the election
Of a Vice Ptesident of the A.L.S.A. According to Don ·Feld, pro- .
gram -chairman, a variety of topAn .e nthusiastic student ettort
ics will be presented for. 'student
and increased circulation mark
;md delegate consideration. The
GRADUATE LA WYERS are Volume III of the San Diego
conference will present a worthwhile opportunity for a more needed to serve . as community Law R~view as one of the most
active involvement of the . law Organizers in ..l_'eace'. Corps pro- promising of .the young Law Re.student with the working bar. grams .in nine countries: Bolivia, views~ With the combined efforts
Guests of note are expected to .Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, of the Editorial Board and the
attend and speak .at the ses- Peru, Ven~zue}a, Doriliriican Re- faculty advisors, Professor Wilsions, many of which will be public .and:Nepal. In addition, a liam· Velman and .Professor Sarlimited number of Volunteer ah Velman, the forthcoming volopen to the public.
lawyers are needed for ' 1 e g a i ume is expected to achieve wide.
aide assignments in Ethiopia, Li- spread recognition .in local, state
beria and 1'hailand.
anJl national' .l egal circles. '
There is an urgent need for leEditor -in-Chief .Ken Wood statgal help in most developing na- ed that the Law Review has extions, and it is this need - the tended its coverage from solely.
desperate, urgent n eed for jus- state level matters to those of
tice - that has prompted the national concern as well. Na :
Peace Corps to seek volunteers tionally prominent figures hiJ.Ve
with legal .backgrounds for its contributed material for this
On January 31, February 1 and community development projects year's' Law Review. · U.S. SuFebruary 2, a visiting team ap- throughout' Latin America and preme Court Justice Tom Clark,
pointed by the Executive Com- in Nepal. The job lawyers.will do California Supreme Court Jusi:nittee of the Association of A- as volunteers - that of Commu- tice Stanley Mosk, and Duquesne
merican Law Schools, consisttng nlty Organizers - is perhaps the law professor Walter Rafalko will
of Dean Thomas Christopher of most qi.fficult assignment which highlight the lead article seethe Uniyerslty of New Mexico the Peace Corps can offer. In ·a tion.
Assisting Ken· Wood were
School of Law, Professor Jerre community development project,
Williams of 'l'exas University the wor}\: will be done entirely Lead Article Editor Ed Reading,
Law School · and Mrs. Marian "out .of court" because "clients" Case Note Editor George Cory,
Gallagher, Librarian a.n d Pro- do not generally partidpate in Law Note Editor Ray Shollenfessor of Law at Wash:ington the legal system of their country. barger, Book Review Editor MarState University School of Law, Altliough these people . represent guerite Stein, and Managing Eda majority in numbers, they are ·it6r Jim Rucker. . , .
inspected the Law School.
Recently, the Editorial Board
The purpose of this inspection in effect "<JUtstders" to the social,
was to determine whether or not economic, and political )ife of for the c om i n g year was
the Law School met the stan- their own country. The idea that announced by Dean Sinclitico.
dards for admisston of the As- they have "rights" as citizens Named to fill Editor Wood's
sociation of American L aw has no particula r meantng to position was John McCabe and
·
Paul McEwen will succeed Ed
Schools. The inspecition covered them.
all phases of the law · school's To help these people establish Reading. The position of Law
operation including facilities, li- themselves as citizens is a basic Note Editor will be manned by
btary, teaching, admission, stu- goal of community development David Moon, .while that of Case
and the specific job of.Communi- Note Editor will be filled by
dents activities, etc.
Official reswts__ of the inspec- ty Orgp.nizers. Much ts already James Hodges. Robert Kuhnert
tion Wlill be unknown for some- being done toward ~is goal by and Michael · Frye fill out the
time. Final approval for mem- Latin governments, through the Board as Book Review Editor
(Continued !'.>n .page 3)
(Continued on page 2)
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State Assemblyroan Richard J. Donovan was recently appointed to the San Diego Municipal Court. He. graduated ·from U.S.D.
Law School in 1959 and went into private practice in National
city. He W:as soon thereafter elected to the State Assembly tc;>
represent the 77th District.
.
Mr. Donovan was born in New Rochelle, N.Y. iri 1926. He
joined the U.S. Navy in 1943 .and was assigned_to San Diego during his enlistment. He returned to the Sa n .Diego area after his
separation from the service. Dick joined the Na tional City Police
Department in 195o where he remained until joining the Marshal's
Office, South Bay Judicial District, in 1956. In 1957 he was appointed as Clerk of the South Bay Municipal Court.
Dick attended san Diego State College and U.S.D. Law School
while he worked full time ' as a law enforcement officer and later
as court clerk, and supported .a growing family. He passed the Bar
on the first attempt .a nd entered private practice in Nationa l City.
In 1962 Attorney Donova n was elected to the State ASsembly.
While in the legislature he was a member of numerous committeei;: Transportation and Commerce, Criminal ·Procedure, Government Organization, Revenue and Taxation, and Legislative ~pre
sentation. He was later named to the Joint Legislative ·eommittee
to Revise ·the Penal Code and to the General Advisory Committee
studying Caiifornia's Probation a nd Parole programs.
A,ssemblyman Donovan has compiled an impressive legislative
record and will most assuredly carry this quality to his new judicial position.

